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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Under Construction: Project Profile
‘Under Construction - Key Skills Making Top Professionals in Construction and Habitat 4.0’ is an Erasmus+
Strategic Partnership in the domain of Vocational Education and Training. The project addresses the
upskilling of competencies of professionals and of VET learners in seven domains:

carpentry

bricklaying

wall and floor tiling

cabinetmaking

domotics

design technologies

3D printing

Figure 2: Seven professional fields in Under Construction; own illustration. Pictures: MS ClipArt Gallery

The project rationale lays on previous needs’ assessment by the partnership, verifying how current labour
markets’ trends are shaped by increased competitiveness, thus requiring fast updates and upgrades of
professional skills. It becomes then necessary to facilitate the conditions for such upskilling, particularly in
‘traditional’ professions, but also in emerging and fast evolution professions.
The project proposes to create (i) a guideline of key skills required to high professional performers (top
professionals) in construction and habitat 4.0, (ii) a training course curriculum for each of the embraced
professional domains, (iii) a multilingual e-learning platform to deliver the courses and (iv) a roadmap for
exploitation and inclusion of the courses in official VET systems, once they have been piloted and validated.
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1.2. Project Consortium
The project partnership consists of six partners from five European countries:

Portugal

Spain

Portugal

Germany

Italy

The Netherlands

Figure 3: Under Construction – Project Consortium

Further information on the individual competencies of the partners and the respective contact persons is
available on the project website: https://www.underconstructionkeyskills.eu
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1.3. Overview of Intellectual Output 1 (O1)
Intellectual Output 1 in Under Construction puts the focus on the development of a ‘Directory, guideline
and report of key skills/competencies making top professionals in construction and habitat 4.0’. The
Intellectual Output is divided into the following six activities (O1-A1 – O1-A6):

Figure 4: Structure of Intellectual Output; own illustration. Pictures: ClipArt Gallery

1.4. Explanatory Notes on the Activity O1-A6
This "IO1-A6: Report about Obtained Skills / Competences in VET in Europe" concludes the Intellectual
Output 1 of the Project Under Construction.
The report contains a summary from a desk research on VET systems in Europe with a focus on the partner
countries involved in the project and the results of the field research on the success factors for top
performance carried out in the project.
After the presentation of the results of the desk and field research, they are compared with each other.
The aim of the study is to find out whether and how the empirically determined sure success skills for the
7 occupational fields considered in the project are already taken into account in the individual VET
programmes in Europe and to compile a list of countries which could be recommended to include these
skills in their VET curricula.
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2. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET) IN EUROPE
The purpose of this chapter is first to give a general overview of Vocational Education and Training (VET)
systems in the European Union, focusing on the objectives of the European Union to create a common
European Educational Area (compare: https://ec.europa.eu/education/education-in-the-eu/europeaneducation-area_en). The following chapters will then discuss VET for each country of the project's partner
organisations, i.e. Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the Netherlands.

2.1. The VET System in the European Union
VET systems in Europe can rely on a well-developed network of VET providers. They are based on
governance structures with the involvement of social partners (employers, trade unions) in different bodies
(chambers, committees, councils, etc.). VET systems consist of initial and continuing VET:
a.

b.

Initial Vocational Education and Training (IVET) is usually carried out at upper secondary
education level, before entering working life. It takes place either in a school-based environment
or in a work-based setting, organised as close as possible to real-life experience (either in schools,
training centres or companies, with apprenticeships schemes as the most typical example). This
depends very much on the education and training system in each country, but also on the
structure of its economy.
Continuing Vocational Education and Training (CVET) takes place after the initial education and
training, or after entry into working life. It aims to improve or upgrade knowledge and/or abilities,
acquire new skills, retrain for a career move, or to continue personal and professional
development. CVET is largely work-based with the majority of learning taking place in a workplace.

European cooperation on vocational education and training was launched in 2002 in Copenhagen (with the
Copenhagen Declaration); it has been further enhanced by the 2010 Bruges Communiqué and the 2015
Riga Conclusions where the EU, candidate countries, European Economic Area countries, EU social
partners, the European Commission and European VET providers agreed on a set of deliverables for the
period 2015-20201:






Promote work-based learning in all its forms, with special attention to apprenticeships, by
involving social partners, companies, chambers and VET providers, as well as by stimulating
innovation and entrepreneurship.
Develop quality assurance mechanisms in VET in line with the European Quality Assurance
Reference Framework EQAVET recommendation and establish continuous information and
feedback loops in I-VET and C-VET systems based on learning outcomes.
Enhance the access to VET and qualifications for all through more flexible and permeable systems,
notably by offering efficient and integrated guidance services and the making validation of nonformal and informal learning possible.

1

Compare: A quick guide to EU action on vocational education and training
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/fa010796-3a40-11e9-8d0401aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search
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Further strengthen key competences in VET curricula and provide more effective opportunities to
acquire or develop those skills through I-VET and C-VET.
Introduce systematic approaches to, and opportunities for, initial and continuous professional
development of VET teachers, trainers and mentors in both school- and work-based settings.

The Commission's work on VET is supported by two agencies:




European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop), which helps develop
European VET policies. It contributes to their implementation through research, analysing
information on VET systems, policies and practice, skill needs and demands in the EU.
European Training Foundation (ETF), which contributes, in the context of EU external relations
policies, to human capital development. This means that it contributes to the lifelong
development of individuals’ skills and competences through the improvement of VET systems.

Furthermore, the European Commission proposes to create a European Education Area by 2025 "in which
learning, studying and doing research would not be hampered by borders". This initiative reflects the
Commission’s ambition to enable all young people to receive the best education and training, and find jobs
across the continent. The goal is that, in Europe:






spending time abroad to study and learn should be the standard;
school and higher education diplomas should be recognised across the EU;
knowing two languages in addition to one’s mother tongue should become the norm;
everyone should be able to access high quality education, irrespective of their socio-economic
background; and
people should have a strong sense of their identity as Europeans, of Europe’s cultural heritage and
its diversity.

The following sections outline the education systems in the partner countries of the "Under Construction"
project, with particular reference to VET. The education systems of the countries described are listed in
alphabetical order. They are Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands.
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2.2. Vocational Education and Training in Germany
2.2.1. General Introduction to the German Education System
Germany is a federal parliamentary republic composed of sixteen states, called Länder (singular: Land).
According to the Constitution, responsibility for school education lies with the State Ministries of Education
and Cultural Affairs. The responsibility for the education system is divided between the Federation and the
Länder and their responsibility’s degree is established by the Basic Law (Grundgesetz): basically, if the Basic
Law does not confer legislative powers on the Federation, this power belongs to the Länder. 2 In other
words, the administration of the Education system in many areas, such as the school sector, higher
education, adult education and continuing education, is almost exclusively a matter for the Länder.
The ministers of each state ministry of education and cultural affairs are members of a standing committee
(Kultusministerkonferenz, KMK) to ensure a certain degree of uniformity and comparability in the field of
German education, especially in school and higher education policies. KMK decisions are only
recommendations, and only become legally binding when passed by the individual state parliaments.
As regards the Vocational Education and Training, the Länder have Vocational Training Committees
(Berufsbildungsausschüsse), with equal representation of employers, employees and the highest state
authorities. They advise the state governments on vocational training issues in schools and also contribute
to designing schemes that support disadvantaged youths and provide opportunities for additional
qualifications that require school-based training.
In the field of Vocational Education and Training (VET), the federal government is responsible for incompany training, while the Länder are responsible for the school-based parts of vocational training, and
also for vocational schools. The German VET system (both initial and continuing VET) and its governance
are characterized by a strong partnership between the state, employers and trade unions. 3
In the next three sections, the focus will be directed to the following aspects:
1.
2.

3.

The 1st paragraph will analyse all levels of compulsory and not compulsory education.
The 2nd paragraph will analyse the IVET system and its type of programs; the focus will also be put
on the characteristics and curricula of vocational education and training programs of the upper
secondary Education, the apprenticeship and its dual system.
The 3rd paragraph will explain the Continuing Vocational and Training (CVET) and the possibilities
given to adults to learn, improve and recognise their competences.

2

EURYDICE (2019) National education system: Germany Overview

3

Hippach-Schneider, U.; Huismann, A. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Germany.
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2.2.2. Compulsory Education in Germany
Since each Land decides its own education policies, the German educational path presents differences from
one Land to another. The main differences are found in the Länder of Berlin and Brandenburg, in which,
for example, the primary school has a different duration compared to other Länder.
In the Federal Republic of Germany compulsory education lasts 9 years of full-time schooling. Education
begins with the Kindergarten (pre-primary school), optional for all children aged three to six, whereas
primary and secondary school is compulsory for a period of time between six and sixteen years. 4
Those young people who do not attend a full-time general education school or vocational school at upper
secondary level once they have completed their period of compulsory general schooling must still attend
part-time schooling, which usually lasts three years.
According to what has just been explained, German compulsory education can be divided into:5



Primary Education (Grundschule) that lasts 4 years in all Länder, except in Berlin and Brandenburg
where it lasts 6 years;
Secondary Education which has a different duration depending on the school pathways chosen
by the student.

At the end of the Primary Education, students (at the age of 10 or 12, depending on the Land) choose which
school career to attend according to their preferences and the recommendation from their teachers.
There are three different programs available for the Secondary Education levels:






Mittelschule that lasts 5 years; it offers both the basic general education and pre-vocational
studies in specific areas (e.g. Economics-Work-Technology, Work-Economics-Technology,
Profession and Economics); this program allows students to obtain the qualifying or extended
Hauptschulabschluss and to facilitate the transition to other types of secondary school (e.g.
leading to a higher education entrance qualification).
Realschule that lasts 4-6 years; it offers a more extensive general education; at the end of this
school program students get a Realschule leaving certificate (Mittlerer Schulabschluss), which
allows students to continue their education and training in a vocational school or, under certain
conditions, to enroll in a higher education program.
Gymnasium that lasts 9 years; it offers an intensified general education and comprises both the
lower and upper secondary level. At the end students get a qualification to allow them to enroll
in a higher education program.

4

Hippach-Schneider, U.; Huismann, A. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Germany.

5

EURYDICE (2019) National education system: Germany overview
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2.2.3. Initial Vocational Education and Training (IVET)
In Germany, a slightly higher number of students chose the general educational path (52.2%) compared to
vocational education (47.8%) in 2014. Another important fact is the percentage of VET students who
choose the dual system (86.4% of IFP members in 2014 chose the dual system). This shows that in Germany
there is a general consensus on dual education and vocational training. Especially because of the link
between learning and work, in addition to schools and companies, the double training system in Germany
is considered to be a successful model for structuring the transition from school to working life.
In Germany there are two types of VET programs: the full-time vocational schools and the vocational
education and training in the dual system. They will be sketched one after another.

2.2.3.1. The full-time vocational schools6
In the upper secondary level, the courses of education provided at vocational schools lead to a vocational
qualification for skilled work as qualified staff. The aim of these schools is to provide students with formal
training on professions for which it is possible to qualify only by attending school.
In general, full-time vocational schools include four pathways. The following section analyses their main
characteristics, paying more attention to the occupational fields of the UnderConstruction (UC) project.
1.

Berufsfachschule: this school introduces their students to one or several occupations offering
them a vocational training; it offers a very wide range of course in different thematic areas: the
most interesting for the project UC are the ‘crafts industry occupations’ course and ‘artistic
occupations’ course. The duration of training at Berufsfachschulen varies from 1 to 3 years,
depending on which vocational-career students choose. Usually this kind of course ends with a
final exam and students can obtain different level of qualification, which may be either of a
vocational or a general education nature.

2.

Fachoberschule: this school covers grades 11 and 12 (aged 16-17) and requires a Mittlerer
Schulabschluss. It provides its students general and specialised theoretical and practical
knowledge and skills. Upon completion of this school the qualification for admission to higher
education for the Fachhochschule is obtained (Fachhochschulreife). Some Länder may also
establish a grade 13 and, after its successful completion, students can obtain the Fachgebundene
Hochschulreife.

3.

Berufliches Gymnasium: this school comprises a three-year course of education and consists of
programs with career-oriented specialisations. Programs are divided in different subject areas;
Technology is the most useful subject area for the project UC and consists of the following
programs: Metal Technology / Engineering; Electrical engineering; Structural Engineering;
Mechatronics; Environmental engineering; Design and media technology; Technology and
Management. After its completion students get the Allgemeine Hochschulreife, a general entrance
qualification for higher education. This type of school exists in almost all Länder.

6

Eurydice (2019) National Education System. Germany: Organisation of Vocational Upper Secondary
Education
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4.

Berufsoberschule: this is a particular type of school because it has the function of contributing to
the permeability of the German educational system. Providing two years of full-time education,
students can obtain the Fachhochschulreife (like Fachoberschule) and, with a second foreign
language, also the Allgemeine Hochschulreife (like Berufliches Gymnasium). This program can also
be part-time for a proportionately longer period. The minimum requirements for access are:
having the Mittlerer Schulabschluss (or qualifications recognized as equivalent) and at least two
years of successful professional training or relevant practical experience of at least five years. The
Berufsoberschule includes different specialisations, among which technology and design.

2.2.3.2. The Dual System – Apprenticeship7
The dual system links theory and practice in a variety of ways and thereby ensures a good combination for
imparting occupational skills and key qualifications. The goal of training is to acquire professional action
competence, i.e., a broad-based qualification instead of narrow understanding of specific activities. 8
A key element of dual VET is training occupations which form the basis for in-company training and are
complemented by the respective framework curricula from the school-based part of apprenticeships: they
comprise VET standards, occupational characteristics, a two- or three-year training plan and examination
regulations. It is important to underline that the in-company training for young people under 18 is only
permitted in recognised training occupations.
An apprenticeship in the dual system normally lasts three years and, generally, young people take up VET
between the age of 16 and 18. It is important emphasize that the compulsory education must have been
completed before starting VET; however, companies select their apprenticeships and the majority of hold
either the intermediate school leaving certificate (Realschule) or the upper secondary school leaving
certified Abitur (higher education entrance qualification).
In the dual system, the vocational school is an autonomous place of learning: it provides basic and
specialised vocational training and to extend previously acquired general education. Apprentices attend
part-time vocational school one or two days per week, where they are mainly taught theoretical and
practical knowledge related to their occupation; they attend classes on general subjects such as economics,
social studies and foreign languages. Systematic teaching at vocational school is a necessary supplement
to process-oriented training within a company, which is more based on specific in-house requirements.
The skills acquired during this training cycle will be demonstrated through an exam regulated by law
(Vocational Training Act).

7

Hippach-Schneider, U.; Huismann, A. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Germany.

8

Hippach-Schneider, U.; Huismann, A. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Germany.
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2.2.3.3. Kind of VET programs at upper secondary level
There is a variety of VET programs at upper secondary level in Germany. Some offer a preparatory training,
others lead to a vocational qualification allowing access to relevant occupations. The following table 9
contains the main characteristics of the VET programs related to the project “Under Construction”:

Type of
educational
program

Main
economic
sectors

Dual system
of vocational
education
and training

In every
sector

Balance
between
school- and
work-based
training
School and
work based

Average
duration
of studies

Transfer to other
pathways

Admission
requirement

Mostly 3
years

Trade and technical
school, vocational
academy,
specialised upper
secondary school,
senior vocational
school, school of
health care

Completion of fulltime compulsory
education, no further
requirements for
access (but companies
select their
apprentices

Prevocational
training year

For
orientation

Entirely schoolbased

1 or 2
years

Vocational training

No access
requirements

Basic
vocational
training year

For
orientation
i.e. economic
and technical
sector

School based
or cooperative
school and
practice based

1 year

Vocational training,
full-time vocational
school

Completion of the
general full-time
compulsory education
(9 years of compulsory
schooling) and
transfer to Class 10
Figure 5: VET programs at upper secondary level in Germany, own illustration

2.2.4. VET for Adults - The Continuing Vocational Education and Training
The central feature of the VET system is the close partnership between employers, trade unions and the
government. The employers and the unions assume responsibility through their codetermination in
shaping VET. Without this codetermination, social partners would be unwilling to take responsibility.
The Continuing Vocational Education and Training (CVET) is targeted at various groups, like unemployed
people with no school-leaving or employed who want/need a vocational qualifications. The CVET programs
vary in content and duration depending on the different needs of the various target groups to which they
are addressed.

9

Hippach-Schneider, U.; Huismann, A. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Germany.
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2.2.4.1. CVET in-company
As regards the Continuing in-company training, it may take place inside or outside a company, but it usually
takes place during regular working hours.
The Continuing in-company training for workers can be provided by contract: there are a large number of
collective agreements containing training provisions, often combined with other issues concerning
regulations such as industrial safety and environmental protection, development of personnel and skills,
business and work organization, remuneration methods, working hours, etc.
As regards the collective agreement on training, the benchmark is the Tarifvertrag zur Qualifizierung (TVQ)
in the metal and electricity industries of 2001. In that agreement, continuing in-company training serves to
enable employees to:

-

understand the continuous development of specialised, methodological and social knowledge
within their field of work (maintenance qualification);

-

meet the new requirements in their own field of work (adaptation qualification);
Assume another, equally skilled or more skilled task.

These points just explained remain the references for every CVET in-company. Anyway, the content of
them has changed, abandoning the idea of giving qualifications related to a specific field, and focusing on
key competences, in particular on methodical and personal competences (e.g. self-dependent action,
ability to work in groups, customer orientation).

2.2.4.2. The Recognition of Competences in Germany
In this section the focus will be on recognition of formal and non-formal competences; it will also analyse
the useful tools that people who live and work (or would like to work) in Germany can use to be part of
labour market.
Non-formal learning and recognition of competences
Legally, competences acquired through non-formal and informal learning are not recognised in the same
way as formal learning. There are barely any regulatory provisions governing the recognition of crosscutting competences or specialised competences.
There are barely any regulatory provisions governing the recognition of cross-cutting competences or
specialised competences and, moreover, this issue is widely viewed as less important by those involved in
policy and practice.
The formal education system takes informal skills into consideration in a few cases, such as admission
procedures for training and study and certification programs at upper secondary level and higher
education. Furthermore, the various qualitative and quantitative certification procedures (like examination
commissions, assessments, etc.) are not regulated and coordinated procedures.
The most important tool for assessing non-formal and informal learning outcomes is admission to final
examinations under Section 45 (2) of the Vocational Training Act (BBiG), known as the Externen-Prüfung,
which is the examination for external candidates. Under this provision, people can be admitted to a final
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examination for a recognised occupation requiring formal training (training occupation) if they furnish
evidence that they have been employed in the relevant occupation for a certain period.

The recognition of qualifications acquired outside Germany 10
An effective instrument in helping people with qualifications acquired outside Germany to integrate into
the national labour market is the federal government’s law on assessing professional qualifications, which
came into force in 2012.
The great success in the process of recognition of these skills is due to the wide range of guidance services
and tools established by the federal government. They are:

-

the website Recognition in Germany11
the counselling network of the Integration through Qualification (IQ) program;
the Working and Living in Germany telephone line, a project run jointly by the Federal
Employment Agency and the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (BAMF).
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2.3. Vocational Education and Training in Italy
2.3.1. General Introduction to the Italian Education System
The Italian Education system is organised according to the Principles of subsidiarity and of autonomy of
institutions: the State has exclusive legislative competences on the general organisation of the education
system (e.g. minimum standards of education, school staff, quality assurance, State financial resources);
the Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) is responsible for the general administration of
education at national level.; Regions have joint responsibility with the State in some sectors of the
education system (e.g. distribution of schools in their territory, right to study at higher level) and they have
exclusive legislative competence of the regional vocational education and training system; Local authorities
have the organizational and logistical tasks (e.g. the maintenance of schools, transport of pupils); Schools
have a high degree of autonomy with regard to the organization of teaching, the definition of curricula and
educational provision.12
The following paragraphs will analysed the system of compulsory education by focusing on Initial
Vocational Training and Continuing Vocational Training.

2.3.2. Compulsory Education in Italy
During their education, young people are led to make decisions about which careers to undertake.
In Italy Education is compulsory for 10 years (from 6 to 16 years of age), which covers the first education
cycle of 8 years (5 years of primary school and 3 years of lower secondary school) and the first two years
of the upper secondary education cycle. After the first education cycle pupils have various possibilities of
choice. They can choose to accomplish the studies: 13



in the State-administered upper secondary schools (licei, technical institutes and vocational
institutes), whose courses last for five years;
Through the vocational education and training courses which are under the competence of the
Regions, that can last three or four years.

They will also choose a private school, generally called “scuola paritaria” that presents the similar
characteristics of the state-competence schools.
Finally, in the Tertiary cycle it is possible to continue their education/training at:




University;
Technical education and training (IFTS);
Higher technical institutes (ITS).

12 EURYDICE. (2018) Countries: description of national education systems: Italy
13

Fragasso F., Picone F., In-VET– Preventing Initial VET Dropout and fostering trainees’ inclusion: The drop
out issue in Italian vocational education system (2014)
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2.3.3. The Initial Vocational Training
In Italy the Vocational educational and training programs start during the upper secondary education cycle.
It is possible obtain a professional qualification attending both State-competence and Regions-competence
programs.
In this paragraph will focus on technical institutes (ITC), vocational institutes, the regional vocational
education and training (VET, in Italy IFP) and their differences. We also will focus on the post-secondary
education and its formative offer.

2.3.3.1. Vocational Institutes and Technical Institutes (ITC)
Vocational Institutes and technical Institutes are State-competence schools that provide technical and
professional preparation for access to various employment activities.
These courses of study last for 5 years and they offer an upper secondary education diploma (EQF 4): it
consists of an officially recognised vocational qualification and also a qualification allowing access to the
next education level; therefore pupils can access all the university faculties or enter directly into the world
of work.14
Before the Gelmini Reform (2015) it was possible get a certification of professional qualification in technical
institutes and vocational institutes- ITC because the school curriculum consisted of 3 compulsory years and
2 optional years of specialisation.

2.3.3.1.1. Major Vocational Institutes and Technical Institutes courses in Italy
There are three courses for this type of educational training that it could be useful for the project Under
Construction.15
a)

Construction, environment and territory (ITC):
This course is for young people who are interested in building field; it is focused on evaluation,
design and construction of buildings environmentally-conscious.
At the end of 5 years the skills developed by students will be: cooperate in production context;
self-management and organization of construction sites; in the field of eco-compatible building,
provide the appropriate solutions for energy saving, according to environmental protection
regulations, draft of environmental impact assessment; plan the appropriate measures to
safeguard health and safety in the places of life and work; Collaborate in the planning of company
activities, report and document the activities carried out.
Generally, those who get a diploma in this course are interested in the "home system" course of
the technical education and training.

14

INAPP et al. (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Italy. Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe
reports; 2016; - following: INAPP et al. (2016).Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.
15

The following information were developed by analysis of the curricula of various institutes in Italy
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b) electro-technical and electronics (ITC):
This course is for young people who are interested to design, build and manage electronic systems
and electrical systems, can use specific software and can contribute to technological innovation
in companies, the adaptation of systems and control of electricity consumption.
At the end of 5 years students will have specific competencies on materials and electric fields (e.g.
transmissions of electrical or electronic signal, conversion and transport of electricity and related
distribution systems, etc.); in productive contexts, they collaborate in the project, construction
and testing of electrical and electronic systems.
Generally, those who get a diploma in this course are interested in the “Electronic efficiency "
course of technical education and training.
c) Industry and craft for the Made in Italy:
This course is for young people who are interested in designing, manufacturing, assembling and
marketing processes of industrial and craft products, taking into account of local tradition and
productions.
There are several courses of Industry and craft for the Made in Italy, all different from each other.
The most interesting for the project “Under Construction” are those related to wood, furniture
and construction sectors.
At the end of 5 years the skills developed by students will be: technical competences (design,
manufacturing, marketing competences, etc.); professional skills (problem solving, decisionmaking capacity, sense of initiative in the context of youth entrepreneurship) and communication
and relations skills.

2.3.3.1.2. Geographic accessibility of Technical institutes and vocational institutes
The Constitution of the Italian Republic (art. 33 and 34) establishes that it is the duty of the State to provide
access to education for all young people living in the country, regardless of the geographical condition of
the area they live in and their individual social and economic situation.
The technical and professional institutes are present in most of the country. However there are many
limitations may be due to the lack of available facilities or the lack of school staff assigned to each school
by the School administration.16
It should be taken into account that there is an educational gap between the North and South of Italy, due
to wrong financing and resource management policies.
Research on courses in Italian territory shows a notable difference between the South and the north in the
variety of available training offers. This observation is reinforced by the National Statistical Institute (ISTAT)
studies.
According to ISTAT, although over in the South of Italy the number of schools is increasing in recent years
(almost private institutions), school dropouts and territorial gap remain high: according to ISTAT data about
the school dropouts there is a distance of more than 8 percentage points between the North-East and the
South of Italy, where the incidence is 18,8 %. This data is even more remarkable whether is taken into

16

Fragasso F., Picone F. (2014) In-VET: The drop out issue in Italian vocational education system
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account along with others (e.g. the differences between North and South about the financial situation of
the families data, availability of services and infrastructures, etc.).17

2.3.3.2. Regional Vocational Education and Training – VET programs
Vocational Training Schools are regional-competence institutions (managed and financed by the Region)
that allow a rapid integration into the world of work.
The VET programs (Percorsi triennali e quadriennali di istruzione e formazione professionale – IeFP) can be
provided by vocational training agencies (Centri di Formazione Professionale - CFP) or by Upper secondary
vocational institutes follow the guidelines issued by the single Regions for the organisation of VET/IFP
programs.18
The vocational training agencies are vocational training institutions that mainly belong to the private sector
(religious institutions or syndicates) and to the public sector (regional, provincial and local institutions).
They are accredited by the Regions according to specific criteria established in agreement with the State.
In the programs organised by the training agencies, the overall amount of teaching hours for the 3-year
period is between 2900 and 3600 hours, of which:19




The 35-45% of the time is dedicated to the acquisition of cultural competences;
The 45-50% of the time is dedicated to the technical-vocational area.
The remaining time is left to stages and to the integrative activities.

In most Regions/Provinces guidance activities are spread throughout the years, with an increase in the
third year for helping the access to the work market.
The classes are generally made up of about 20 students, but the maximum limit varies according to the
regions. The class group should not be less than a minimum number of students (e.g. 12) for managerialadministrative reasons.
At the end of the 3rd year, pupils get a qualification of professional operator corresponding to EQF 3. It is
possible to attend the 4th year and get a technician professional diploma, corresponding to EQF 4. This last,
if it was be integrated with the state exam (carried out in Technical and Vocational Institutes) pupils can
also get a qualification allowing access to the next education level (University, higher technical education
and training programs or programs at the higher technical institutes).

17

ISTAT (2019) – Noi Italia - 100 statistiche per capire il Paese in cui viviamo

18

INAPP et al. (2016).Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports

19

EURYDICE. (2019) Countries: description of national education systems: Italy: Organisation of Vocational
Upper Secondary Education
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2.3.3.2.1. Major VET qualifications/diplomas in Italy
In Italy there are 22 three-year vocational qualifications and 21 four-year vocational qualifications. In the
following schedule are listed the most interesting VET qualifications and VET diplomas for the project
“Under Construction”.20

VET Qualification (EQF 3)

VET Diplomas (EQF 4)

Building Operator

Building Specialist

Electrical Operator

Electrical Specialist

Graphic Operator

Graphic Specialist

Wood Operator

Wood Specialist

Artistic works Operator

Artistic works Specialist

2.3.3.2.2. Geographic accessibility of regional VET
The vocational training agencies are not evenly distributed across the country. This often makes it difficult
for customers/pupils to choose and to frequency the paths for the different professional qualifications. 21
Furthermore, it is important to emphasise that not all regions offer four-year VET courses.
It is possible to have more information about the vocational training courses offered by each region
through
the
Portal
of
orientation
to
the
second
degree
and
post-diploma
(https://www.orientamentoistruzione.it/index.php?s=1). This latter is a tool offered by the Ministry of
Education (MIUR).

20

INAPP et al. (2016) Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports; 2016;

21

EURYDICE. (2019) Countries: description of national education systems: Italy: Organisation of Vocational
Upper Secondary Education
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2.3.4. Post-secondary Programs of Vocational Training
Students or workers, who hold a VET qualification and / or a VET diploma, have the possibility to continue
their training. There are two different options:
a) higher technical education and training programs (istruzione e formazione tecnica superior - IFTS);
b) Programs at the higher technical institutes (istituti tecnici superiori - ITS).
They are organised by schools, vocational institutions, university and companies with the coordination by
regions. Their aims are to develop professional specialisations at post-secondary level to meet the needs
of the labour market in the public and private sectors.
The IFTS programs are defined every three years by each regions and autonomous provinces: regional
programs are defined by the IFTS National Repertory, which is a catalogue of 20 technical specialisations,
related to specific professional areas. Local governments must have a full knowledge of their territory to
consider both local companies requests and training needs expressed by the territory. Those who follow
an IFTS program get an EQF level 4 qualification.
The most interesting of IFTS’s technological area for the project “Under Construction” is the Manufacturing
and handcraft area, among which:22





Techniques for the artisan realization of products - Mechanics, Plants and Construction;
Industrial design;
Technical of management of the construction site;
Innovative building techniques.

As regards the ITS programs, they were established in 2008 by the Prime Ministerial Decree. The Higher
Technical Institutes (ITS) are classified as ‘high technological specialisation schools’ that, similar to IFTS,
promote a high specialised education in order to offer students attractive technical skills for the labour
market. Generally, these programs last 2 years and consist of 1800/2000 hours of which at least 30% have
to be spent in a company as a form of training and 50% of teachers must come from business and profession
world.23
At the end of the ITS program is issued a Higher Technical Diploma with an indication of the technological
area and the national reference figure, related to EQF level 5.
The most interesting of ITS’s technological areas for the project “Under Construction” are: 24




Energy efficiency;
New technologies of life;
New technologies for Made in Italy (mechanical systems, home).

22

Ministero dell’Istruzione dell’Università e della Ricerca (MIUR): IFTS

23

EURYDICE. (2019) Countries: description of national education systems: Italy: Higher Education

24

INAPP et al. (2016) Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.
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2.3.4.1. Geographic accessibility of ITS and IFTS
Data on geographical accessibility of ITS programs offered by INDIRE show that there is greater availability
of ITS courses in the North than in the South of Italy. In 2019, out of 103 ITS active in Italy 29 are located in
the South, of which 8 are on the Islands, and 20 are found only in the Lombardy Region (North of Italy).25
As regards the IFTS programs, it was not possible to find reliable data and sources on geographical
accessibility.

2.3.5. Continuing Vocational Education and Training
2.3.5.1. Adult Education26
Adult education is a set of programmes or education and training activities aiming to update adult
vocational skills or improve their literacy.
Before the 2012, the Adult Education system was organised by permanent local centers (CTP) and through
evening courses at upper secondary education institutions. Since 2012, the reform on adult education has
been implemented: the Ministry of Public Education (MIUR) set up the Provincial Centers for Adult
Education (CPIA) which have replaced the CTP and evening courses for educational institutions.
The CPIA programs are aimed at:




Adults, including foreigners, who have not fulfilled their obligation of education and who want to
obtain the first cycle title;
Adults, including foreigners, who have attained their first cycle title and intend to achieve their
second cycle title; • Adult foreigners who wish to enrol in Italian as foreign language courses;
Young people who are 16 years-old, in possession of their first cycle title demonstrating that they
cannot attend day classes.

The CPIAs have a close connection with the local governments, the business world and the regulated
professions, and to provide education according to learning levels:




first-level programmes, delivered by the CPIA, leading to a first-cycle qualification (a compulsory
education certificate) and certification attesting basic skills related to compulsory education; these
programmes are broken down into two semesters.
second-level programmes, delivered by education institutions offering technical, vocational and
artistic programmes, leading to an upper secondary education diploma: these may be technical
schools, professional schools and artistic licei. These programs are divided into the following three
semesters:
- 1st semester, to obtain the certification of admission to the second biennial cycle of technical,
professional or artistic schools, according to the curriculum chosen by the student;
- 2nd semester, finalized to the acquisition of the certification necessary to be admitted to a
technical, professional or artistic final year;

25

INDIRE (2019) La formazione terziaria professionalizzante in Italia. Gli ITS.

26

INAPP et al. (2016) Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.
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- 3rd semester, aimed at acquiring technical, professional or artistic education.
Italian language courses, delivered by the CPIA for working age foreign adults, holding a qualification
obtained in the home country. These courses lead to a certificate stating at least A2 level mastery of
the Italian language according to the common European framework for languages designed by the
Council of Europe.

2.3.5.2. Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)
The work market is constantly changing and the workers seek to improve regularly their competencies
trough the vocational training: this is called “Continuing Professional Education” and it is the training plan
(which it can be individual, business, regional or sectoral) agreed between the Social Partners that carries
on training programs.
In early nineties 1990s a national legislation developed (Law 236/1993 and Law 53/2000) that allowed the
financing of training activities both planned and implemented at regional level with the support of social
partners. Subsequently, starting from Law 388/2000, sectorial training funds called 'Joint Inter-professional
Funds for Continuing Training' were launched. They are directly planned and managed by social partners. 27
Workers employed in companies listed in own 'Joint Inter-professional Funds for Continuing Training' and
each of these latter shall draw up a public tender that defined the aims of the Continuing Professional
Education: aims may cover the pro Vocational and Education Training in professional organisation of work
into the company, can be aimed at acquiring compulsory information and skills (e.g. health, safety at work)
or even, or skills of personal interest to the worker. 28
However, over the last few years, an amendment on national laws changed the structure of supporting
policies on Continuing Education, both from institutional and financial point of view. The amendment was
a result of the extraordinary financial crisis which forced the adoption of counter-action measures. Another
reason was the emanation of Job-Act implementing decree (Legislative Decree 150/2015). As a result, over
the past few years financial support for continuing-training activities had been significantly reduced, as it
was allocate in anti-crisis measures.
Nowadays, inter-professional funds are the only residual funding instrument at national level. Therefore,
if in 2013 it was estimated (Cedefop 2014) (23) that Italian public funding share for non-formal learning
activities was already very low (equal to one fifth of total spending), and it can be assumed that today it
has been further reduced, to the benefit of privately financed education.

27

INAPP et al. (2016) Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.

28
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2.4. Vocational Education and Training in Portugal
2.4.1. Introduction to the Portuguese Education System
Education in Portugal is organised in different levels, from pre-school education to secondary education.
Education is compulsory for 12 years, starting at 6 and ending at 18. The compulsory Education can be
divided in three parts:29
-

Basic education, starting at 6 and ending at 15;
Upper Secondary schools, starting at 15 and ending at 18;
Higher Education that is available after the upper secondary school and it is not compulsory.

The pre-school education is optional, since the State recognizes the importance of the role of families in
the education of children.
There is also the Adult Education and Training that consists of training for whose need to improve the
competencies of worker or to re-introduce them in the work market.
The Ministry of Education (Ministério da Educação - ME) is responsible for general and non-higher
education (from the basic education to the Upper secondary school); it is also responsible of the
vocationally oriented pathways jointly the Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Social Security (Ministério do
Trabalho, Solidariedade e Segurança Social – MTSSS). Instead, the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Higher Education (Ministério da Ciência, Tecnologia e Ensino Superior - MCTES) is responsible of Higher
Education and it define and implement policies affecting the science and technology system. As regards
the Adult education and training, it is the joint responsibility of the ME and the MTSSS.30

2.4.2. Compulsory Education in Portugal
As it was previously written, there are three levels of Education which of two are compulsory. It is
interesting analyse each level to focus on the different aims and qualifications the different goals and
qualifications they offer to students.

2.4.2.1. Basic Education
Basic Education is divided into three sequential cycles:




1st cycle (6-10 years old) corresponds to primary education;
2nd cycle (10 - 12 years old) corresponds to primary education, jointly the 1 st cycle;
3rd cycle (12.-.15 years old) corresponds to lower secondary education

The aim of the Basic Education is ensure of a common general background education for all citizen. At the
end of the 3rd cycle of Basic Education, students get a basic education diploma (EQF level 2).

29

EURYDICE (2017-18) National Education System: Portugal Overview

30

EURYDICE (2017-18) National Education System: Portugal Overview
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The Basic Education level can also be concluded and certified through different paths 31 that are adapted
according to the profile and specific characteristics of the students, such as:



Education and Training Courses (CEF), useful for students who intend to continue their studies or
to qualify and enter the world of work immediately;
Alternative Curricular Pathways (ACP), which are scholastic re-orientation courses for students
who do not show progress.

As regards the Vocational and Educational Training, CEF is the most important course in this level of
education. It will be analyse below.

2.4.2.2 Upper Secondary School
Secondary education lasts for three years (from 15 to 18 years old) and corresponds to upper secondary
education. It is organised into different forms according to different aims, either focusing on access to
further studies or preparation for working life.
This level of education and training comprises different types of courses: 32







The General Programs composed of different fields of study: Sciences and Technologies, Social
and Human Sciences, Socio-Economic Sciences and Visual Arts; this program is aimed at students
who wish continue their studies in Higher Education level.
Art Education programs;
Apprenticeship programs;
Education and training programs for young people (cursos de educação e formação de jovens CEF);
Vocational programs

Excluding the General programs, because at the end of the studies is not issued a professional qualification,
all Secondary education courses are very important for vocational training. Therefore they will be both
analysing in the following paragraph.

2.4.2.3. Higher Education: Post - Secondary and Tertiary Education
The Post-secondary and the Tertiary Education are two different levels that are not part of compulsory
education. The post-secondary level includes two interesting courses:



CEF programs
Technological specialisations programs.

31

EURYDICE. (2019) National Education System: Organisational Variations and Alternative Structures in
Single Structure Education.
32

DGERT(2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Portugal. Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe
reports; 2016
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As regards the Tertiary Education, it includes all university courses, but among these, the most important
for “UnderConstruction” project is the Polytechnic Bachelor programs and its master.

2.4.3. Vocational and Education Training into Compulsory Education
As previously written, the Portuguese scholastic system (compulsory and not compulsory) includes various
courses that issue professional qualifications and qualifications. It is important analyse each course to fully
understand skills that students can develop during the attendance of these courses.
First of all it will focus on CEF programs, from the basic to post-secondary level of education. Then it will
analyse the other courses which, starting from the post-secondary level, issue qualifications or professional
diplomas.

2.4.3.1. Education and Training programs for young people (CEF) – VET starting from basic level
Usually the VET programs are available at secondary education. However, in 2004 the government had
launched the Education and Training programs for young people (cursos de educação e formação de jovens
- CEF) at the 2nd and 3rd cycle of basic education.
This program is aimed at young learners aged 15+ who had two failures in the same cycle of the studies or
three (or more) in different cycles during their educational path.33
The aims of these programs were improving educational success and allowing a first contact of learners
with vocational activities. After a pilot period the programs were gradually extended to schools that
gathered technical and pedagogical conditions recognised by the Ministry of Education. 34 The duration of
CEF programs varies from 1 125 to 2 276 hours per type, spanning one or two years.
They are divided in “Type” of course according to the level of education and its field (from Type 1 to type
7). The conclusion of each training cycle allows access to the general program and / or to the following
level of professional training:35






33

the completion of a CEF type 1, from which an EQF level 1 qualification is obtained, allows to
access the 3rd cycle of basic education;
the completion of a CEF type 2 and 3, from which an EQF level 2 qualification is obtained from
both, allow to access one of the secondary level education courses; students can choose whether:
To continue their training following the CEF programs;
To continue their training following a general programs (only after passing Portuguese and math
exams).
the completion of a CEF type 4, from which an EQF level 2 qualification is obtained, allows to
continue the studies in a CEF type 5;

DGERT (2016). Vocational education and training in Europe – Portugal.
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the completion of a CEF type 5, 6 and 7, from which an EQF level 4 qualification is obtained from
both, allow to continue the studies:
a. in a technological specialization course or in a specialization course related to the interest
area of the student;
b. in a higher level course, only if the access criteria are met.

At the beginning of each CEF program students' prior knowledge, their needs and interests are evaluated.
These programs are organised into modules and based on the involvement of companies and partner
institutions set in the geographical area of the school: this involvement allows adding a simulated practice
suitable for the age of the students to the theoretical study of professional knowledge. 36

Training areas of CEF programs
There are many Training Areas of CEF programs. 37 This report is focused on these following areas of
training:








Natural environments and wildlife
Crafts
Construction
Electricity and energy
Electronics and automation
Materials
Metallurgy and metalworking

Geographic accessibility of CEF programs
The basic level of CEF programs has not a national coverage.

2.4.3.2. Secondary Education level: Apprenticeship programs, Vocational Programs and Arts
Education programs
In addition to the CEF programs, there are other education programs on which to focus the attention.
Excluding the General program, because at the completion of the studies students do not obtain a
professional qualification, in this paragraph will be analysed the programs that issue a professional
qualification: the Apprenticeship programs, Professional programs and Art education programs. 38
a.

The Apprenticeship programs are for students aged 15 to 24 who have reached at least the 9th
year of schooling but have not completed secondary education. The aim of these programs is to

36
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provide the appropriate knowledge and skills to access the labor market by providing them with
a combination of work experience and studies / training.
The apprenticeship programs present different curricula in the following training areas: socio-cultural,
scientific, technological, and practice in the workplace and they last almost three years (from 2 800 to 3
700 hours), including mandatory workplace training (40% of the program duration). At the end of the
program students have to take a final evaluation test, which consists of a set of practical activities useful
for evaluating the skills acquired during the apprenticeship.
The successful outcome of final evaluation test involves the issue of a double certification (a diploma and
an EQF level 4 professional qualification) that allow both entry into the labor market or an additional VET
course, including higher education.
b.

c.

The Professional programs provide students with the education and professional training
necessary to develop personal and professional skills to perform work and to continue their
studies and / or training (at post-secondary or tertiary level).
It is possible to divide the professional programs into three main areas of training: sociocultural; scientific; and technical. These areas, in their turn, consist of different training
fields including: applied arts, electronics, engineering, energy, construction and
architecture. The programs last for three years for a total of approximately 3 200 hours;
work-based learning is mandatory and lasts 600-840 hours (corresponding to 19-24% of
the overall program).
Upon successful completion, students allow a double certification (the diploma and the
EQF level 4 professional qualification) that allow both entry into the labor market or an
additional VET course, including higher education.
The aim of Art education programs is to provide a specific vocational education and training to
pursue a career in the artistic field by developing their skills and talents or to continue their studies
/ training in one of the fields.

They are organised in three main learning areas: general; scientific; technical/artistic. The programs last for
three years and during the 3rd year it is provided a mandatory Workplace learning.
Successful conclusion of a specialised artistic program leads to a double certification (diploma and EQF
level 4 professional qualifications). After the achievement of a program of this type, it is possible to
continue the training in a Technological specialization programs (EQF level 5) or in a higher education
program (university or polytechnic bachelor programs).
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2.4.4. Vocational Training in Post- Secondary and Tertiary Education
At the end of compulsory education, the various qualifications and diplomas obtained during the Secondary
Education give the choice of whether to continue the training or to entry in the labour market.
As mentioned in the first chapter, excluding the programs not useful for the project “UnderConstruction”,
the training opportunities that the Portuguese education system proposes are the Polytechnic programs
(Bachelor and Master) and the Technological specialisation programs. 39
a.
b.

c.

the Polytechnic program consists of a Tertiary Education course and is divided in two cycles
degree: the bachelor (EQF level 6) and the master (EQF level 7).
Technological specialisation programs (cursos de especialização tecnológica - CET), are
characterised by a combination of general, scientific and technological components in school with
work-based learning. Usually they last about one year and at the end of the program students get
an EQF level 5 qualification and a technological specialization diploma.
The strongest points of this kind of training are the collaborations and the links with training and
enterprise, organizations, associations of enterprises or socio-professional associations that adopt
different types and methodologies of training.40

Furthermore, in this level of education there are the CEF type 5, 6 and 7 programs, with which is possible
obtain the EQF level 4 qualifications.

2.4.5. VET for Adults: The Continuing Vocational Training
In Portugal the offer of education and training for adults is also varied. The Continuing Vocational Training
is aimed for adults, whose objective is to improve adult education and training, improving the population's
qualifications and individuals’ employability.41
As regards the kind of courses, there are three training programs on which to focus the attention:
a)

Education and training programs (cursos de educação e formação para adultos - EFA)
These courses were launched in 2000; they are aimed at people over the age of 18 who wish to
complete the third cycle of basic education or secondary education and / or obtain a professional
qualification (from EQF Level 2 to 4).
EFA are defined through an initial diagnostic evaluation, carried out by the training provider or through
a process of recognition and validation of the skills acquired during the life. They are offered in the
form of modular training, based on a training standard/referential under the National Catalogue of
Qualification (CNQ).

39
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Training is centered on reflective processes and on skills acquisition through:


a module entitled 'learning with autonomy' (aprender com autonomia) from which it is obtained
a basic level of education and / or professional qualification diploma, or
 a reflective learning portfolio (portfólio reflexivo de aprendizagens) from which is obtained a
secondary diploma and/or professional qualification.
Adults who hold a secondary diploma of an EFA program can continue their studies in a
technological specialization program (CET).
b) Certified modular training (formações modulares certificadas)
This kind of training, included in the CNQ, is available since 2008 for people older than 18, who do
not have the adequate qualification to access or progress in the labour market or have not
completed basic or secondary education. The learning path is more flexible according to learners
needs. This modular training is organised in training units of short duration (Unidades de
Formação de Curta Duração - UFCD). The duration of a modular training course may range from
25 to 600 hours.
c) Prior learning process (processo de reconhecimento, validação e certificação de competências RVCC)
The RVCC process comprises the identification of formal, non-formal and informal competences
developed throughout life through the development of specific activities and the application of a
set of appropriate evaluation tools. 42
One of the most used tool in the RVCC process to evaluate the candidates is the reflective learning
portfolio (portefólio reflexivo) which is a written portfolio that contains the skills of the candidate
acquired throughout life and the description and evaluation of previous experiences and
Education/training. A jury decides whether the candidate has demonstrated his or her own
knowledge, skills and competences. Validation of these competences is done under the referential
framework of key competences elaborated by National Agency for Qualification and Vocational
Education (Agência Nacional para a Qualificação e o Ensino Profissional – ANEQP).
There are two different paths to recognise competences acquired by adults through lifelong
learning:
The educational RVCC process, whose purpose is to obtain certifications of EQF levels 1, 2 and 3.
The professional RVCC process whose purpose is to obtain professional qualifications of QNQ 2
and 4 levels.
These processes are under the responsibility the Qualifications Centers, managed by ANQEP.

2.4.5.1 The role of National Agency for Qualification and Vocational Education and the national
Catalogue of Qualification
The National Agency for Qualification and Vocational Education (ANQEP) is responsible for coordinating
the implementation of youth and adult education and vocational training policies and ensuring the
development and management of the competency recognition, validation and certification system.

42
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The main aims of ANQEP are:43





to develop and manage the system of recognition, validation and certification of competences (at
school and professional level);
to coordinate, stimulate and manage the education and training for young people and adults;
coordinate and promote courses, curricula and specific methodologies for vocational education
and training of dual certification for young people and adults;
establish relations of cooperation or association with other actors, public and private, national or
foreign, contributing to the development of cooperation and mobility mechanisms between
education and professional training systems for young people and adults at European level.

The National Agency for qualification and Vocational education provides a national Catalogue of
qualification (Catálogo Nacional de Qualificações - CNQ). On the website is explained that it is an
instrument of strategic management of qualifications of non-superior level that integrates the National
System of Qualifications (Decree-Law no. 396/2007, of December 31).44
The main objectives of the CNQ are:




promote the development of skills to make the economy modern and competitive;
facilitate the construction of learning paths that guarantee scholastic and professional
progression;
to contribute to the development of a flexible qualifications framework that favors the
comparability of qualifications.

The National Qualification Catalog is organised by areas of education and training, according to the National
Classification of Education and Training Areas and defines for each qualification the respective reference
points:




Professional Profile;
Training Reference;
Referential of Recognition, Validation and Certification of Competences (basic and technological
component).

Unfortunately, the CNQ is currently a tool aimed only at adult education and training (EFA) and modular
training, regulated by the Ordinance 230/2008 of 7 March.

43
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2.5. Vocational Education and Training in Spain
2.5.1. Introduction to the Spanish Education System
Spain has a decentralised administration; therefore, Educational competences are distributed between: 45




General State administration, that is the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training (Ministerio
de Educación y Formación Profesional - MEFP): it regulates and dictates the general guidelines of
the Education system and it is a supervisory body.
Authorities of autonomous communities, which is the Departments for Education of each
autonomous community: each Department of Education has administration responsibility and it
is responsible for managing personnel, organising local institutions and planning educational
projects in its jurisdiction.

Furthermore, the local administrations are responsible for the school building (and their management),
the frequency control of compulsory education, and school authorities have pedagogical, organisational
and managerial autonomy for their resources.
An important role is attributed to the National Education Council (Consejo Escolar del Estado), which it
represents all stakeholders within the education sector: teachers, students, families, administrative staff,
social partners, private schools, local entities, etc.
The following paragraphs will analyse all levels of education, compulsory and not compulsory, focusing on
the characteristics and curricula of vocational education and training programs.

2.5.2. Compulsory and not compulsory Education in Spain46
Education is compulsory for 10 years, starting at 6 and ending at 16. Before the age of six, children can
attend pre-primary school.
The compulsory Education, or Basic Education, is dividing in two levels: 47



Primary Education, which includes 6 academic years starting at 6 and ending at 12.
Lower Secondary Education (Educación Secundaria Obligatoria - ESO), which includes 4 academic
years starting at 12 and ending at 16; at the end of this level students receive the Lower
Compulsory Secondary Education Certificate that is the first official certificate.

In 2013 an alternative vocational path has been introduced, called Basic VET. It is open to ESO students
aged between 15 and 17 who have finished, at least, the second course of ESO. Training programs of Basic

45
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VET last two years combing theoretical and practical training in workplaces. The students are awarded a
valid certificate that gives them access to Intermediate VET cycles and the opportunity to sit the exam to
obtain the ESO diploma. The access requirements are explained in the following paragraph.
At the end of the compulsory education, students will choose whether to continue their studies at the next
level (the Upper Secondary Education) or enter in the labour market.
The Upper Secondary Education lasts two academic years, usually studied between the ages of 16 and 18.
It consists of two educational branches:48




General Branch (Bachillerato) that is divided in a basic curriculum with compulsory subjects and
a specialised curriculum chosen by the students. After successful completion, students obtain the
Upper secondary education diploma (título de Bachillerato) which gives direct access to higher
VET programmes and to university studies.
Professional Branch, or Intermediate VET program: students who successfully complete these
studies obtain a Technical diploma in the relative specialty; this qualification gives students direct
access to higher level VET in the same professional branch.

Finally, the Tertiary education includes both academic and professional studies (university and Higher VET
programs).

2.5.3. Initial Vocational Education and Training: features and curriculum
Vocational qualifications are established and regulated by royal decrees laying down education policy
guidelines and the program basic features; the regional education authorities integrate the basic
curriculum of the VET diploma programs established by royal decrees according to their needs.
Furthermore, in recent years, a great effort has been made to introduce and develop alternance training
models, dual VET.
As previously written, the Spanish Initial Vocational Education and Training (IVET) system is organised in
three level: the ‘basic’ (lower secondary), ‘intermediate’ (upper secondary) and ‘higher’ (tertiary) levels.
The common features of these VET courses are:49






48

The period: all consist of 2 000 hours of training divided into two academic years of theoretical
studies and practical training; For the basic and intermediate VET the weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each, i.e., 6 or 7 lessons a day from Monday to Friday.
The placement module: all VET programs include a compulsory work placement module
(formación en centros de trabajo – FCT) that takes place in a company; the duration of this module
varies from 240 hours in basic VET to 400 hours in the two other VET programmes;
Type of course: each VET course (except the Basic VET) consists of a classroom-based course and
a distance course;
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Flexibility: the VET programs can be taken full-time or on a part time modular basis; the latter
option allows adult learners to manage their family and professional lives more easily.
Furthermore, the centres that provide traditional face to face training also offer VET studies as
distance learning.

2.5.3.1. The Dual VET50
The Alternance Training models, or Dual VET, promote youth employment and acquisition of a vocational
qualification. In Spain various regulations have been passed (like the Royal Decree 12599/2012) aiming to
strengthen the links between companies and VET providers, to bring them to work together and to
encourage the involvement of students in the labour market during their training period.
The Dual VET is structured in two forms:



Training and apprenticeship contracts, which can be delivered by the education and employment
systems;
Dual VET projects offered within the education system and implemented by the regions.

It is important to underline that within the education authority dual VET; a training and apprenticeship
contract is not compulsory.

2.5.3.2. The Basic VET program
The 2013 education reform Act (LOMCE), which aims to improve student performance and curb early
school leaving, has introduced in the Spanish education system the Basic VET (FP Básica). This latter is
aimed at ESO students aged 15 years, who meet certain age and academic requirements: 51




be between 15 and 17 years old by the end of the year they start these studies;
have finished the first cycle of secondary compulsory education (that is, three years) or
exceptionally, have finished the second course of secondary compulsory education;
be recommended by teaching staff and have parents’ consent (or own if he/she is emancipated.

The Basic Vet program consists of two curricula (Communication and Society and Applied Science), which
are in turn divided into modules. The useful curriculum for this report is the Applied Science program,
which is divided into the following modules:52




Mathematics Applied to the Personal and Learning Context in a Professional Field;
Science Applied to the Personal and Learning Context in a Professional Field.
Work placement module.

50
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The first two modules include subjects of compulsory secondary education and subjects related to the
professional profile of the relevant vocational training qualification; the number of hours for these modules
generally represents between 35% and 40% of the total cycle duration. As regards the work placement
module it represents at least 12% of the total duration of the training cycle and students may access to this
module according the characteristic of the program and the availability of placement positions in
companies.
All basic vocational training cycles even include many cross-curricular themes, such as: teamwork, health
and safety at work, respect for the environment and civic and constitutional education.
Students passing this basic vocational training are awarded a certificate with academic and professional
validity (EQF level 1-2). It gives direct access to Intermediate VET cycles and the possibility of sitting the
exam to obtain the ESO diploma, opening up access to upper secondary general education programs.

2.5.3.3. The Intermediate VET program
Intermediate VET program is not part of the compulsory education. In general, the access requirements of
the intermediate VET are:53




have a compulsory secondary education certificate, or have a basic vocational training certificate;
have completed a specific training course to access intermediate vocational training in public or
private educational institutions authorized by the competent educational authority;
be over 17 in the year they complete the course.

The training cycles are organized in different types of vocational modules: 54






Vocational modules which are specific to each training cycle, that is composed of theoreticalpractical knowledge areas, according to the professional competences and, where the
professional profile of the training cycle so requires, training must be included in specific
vocational modules.
work placement vocational module: it is possible to access to this module whether the student
has successfully completed the vocational modules; it consists of a training in companies, that
could be different duration, according the path between the companies and the education
authorities.
one or more vocational modules related to employment guidance and labour relations and the
development of the entrepreneurial spirit: they consist of a training on: employment
opportunities; setting up and management of companies and self-employment; job organisation
and relations at work; basic legislation on labour regarding equal opportunities and non-

53
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discrimination of disabled people; rights and duties derived from relations at work, in order to
facilitate access to employment or reintegration into the labour market.
After the successfully completion of studies, students are awarded a Technician diploma in the relevant
especially (EQF level 2-3). Since the academic year 2016/17, this qualification gives students direct access
to higher level VET in the same professional branch.

2.5.3.4. The Higher VET Program
The Higher VET program or advanced VET, includes many programs related to a variety of occupational
fields from which is possible obtain professional qualifications. This latter provides better access to
employment and active participation in social, cultural and economic life.
The advanced VET, like the VET programs illustrated above, is organised in training courses with a modular
structure. The professional module requires the preparation of a project during the last phase of the
training cycle.
There are different training cycles according to the professional families established by the National
Catalogue of Occupational Standards (Catálogo Nacional de Cualificaciones Profesionales - CNCP).
The objective of advanced vocational training is to provide students with the professional, personal and
social skills that will enable them to engage in a professional activity related to the area of competence
chosen, focusing on different aspects like:55








consolidation of individual and teamwork skills, as well as self-learning and critical analysis skills;
to establish interpersonal and social relationships, both at a professional and personal level, based
on the peaceful resolution of conflicts, respect for others and the rejection of violence or any kind
of prejudice and sexist behaviour;
prevent occupational and environmental risks and implement measures to work in conditions of
good health and safety;
develop a professional identity motivating for future learning and being able to adapt to the
evolution of production processes and social changes;
promote creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship, as well manage their professional careers,
analysing the most suitable training itineraries in order to improve employability.

At the end of the advanced Vocational training students get a professional qualification (EQF level 5).

2.5.4. Adult Education56
Adult education offers people over the age of 18 (in some cases over 16) the opportunity to acquire,
update, complete or expand their knowledge and skills for their personal and professional development.

55
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Responsibility for the organization of adult education is shared between education authorities and other
public authorities, such as labour authorities, local administrations and social partners (e.g. employers,
trade union organisations, dual VET chambers of commerce). 57
Educational authorities provide basic education to adults who, for various reasons, have not completed
their schooling and do not have the compulsory education qualification (e.g. early school leaving). It
includes primary education, lower secondary education, basic vocational training and language teaching.
High school and vocational training for adults is also provided.
Adult programs can be full-time, part-time or modular. There are also opportunities for adults to take
entrance exams to access studies that lead to an official qualification, such as admission exams for
intermediate and higher vocational training programs, higher artistic education and university education.
Every year the number of places for adults who can access this type of education varies from 10 to 30%,
based on the different pathways and different territorial contexts.
Finally, educational authorities periodically organize exams for adults to obtain an official qualification
without having to complete the corresponding studies: these exams correspond to compulsory secondary
education, upper secondary education (Bachillerato) and vocational training offered in education programs
and basic, intermediate and higher vocational training.
It is also possible to obtain a partial exemption of the modules of a VET diploma through the validation of
informal and non-formal learning. The procedure for recognition of prior learning, by means of different
exams, facilitates the reintegration of workers into education and training processes. This procedure refers
to National Catalogue of Occupational Standards (CNCP) using a set of quality criteria that guarantees the
reliability, objectivity and technical rigor of the evaluation.
The aims of this procedure are to facilitate the entry into the labour market, to move between workplaces,
to develop one's career and to increase professional qualifications by offering people the opportunity to
obtain partial and cumulative recognition of units of competence (UC) for the acquisition of a complete
diploma or professional certificate.
Similarly, the labour authorities organise a wide range of training programs to improve employability or
facilitate integration into the labour market. These training programs are part of the Continuous Vocational
Educational and Training (CVET) system for employment, which will be analysed in the next paragraph.

2.5.5. Continuous Vocational Educational and Training (CVET) for employment58
The Continuous Vocational training for employment comprises vocational training for both employed and
unemployed people and falls under the remit of both the Employment Ministry and the Regions. It
promotes, extends and adapts the training offer to the needs of the labour market and helps develop a

57 EURYDICE (2019) National education system. Spain: Secondary and Post-Secondary Non-Tertiary
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knowledge-based economy and includes training programs for professional retraining or for people that
left education with no or low qualifications to improve their level of qualification.
The CVET for employment support personal development, the upskilling and employability of the
workforce, in particular of workers at risk. It also includes accreditation of skills acquired through training
and work experience and contributes to increased productivity and competitiveness of companies.
These programs are free for the workers; the various funding schemes are provided for by the Act 30/2015.
Every year the Employment authority decide which initiatives to be financed according to the
circumstances.
There are different types of training and methods of financing:



Training organised by companies for their employees (formación programada por la empresa) are
financed through discounts on what companies have to pay to Social Security;
Training programs, which are financed through open tender calls for proposals, may be: sectoral
and cross-sectoral training programs for the employed and self-employed, including those
working in the social economy, like cooperatives (formación intersectoriales, sectoriales,
autónomos, y economía social);

Training programs for unemployed, including ‘training plans’ (planes de formación), are funded through
open tender calls for proposals; they are aimed at meeting needs identified by the public employment
services and specific training programs. They are funded through open tendered calls for proposals;


Other training initiatives, such as individual training leaves (permisos individuales de formación),
alternance training (formación en alternancia), civil servants´ training, training in prisons, among
others, are financed in various way.

2.5.5.1. Main types of CVET programs and the role of National Catalogue of Occupational
Standards (CNCP)59
The National Catalogue of Occupational Standards (Catálogo Nacional de Cualificaciones Profesionales CNCP) is the instrument that orders professional qualifications susceptible of recognition and accreditation.
It includes the most significant professional qualifications of the Spanish productive system, organized in
professional families and levels; for each professional families the CNCP shows the professional training
associated with each qualification, in accordance with a structure of articulated training modules. 60
The main types of CVET programs for people who do not hold any qualification (partial or full) or need to
upskill so as to improve their employability may be linked to the National Catalogue of Occupational
Standards (CNCP).
The training linked to the CNCP, included in the different initiatives for unemployed workers, is directly
linked to obtaining a full or partial occupational certificate (certificado de profesionalidad - CdP). The CdP
is the official certification of a professional qualification granted by the employment authorities. It sets up

59

Sancha, I.; Gutiérrez, S. (2016). Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.

60

Instituto Nacional de las Cualificaciones (INCUAL): Catálogo Nacional de Cualificaciones Profesionales
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a professional profile, a set of identifiable professional skills in the production system, recognised and
valued in the labour market.
For a person to obtain an occupational certificate, s/he must successfully complete all the training modules
corresponding to the competence units of that certificate.
Since 2015 training to obtain an occupational certificate can be organised face to face or on e-learning
platforms; this constitutes an opportunity for all to access vocational training without restrictions of age,
social or labour status or family situation.
The national public employment service (SEPE) and regional employment services are responsible for
issuing the occupational certificates and the partial certifications (competence units). These certificates are
official and valid throughout the country.
Moreover, there are many training programs that are not linked to the CNCP. It consists of a general or
specialised training that does not lead to a formal qualification; this category of training includes that
organised by the companies for their employees, as it normally does not lead to an occupational standards
certificate or other official certification. This training can be partly o fully financed by public funds managed
through the State Foundation for Training in Employment.

2.5.6. Literature References
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2.6. Vocational Education and Training in the Netherlands
2.6.1. Introduction to the Dutch Education and Training System
The Dutch education system is characterised by a division of responsibilities; some of these are highly
centralised and other are highly de-centralised.
In general, it is possible to claim that the educational system is under the responsibility of the State, but
there are many institutions that have different competences. Most important institutions are the Minister
of Education, Culture and Science and the State Secretary (junior minister) for Education, Culture and
Science.61
The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science has the task of establishing the legal requirements for each
level of education: early childhood education, primary and secondary education and secondary vocational
education. This means that the Ministry of Education establishes the laws and other rules that individual
schools should follow. It has also the control of general secondary education for adults (VAVO).
As regards the Higher Education, the Government defines the framework within which higher education
institutions (vocational higher education and universities) must operate, but it is the responsibility of the
competent authority of each institution to expand on the government framework in the teaching and
examination regulations.
The role of provincial authorities’ is limited to supervisory and legal tasks. The administration and
management of schools in primary and secondary education and schools for secondary vocational
education is locally organised.
The schoolboard is responsible for the school and for the quality of education, including meeting the
attainment targets.

2.6.2. Compulsory and Non-compulsory Education in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands, Compulsory education starts at age 5 and ends at age 18, for a total of 13 years of
education.
Compulsory Education is divided into different levels, starting from the Primary Education. Each level
presents different characteristics and various learning pathways.
The Primary education lasts 8 years and is for all children aged 4-5 to 12. At the end of the 8th year, students
must make a test; furthermore, the school suggests to each student which secondary school conforms to
the child’s level of learning and ability.
There is also a special education pathway at primary and secondary level: it is for pupils aged 3 to 20 with
learning or behavioural difficulties and/or mental, sensory or physical handicaps.
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As regards the Secondary Education level, it can be divided into different kinds of programs: the general
secondary education program and the vocational program.
The general secondary education program comprises three learning pathways:






Pre-university education (VWO), which lasts 6 years; at the end of this program students get a
level of education pairs to 4 EQF and students have the ability of access to all types of higher
Education programs.
Senior general secondary education (HAVO), which lasts 5 years; this course gives students the
opportunity to continue their professional studies at higher education level, obtaining a
qualification of EQF level 4. It is also possible to enrol to the last year of the Pre-University
education (VWO).
The two general programs (the theoretical and mixed path) included into Pre-vocational education
(VMBO), which last 4 years and students get a qualification EQF level 2; this type of education is
considered as part of VET program.

As regards the vocational program, it can be divided in:




Lower secondary pre-vocational school-based programs (VMBO), which lasts 4 years and from
which students get a level EQF 1 or 2 qualification. It is possible to enrol in this program from the
age of 12 years
Upper secondary vocational education programs (MBO) for learners aged 16 or older; the duration
of this program varies from 2 to 4 years and it consists of VET programs in four areas of study at
four levels (MBO 1-4, EQF level 1-4).

As regards the Higher Education, it is not compulsory. It consists of:




The higher professional education (HBO) for learners aged over 17/18 and offers bachelor degree
programs (obtaining a bachelor of EQF level 6) with a duration of 4 years. From 2011 there are
also: two-year associate degree (AD) programs that can be obtain an EQF level 5 qualification and
professional master degree programs that can be obtain a Master qualification of EQF level 7.
The scientific/university education (WO) for learners aged 18 and over; it offers bachelor
programs lasting 3 to 4 years (obtaining a bachelor of EQF level 6) and 1 or 2-year Master’s degree
programs (obtaining a Master qualification of EQF level 7).

All programs related the vocational education and training will be analysed in the next chapter.

2.6.3. Initial Vocational Training
2.6.3.1 VET programmes in lower secondary education
VET at lower secondary level is part of secondary education. Pre-vocational secondary education (VMBO –
voorbereidend middelbaar beroepsonderwijs; EQF 1 or 2) lasts four years. Although part of VET, VMBO
schools offer both vocational and general programmes. The first two years consist of general subjects. In
years three and four, pupils choose a learning pathway characterised by ‘level differentiation’, programme
orientation and transfer possibilities in the education system. The four learning pathways are:


theoretical learning pathway (VMBO-TL–theoretische leerweg, EQF 2). Those graduating from the
theoretical learning pathway can transfer to upper secondary vocational education, especially
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long courses at highest levels of upper secondary VET –MBO3 and 4 or continue in the fourth year
of upper secondary general education (HAVO). Programme content is general in character;
combined learning pathway (VMBO-GL–gemengde leerweg, EQF 2). Similar to theoretical learning
pathway, apart from 10 to 15% of study time dedicated to vocational subjects. Progression routes
in upper secondary VET are the same as for theoretical learning pathway;
advanced level vocational learning pathway (VMBO-KL–kaderberoepsgerichte leerweg, EQF 2).
Preparation for long courses in upper secondary VET (MBO3 and 4) with dominantly vocational
subjects;
basic level vocational learning pathway (VMBO-BL –basisberoepsgerichte leerweg, EQF 1).
Preparation for short courses in upper secondary VET (MBO2) with dominantly vocational
subjects. Within this pathway, pupils with learning difficulties can follow a dual track, combining
learning and working.

These pathways lead on to MBO programmes. After completing a combined or theoretical programme,
students may also go on to HAVO.HAVO and VWO courses prepare students for tertiary education
programmes/higher education.
Pupils in VMBO’s pre-vocational oriented pathways choose a programme in agriculture, technology,
economy and business, health and welfare, or opt for an inter-sectoral programme. These vocational
subjects are offered within schools. Internships are not obligatory but many schools offer them. To obtain
the qualification, learners have to successfully complete exams in Dutch and English as well as in two
sector-specific subjects (limited choice) and two optional subjects. The combination of national and schoolbased exams determines final grades. The national diploma obtained has no labour market currency as
pupils are expected to continue in upper secondary VET (MBO) or general education (HAVO). Support, such
as tutoring or homework, is available for VMBO pupils who need it. For learners not capable of entering
pre-vocational education, labour market-oriented practical training (PRO -praktijkonderwijs, EQF 1) is
available. About 40 percent of its participants transfer to upper secondary VET (MBO1, entry level
education; see paragraph 2.3.2) to obtain an upper secondary VET diploma, but the share of learners
managing this transition is decreasing. PRO-pupils and those without formal diplomas are more or less
unconditionally allowed to enter entry level (MBO 1) upper secondary VET programmes. To facilitate
progression, VMBO schools can offer MBO entry level and level2 programmes under the condition that
they cooperate with upper secondary VET colleges.

2.6.3.2 VET programmes in upper and post-secondary (non-tertiary) education
Upper secondary VET programmes cater to the need of youngsters and adults. The age of its participants
ranges from 16 to 35 and over. The average age of upper secondary VET participants is slightly higher than
in higher education, meaning that it fulfils an emancipatory role.
Three structural elements determine the provision of MBO programmes, with differentiation according to:
(A) Learning pathway: school-based or apprenticeship (dual pathway):
In the school-based pathway (BOL –beroepsopleidende leerweg) practical periods in companies make up
at least 20% of study time up to a maximum of 59%. The dual or apprenticeship pathway (BBL –
beroepsbegeleidende leerweg), training takes place in companies at least 60% of study time. School-based
and dual pathways in upper secondary VET lead to the same diplomas. Participation in each responds to
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the economic cycle: in a period of economic boom, the number of students in the dual pathway increases
while it decreases in the school-based pathway; the opposite happens during an economic recession.
Participants in the school-based pathway are mainly youngsters, while almost 50% of those following a
dual pathway are 24 or over. To enrol in the dual/apprenticeship track a contract (an employment contract
in most cases) with a firm is mandatory. There is no such obligation for the school-based track.
(B) Programme level: entry level, basic vocational education, professional education and middle
management education;
There are upper secondary VET programmes at four levels. They have different access criteria and transfer
possibilities for further learning.
o







Entry-level (entreeopleiding) programmes last maximum one year (ISCED 254, EQF 1). In
2014 they replaced the MBO1 ‘assistant training’ (assistentenopleiding) and broader
work-oriented programmes for vulnerable groups (assistant with a job market
qualification –arbeidsmarktgekwalificeerde assistant). With introducing entry level
courses, admission is limited to school leavers from lower secondary education without
a diploma. Entry level courses are aimed at qualifying youngsters to entering
programmes at the next level (MBO2), as well as guiding youngsters not capable to make
this step, to work. Within four months after starting an entry course youngsters over 17
are told whether or not they will be allowed to continue in the same study programme.
This means that schools do not remain responsible for young people making insufficient
learning progress;
MBO 2 ‘basic VET’ (basisberoepsopleiding) programmes have a one to two year duration and
prepare for executive tasks (ISCED 353 short, EQF 2). MBO 2 is the ‘official’ minimum qualification
level for the labour market, the term ‘official’ in this context meaning that it is politically speaking
regarded as a desirable education minimum for every citizen. The term is also related to the
definition of early school leaving which means that students who leave education before obtaining
a diploma at MBO 2 (or equivalent) are defined as early school leavers. Access requirements are
at least a basic pre-vocational education diploma, a completed entry level (MBO 1) programme,
or proof of successful completion of the first three years of upper secondary general education or
pre-university education. Until 2014 no access requirements applied, but this has changed since
the introduction of entry level (MBO 1) programmes. Progression to MBO 3 and (for some
students to)level 4 programmes is possible;
MBO 3 ‘professional VET’ (vakopleiding) programmes last two to three years. They prepare people
to carry out tasks independently (ISCED 353, EQF 3). Access requirements are (1) a pre-vocational
secondary education certificate/diploma (excluding basic level pre-vocational education), or (2)
proof of successful completion of the first three years of upper secondary general education or
pre-university education. Progression to programmes at MBO4 level is possible.
MBO 4 ‘middle-management’ (middenkaderopleiding) programmes predominantly last three
years (some programmes have a duration of four years). They prepare people to carry out tasks
independently and with responsibility (ISCED 354, EQF 4). Access requirements are the same as
those in place for MBO 3 programmes. Progression to higher professional education is possible.
In 2014 the duration of most MBO 4 programmes was reduced by one year to three years, as a
result of new government policies (Focus on craftsmanship -Focus op Vakmanschap).
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MBO 4 ‘specialist training’ (specialistenopleiding) programmes at post-secondary (non-tertiary)
level last one-two years (ISCED 453; EQF 4). Access requirements are a completed MBO 3 or 4
programme. Progression to higher professional education, especially dual or part-time pathways,
is possible.

(c) Area of study (‘sector’): green/agriculture, technology, economics and care/welfare:
Upper secondary VET programmes are offered in four different areas of study (nationally referred to as
‘sectors’): green/agriculture, technology, economics, and health/welfare. Each study area caters to the
needs of various sectors of industry or business. There are also programmes that combine several study
areas (combination programmes). Most students are in economic or health/welfare programmes.

2.6.3.3 VET at tertiary level ((higher professional education)
Higher VET programmes are open to learners aged 17and above. Admission requires an upper secondary
general education (HAVO or VWO) or VET qualification (MBO4).
Higher professional education (HBO) offers professionally oriented higher VET programmes. The
universities of applied sciences (hogescholen) providing them are publicly financed providers. Nonsubsidised, private providers can offer similar programmes if they have appropriate accreditation. These
educational institutions offer study programmes leading to bachelor degrees (ISCED 655, EQF 6) –as their
core business. Higher professional education providers also offer master’s programmes (ISCED 757, EQF 7)
for bachelor graduates.
After completing the first year of a professional bachelor’s programme, entrance to university bachelor
programme is possible. A professional bachelor degree gives access to professional master degree
programmes in higher professional education and university master degree programmes. A bridge
programme for professional bachelor graduates often precedes their entry into an academic master
programme.
Higher professional education provides programmes for professions requiring both theoretical knowledge
and specific skills. They are almost always closely linked to a particular profession or group of professions
and most programmes include an internship.

2.6.4. Adult Education
The Dutch education system caters to the needs of adults without a (Suitable) qualification. There are two
types of general adult education, which are open for learners 18 or older (under certain conditions 16/17year-olds can also be attend this type of education). Basic education (basis educate) is for native and nonnative adults with learning deficits for education or training is not compulsory. It focuses on social literacy
and numeracy skills. General secondary education for adults (VAVO - voortgezet algemeen volwassenen
onderwijs) offers general secondary programs (VMBO, HAVO and VWO). At higher level, the funded Open
University offers academic adult education programs. It provides modular programs and has open access.
The education system has two tracks. After the first two years of secondary education (voortgezet
onderwijs), young learners can follow:
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a)

A general track, which starts in general secondary education (HAVO, VWO) and has direct transfer
possibilities to higher education (HBO, WO); or
b) A vocational track, which starts in lower secondary pre-vocational education (study year 3, VMBO)
with transfer possibilities to upper secondary vocational education. Upper secondary vocational
education (MBO 1-4) is the backbone of this track. For some students, MBO and the qualification
providing labour market access is the end of initial VET. MBO 4 graduates can continue their
studies in higher professional education (HBO). About 50% of level 4 graduates continue in higher
professional education without interrupting their studies.

2.6.5. Continuous Educational Training
There is no institutional framework for other forms of VET in the Netherlands, especially for continuing
vocational education and training (CVET).
There are two other types of CVET:
a.
b.

Training for unemployed and jobseekers, financed by the public employment service (UWV) or
municipalities;
Private, non-government-funded training for employees, self-employed people and employers.

Unemployed people can search for jobs at their regional employment service (UWV Werkbedrijf).
Municipalities are responsible for paying income support to people with no income from work or the social
security/insurance system. UWV Werkbedrijf-agencies cooperate in helping people to find work and
training can be part of (re)integration into work. Depending on circumstances, people themselves have a
say in choosing the most appropriate routes back to work, in particular through training components such
as job application courses/programmes paid by these agencies. The unemployed aged 50 and over can
apply for training vouchers. The vouchers must be used for training improving the chances of finding work.
Many training providers are active in non-formal CVET (off-the-job) market for employees. Most are private
commercial training providers covering more than three quarters of training market and a smaller share
are publicly funded VET providers that offer training on a commercial basis paid for by employers or
employees. There is little reliable statistical information available about informal on-the-job learning
(workplace learning).
Half of the CVET courses offered by private training providers last 5 days or less. Most of the training
courses on offer do not lead to an official qualification. Most courses are delivered in a classroom setting,
but the importance of blended learning approaches is increasing.

2.6.6. Literature References
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2.7. Summary and Conclusions about VET in the Five Partner Countries
In the last years, all countries which have been analysed in this report have focused on the development
of professional skills and, therefore, on the IVET and CVET offers.
Comparing these five Vocational Education and Training systems, it is possible to claim that, generally, VET
programs start in the Secondary education, after the general program offering by primary and lower
secondary education.
However, there is an exception: in 2004, Portugal includes in its education system a VET program (CEFType 1) during the basic Education, particularly during 2nd and 3rd cycle. This VET program could be a good
example for the other countries, like a good instrument to contrast to the early school leaving. In fact, CEF
type 1 is aimed at young students who had more than one failure during the Basic Education.
As regards the CVET, they have similar setting in every five countries: usually they are CVET in-company for
the employers and CVET aimed at adult who want return to the labour market. The differences can be
searched in the various ways to financing them or in the different organisation of the institutes (private or
public), but the CVET programs are guaranteed in these countries.
An important feature that all these countries have in common is the National Catalogues. In fact, all
countries present their national catalogues dedicated to skills and vocational training courses offered in
their national territory. These are important tools that countries offer to their citizen and those who wish
to train and/or work in an EU country than their country of origin. Some of these are available only for the
IVET (e.g. Italy) and other are available only for CVET (e.g. Portugal).
As regards the recognition of the competences acquired outside of the country, each country presents
regularized procedure which includes an examining commission. Task of these Commissions is to evaluate
formal and non-formal competences acquired by candidates. The recognition of the competences acquired
outside of the country is guaranteed by all these countries, but Germany doesn’t present a procedure for
evaluation and recognition of non-formal competences like the other countries.
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3. SKILLS AND COMPETENCES IN THE SEVEN OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS
CONSTRUCTION’ CONSIDERED IN THE FIVE PARTNER COUNTRIES

OF

‘UNDER

In the following sections, relevant information is compiled for each professional field for each country.
First, the project partner responsible for a particular professional field gives an introduction to the field
under consideration. Subsequently, information on VET content for the professional field under
consideration in all participating partner countries is listed in tabular form. In the third subchapter all
sources considered in the research are given.

3.1. 3-D-Printing
3.1.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of 3-D-Printing (Apload, Portugal)
3D printing refers to the production of physical objects layer-by-layer by an automated and usually
computer-controlled machine, often based on digital 3D models. The machine either melts metal or
powdered solids or ejects liquid or semiliquid materials, which overall include polymers, metals, ceramics,
and mortar or concrete. 62
A 3D-Printing Technician is the person in charge of operating the 3D-Printing machines, or 3D Printers,
turning it possible to move from the source virtual 3D model into the physical object required. The
functions are described as: “3D Printing technicians assist in the designing and programming of products,
ranging from prosthetic products to 3D miniatures. They may also provide 3D printing maintenance, check
3D renders for customers and run 3D printing tests. 3D printing technicians can also repair, maintain and
clean 3D printers.”63
Since this is a relatively recent domain and a very fast-growing domain concerning technological changes,
the 3D-Printing Technician is not yet a wide spread profession or even a specialization area in most EU
countries. It is not also a regulated profession in any EU member state. 64 The research, conducted in the
scope of “Under Construction” Project, showed that progress is being made concerning the definition of
the skills and required tasks particularly by companies dedicated to the 3D-Printing potential for the
industrial market, but also by Research and Engineering units of the Academia.

62

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/34517/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/pdf

63

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home

64

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regprof/index.cfm?action=homepage
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3.1.2. Overview about VET Contents of 3-D-Printing in the Individual Countries

Germany

General Information:

scope of the framework curriculum: It is not an Initial Vocational Education
and Training, but Continuing Vocational Education and Training offer from
different providers with different contents and certificates.

initial qualification: a successful final examination in a recognised training
profession

duration of training: There are different training offers from one day up to a
3/4 year with 1000 training hours.

type of training: There are internal as well as external courses, organised as
day courses or over a longer period of time as in-service training, online
courses or blended learning courses.

examination: There are offers with and without certificates. A certificate often
requires the development of an own 3D object.

job title: The certificates usually do not affect the job title. A training of the
Chamber of Industry and Commerce justifies the title "Specialist for Additive
Manufacturing / 3D Printing Technology (IHK)"

starting salary: 
salary development: Overview of the main topics:
The following topics are often part of training courses:
Fundamentals of additive manufacturing and 3D printing
post-processing
3D data processing
Application CAD program for 3D printing
Creation of 3D projects
Design for 3D printing
Device selection for different application areas
General Information:
The professions included in this unit apply and execute their own procedures and
techniques to produce detailed drawings of architectural and structural elements of
buildings and other civil works, machinery, mechanical, electrical and electronic devices
and equipment, industrial products and consumer goods.

Italy

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: EQF 4/5 Diploma

duration of training: 3 years 
type of training: ITS “Istituto Tecnico superiore per l'innovazione di processi e
prodotti meccanici – EQF 5 / Regional Qualification course in “Disegnatore
meccanico”

examination: public examination for certification of competences

job title: 3.1.3.7.1 Disegnatori tecnici

starting salary: 27.933 €
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salary development: /

Overview of the main topics:
By ITS:
 Develop and implement design, prototyping and industrialisation techniques
(design for manufacturing)
 Choose the machining technologies and the related machines on the basis of
the required technical and economic characteristics
 Research and apply the technical and safety standards of the electrical,
electronic and mechanical sector in the design and use of components
 Programming industrial automation systems (PLCs, robots, CNC machines,
communication networks, monitoring and diagnostic systems, etc.)
 Intervene in all segments of the supply chain from production to marketing
 Identify the materials, their processing and treatments appropriate to the
different uses
 Manage after-sales and maintenance needs
 Manage production flows in their planning, control and cost-effectiveness, also
in relation to the logic of industrialization and continuous improvement
 Configure, size, document and maintain automatic systems of different types
 Apply the methods of prevention, analysis and fault diagnosis to systems and
plants and propose possible solutions

Portugal

By qualification course:
 Configuration of construction components and technological solutions of
products in the mechanical area
 Dynamic representation of products in the mechanical area
 Coding of parts and mechanical components
 Development of product design in the mechanical area
 Detailed technical drawing realized in bi-tridimension.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: No official curriculum exists in the
country for the 3D-Printing Technician. It is getting common to find ad-hoc
training offers, by companies, Academia Research Units or VET providers (for
example, VET clusters of specific industrial domains such as Metallurgic or
Wood domains). There is however a “3D-Printing” VET curriculum of 25
training hours (created in April 2019) integrated in the official training
curriculum of “Graphic Arts Technician” and there is a “3D Moulding and
Printing” VET curricula of 25 training hours (created in August 2019)
integrated in the official training curricula of “3D Digital Design Technician”

initial qualification: Not defined in the Country for “3D-Printing Technician”
since there is no official training framework for such a qualification

duration of training: It varies according to the ad-hoc training offers above
mentioned (from 3 hours to 150 hours, depending on the subjects being
covered); Official isolated training units in “3D Printing” and “3D Moulding and
Printing” have 25 hours each but we did not found such training offer isolated
from the profession training curricula they integrate (above mentioned)
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Spain

type of training: face-to-face training
examination: not defined in due regard for the inexistence of an official
curricula for the profession
job title: “Técnico de Impressão 3D” is the direct translation present at ESCO
database
starting salary: not defined – such definition would require the existence of a
recognised qualification targeting a specific output value under the EQF that
could then be compared with the official public salary legislation
salary: idem
salary development: idem

Overview of the main topics:
Main topics found in ad-hoc training courses and in official curricula of isolated training
units of 3D-Printing are:
Printing materials
Printers
Applications of 3D-Printing in Industry
Solving 3D-Printing Problems
Remote control of 3D-Printing
3D Modeling Software
Characteristics and properties of 3 D printing
General principles
Modeling Processes
Filament Processes
Printing processes
2D / 3D project development
Print-oriented 3D modeling
Size of templates for printing
Precision Modeling
Thickness suitability
3D model detail control as a function of print scale
Print Optimization Tools
3D printing operation
Layer Printing Material
3D printing best practices
Printing tools
Finishing Techniques
Quality parameters of a 3D print
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:
There is a lack of VET training in Spain about 3D printing. The courses in this country are
taught in the cities of Barcelona, Madrid and Granada. The agencies in charge of
organizing them are communities of Fab Labs, universities and the private sector and the
main objective is, mainly, commercial. The prices range from €238 and €5.000.
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In CETEM we are working on courses related to Erasmus + Projects like E3D+VET (to
develop 3D printers) and 3D4KIDS (with the aim to improve kids’ competences by using
3d techniques).

initial qualification: Some of them require basic prior experience and others
no

duration of training: Between two days and eight months

type of training: 3D printing courses, specialised master or design program
courses (online or classroom training)

examination: depending on the type of training

job title: Technician in 3D printing

starting salary: 30.235 € (1-3 years of experience) mechanical engineer

salary development: 53.537 € (8+ years of experience)

The
Netherlands

Overview of the main topics:
Different processes of this type of printing, on the same printers and materials, the
phases of modelling and preparation, the printing and subsequent finishing, 3D printing
learning applied to certain sectors; such as Robotics, Industrial Design or even Drones
Maintenance, design programs to develop your projects and print in three dimensions,
such as CraftWare 3D Slash, Slic3r, Blender, AutoCAD or TinkerCAD.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: MBO, (middle professional education) HBO (higher
professional education), University

duration of training: several courses (3D-Printing is an additional
qualification)

type of training: dual

examination:

job title: 3D-printing engineer

starting salary: 
salary development: Overview of the main topics:
 Fundamentals of additive manufacturing and 3D printing
 post-processing
 3D data processing
 Application CAD program for 3D printing
 Creation of 3D projects
 Design for 3D printing
 Device selection for different application areas
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3.1.3. Literature References

Germany






Italy







3Druck.com - German online magazine for Additive Manufacturing:
https://3druck.com/ [Online Access 23.10.2019]
IHK – Chamber for Industry and Commerce with an in-service training “Specialist for
additive manufacturing / 3D printing technology (IHK)”: https://www.ihkdoweiterbildung.de/weiterbildung/seminar/108948/fachkraft-fuer-additive-fertigung-3ddrucktechnologie-ihk [Online Access 23.10.2019]
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada.php?id_ada=148&id_sequenza=47&id_
processo=13
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=3.1.3.
7.1
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=3.1.3.7.1
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/miur/?pkLivello=
3.1.3.7.1
https://excelsior.unioncamere.net/banca-datiprofessioni/bdprof_scheda.php?cod=3.1.3.7.1 (important link for soft skill)
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12116&codice_reper
torio=SF
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=424&codice_repertor
io=SR

Portugal




http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Ufcd/Detalhe/13042
http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Ufcd/Detalhe/13267

Spain



https://www.emagister.com/blog/puedo-estudiar-impresion-3d/

The
Netherlands



https://www.youngcapital.nl/vacatures/281118-fulltime-3d-printing-engineergezocht-voor-het-hipste-bedrijf-in-eindhoven
https://www.opatel.nl/cursus-3dprinten
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3.2. Bricklaying
3.2.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Bricklaying (Merk, The Netherlands)
Building construction workers with a focus on bricklaying work make brickwork such as walls, steps or
shafts from individual stones. To do this, they mix in mortar and put bricks such as clinker, brick or sandlime brick on top of each other. They concretise ceilings and walls, install prefabricated components such
as lintels or stairs and lay screeds. In addition, they install insulation materials for heat, cold, sound and fire
protection, plaster walls and ceilings and mount, for example, stand walls in drywall. You can work in new
construction or renovation.
It is a dual training in industry and crafts (regulated by training regulation) which takes 2 years. It requires
the following qualifications











What has to be considered when placing the order and how to apply building codes?
How to set up and secure construction sites
How construction and auxiliary materials as well as finished parts are selected, tested and stored
What to consider when reading and making drawings and sketches, and how to make sketches
customize
How to measure structures and components with different measuring instruments and how to
stake out components
how to make and install formwork and reinforcements for concrete components and which
machines and equipment are used to compact concrete
How plaster and screed mortars are produced and applied
How to make masonry from small or large stones, creating recesses and slots
How to install insulation materials and what to pay attention to when cleaning walls
How to produce substructures for single-stand walls in drywall construction.

In addition, during the entire training, knowledge is provided on topics such as rights and obligations during
training, organization of the training company and environmental protection. In the vocational school one
acquires further knowledge:



In job-specific learning fields (e.g. walls of a single-walled wall, making screed)
In general subjects such as German and economics and social studies.
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3.2.2. Overview about VET Contents Bricklaying in the Individual Countries

Germany

General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: Part of the framework curricula for
vocational training in the construction industry (in accordance with the
decision of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural
Affairs of 5 February 1999)

initial qualification: No specific school education is prescribed by law. In
practice, craft enterprises mainly employ trainees with a lower secondary
school leaving certificate, while industrial enterprises mainly select trainees
with a lower secondary school leaving certificate or intermediate secondary
school leaving certificate.

duration of training: 3 years

type of training: dual training in industry and crafts (regulated by training
regulation)

examination: Intermediate examination at the end of the 1st year of training.
journeyman's examination after the third year of training

Job title: Maurer / Maurerin

starting salary: € 1,720 – 1.800

salary development: According to the Remuneration Atlas, the median wage
in Germany is € 3,096 per month. In the New Länder the remuneration is
usually less than € 2,583, while in the Old Länder it is usually between € 3,097
and € 3,530. After some years and with increasing professional experience as
well as after a master craftsman examination higher salaries can be obtained.
Master bricklayer achieve on average (Median) € 4,207.
Overview of the main topics:
Vocational school:
In the first year of training, a general acquisition of knowledge about the construction
industry and the job description of construction engineering takes place at the
vocational school. In the second and third year of training, the apprentice is
familiarised with the learning fields for the bricklaying trade and learns the necessary
know-how about various materials, tools and machines as well as about demand and
cost planning.
1st year of training:
 Setting up a construction site
 Walls of a building structure
 Making a wooden construction
2nd year of training:
 Walls of a relevant and double-layered wall
 Making a solid ceiling
 Manufacture of floor screeds
3rd year of training:
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Making a staircase
Making a natural stone wall
Walls of special components

Practice in the training company:
1st year of training:
 In the first year of training, the trainee is familiarised with the structures and
activities of the training company, practices the use of the necessary tools,
construction equipment and machinery and learns how to draw up
construction plans.
2nd year of training:
 Under supervision, the trainee manufactures building structures
independently and learns how to mix and apply mortar. During the work, the
trainee checks the alignment of the wall with a water level and laser levelling
devices.
3rd year of training:
 In the last year of training, independent bricklaying work is carried out. In
addition, the trainee exercises in the brickwork of special building elements
such as windows, chimneys or stairs as well as in the production of formwork
for walls and ceilings.
General Information:
The professions included in this unit construct masonry building structures, interpret and
translate operationally the drawings and indications of the designer, choose and prepare
the mixtures and mortars suitable for the materials used and the type of masonry to be
built, shape and lay in work stones, bricks and refractory materials. The two profile
(Bricklaying and Wall and Floor Tiling) can follow the same training path but the
difference lies in the work process (ADA)

Italy

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: Achiving compulsory schooling - EQF 3

duration of training: - 3 years / 600 h

type of training: IeFP - professional qualification course

examination: public examination for certification of competences

job title: 6.1.2.1.0 - Muratori in pietra e mattoni

starting salary:28.622 €

salary development: /
Overview of the main topics:
By IeFP
 Prepare and maintain work spaces in order to ensure compliance with hygiene
regulations and to combat fatigue and occupational diseases;
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Portugal

Verify, by carrying out measurements and controls, the conformity and
adequacy of the construction work carried out, in relation to design, quality and
safety standards
 Monitor the operation of tools, equipment and machinery, taking care of
routine maintenance activities
 Carry out finishing work on building works, in compliance with design
specifications and sector-specific safety standards
 To prepare instruments, tools, equipment and machinery necessary for the
different phases of production and activities, on the basis of the type of
materials to be used, the indications/procedures provided, the expected result,
in compliance with the standards
 Define and plan the phases of the operations to be carried out, in compliance
with safety regulations, on the basis of the instructions received, the supporting
documentation (diagrams, drawings, procedures, bills of materials, etc.) and
the reporting system
 Carry out the operations of setting up and dismantling the logistical spaces and
the operational elements of the site, on the basis of the indications received
and in compliance with the safety standards specific to the sector
 Carrying out carpentry work for the manufacture and assembly of building
elements, in compliance with design specifications and industry safety
standards
By qualification course:
 U.F. 17_CTR - Care of occupational safety aspects
 U.F. 01_EDI - Tracking assistance
 U.F. 37_EDI - Realization of works for the installation of the construction site
 U.F. 22_EDI - Scaffolding assembly and disassembly
 U.F. 21_EDI - Assembly of wooden structural components
 U.F. 36_EDI - Realisation of brick masonry works
 U.F. 15_EDI - Execution of stone / stone walls
 U.F. 23_EDI - Assembly of prefabricated structures
 U.F. 14_EDI - Execution of exposed brick walls
 U.F. 04_EDI - Masonry assistance to technological systems and doors and
windows
 U.F. 32_EDI - Construction of plasterboard walls and false ceilings
 K.C. 02_KC - Multilingual competence
 K.C. 04_KC - Digital competence
 K.C. 07_KC - Entrepreneurial competence
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: Initial Training - European EQF 2

duration of training: 1960 hours

type of training: School and training in Company

examination: Final evaluation of the competencies
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Spain

The
Netherlands

job title: Bricklayer (Pedreiro)
starting salary: 1037€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)
salary development 1735€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)
Overview of the main topics:

Overview of the main topics:
 Prepare and organize the work, according to the guidelines received, the
technical specifications and the characteristics of the tasks to be performed.
 Execute direct foundations of structural elements, masonry and floors.
 Execute building elements in concrete.
 Execute structural and covering masonry.
 Run roofing.
 Perform coatings on floors, walls and ceilings.
 Perform disassembly and demolition using the appropriate tools for changes,
maintenance and integration of technical installations.
 Perform sanitation and other infrastructure work.
 Execute complementary element settlements.
 Check the quality of the work according to predefined technical specifications
and using plumb lines, levels, rulers, brackets and other instruments.
 Clean and maintain the work machines and tools.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)

initial qualification: medium-level training cycles

duration of training: 2000 hours

type of training: dual training (Intermediate level – upper secondary)

examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules

job title: Bricklayer

starting salary: 20.115 € (1-3 years of experience)

salary development: 33.655 € (8+ years of experience)
Overview of the main topics:
Construction, Interpretation of construction plans, Factories, Coatings, Formwork,
Reinforced concrete, Organization of construction works, Urbanization works, Flooring,
tiling and veneering, Roofs, Waterproofing and insulation, Training and work orientation,
Company and entrepreneurial initiative and Training in workplaces.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: Part of the framework curricula for
vocational training in the construction industry (in accordance with the
decision of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education 2016)

initial qualification: No specific school education is prescribed by law. In
practice, craft enterprises mainly employ trainees with a lower secondary
school leaving certificate, while industrial enterprises mainly select trainees
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with a lower secondary school leaving certificate or intermediate secondary
school leaving certificate. EQF level is 2 / 3 / 4
duration of training: 2 = 2 year (bricklayer) / 3 = 2 year (all-round bricklayer) /
4 = 2 year (specialist restauration bricklayer). Total 6 years.
type of training: dual training (dual training in industry) and internship (full
time school with an internship component)
examination: theoretical and practical test when student have enough
experience after maximum of two years.
job title: Bricklayer, All-round Bricklayer and Restauration Bricklayer
starting salary: around €20.736,00
salary development: + 10 years €33.696,00

Overview of the main topics:
All-round bricklayer (level 3)
The all-round bricklayer works on a construction site, which is different for each
project. It makes different brickwork constructions, glued limestone walls, glued
lightweight partition walls and also repairs existing brickwork. In addition, he organises
and distributes the work of colleagues. He owns knowledge about safety bricklaying
and has an accurate work attitude. He easily switches between his executive and
management roles. The all-round bricklayer has an independent function and chooses
within his project itself is a work approach and coordinates with his supervisor. He is
responsible for sufficient stock of the material.
Level 2 Bricklayer (max. two years)
Basic brickwork
B1-K1 Carries out masonry work
B1-K1-W1 Designed workstation for masonry
B1-K1-W2 Carry out simple set up work for bricklaying
B1-K1-W3 Creates masonry
B1-K1-W4 Applies constructional facilities
B1-K1-W5 Apply grout
B1-K1-W6 Covering masonry
B1-K1-W7 Clears workplace
Basic glue work 2
B1-K2 Carries out glue work
B1-K2-W1 Arranges workstation for gluing
B1-K2-W2 Sets the kim and performs simple assembly work
B1-K2-W3 Applies constructional provisions in adhesive work
B1-K2-W4 Makes manual gluing work
B1-K2-W5 Clean-up workplace
Level 3 All-round bricklayer (max. two years)
Complex brickwork key function 1
B1-K1 Carries out masonry work
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B1-K1-W1 Designed workstation for masonry
B1-K1-W2 Carry out simple set up work for bricklaying
B1-K1-W3 Creates masonry (special masonry and complex masonry structures)
B1-K1-W4 Applies constructional facilities
B1-K1-W5 Apply grout
B1-K1-W6 Covering masonry
B1-K1-W7 Clears workplace
Profile
P2-K1 Organizes the daily work of colleagues
P2-K1-W1 Divides work and supervises colleagues
P2-K1-W2 Monitors quality and regulatory compliance
P2-K1-W3 Consultation and coordination with third parties
P2-K1-W4 Monitoring progress
P2-K1-W5 Reports to supervisor
Restauration bricklayer (max. two years)
Basic
B1-K1 Prepares, coordinates, reports and cleans up restoration work
B1-K1-W1 Orients itself to the assignment
B1-K1-W2 Prepares the workplace
B1-K1-W3 Adjusts the work during performance
B1-K1-W4 Checks and reports on work activities
B1-K1-W5 Finishes the work
Profile
P2-K1-W1 Removes masonry
P2-K1-W2 Restores masonry
P2-K1-W3 Applies the necessary constructional provisions for brickwork.
P2-K1-W4 Applies easy grouting
P2-K1-W5 Covers masonry

3.2.3. Literature References

Germany

National Framework Curriculum

Ordinance on Vocational Training in the Construction Industry: http://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/bundesrecht/bauwiausbv_1999/gesamt.pdf

Framework curriculum for training occupations in the construction industry:
https://www.kmk.org/themen/berufliche-schulen/dualeberufsausbildung/downloadbereichrahmenlehrplaene.html?type=150&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bdownload%5D=12602&tx_fe
downloads_pi1%5Baction%5D=forceDownload&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=
Downloads
Online information sheet on the training occupation of bricklayer:

https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index?path=null/suchergebnisse/ku
rzbeschreibung&dkz=3938&such=Maurer [online access: 23.10.2019]
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Salary:



Italy

Spain






http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/701
https://iefponline.iefp.pt/IEFP/
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/bricklayer/portugal/porto



http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/loe/edificacion-obracivil/obras-interior-decoracion-rehabilitacion.html
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/5122_en.pdf
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/bricklayer/spain





The
Netherlands

https://entgeltatlas.arbeitsagentur.de/ [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/maurer/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchor [online access:
23.10.2019]
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada.php?id_ada=19&id_sequenza=10&id_proc
esso=3
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=6.1.2.1.0
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=6.1.2.2.2
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12094&codice_repertori
o=SF
http://portalebandi.regione.basilicata.it/PortaleBandi/detail-sino_qualifiche.jsp?id=117



Portugal

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/maurer/ [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://www.azubi.de/beruf/ausbildung-maurer [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://handwerk.de/berufsprofile/maurer-in [online access: 23.10.2019]






Ordinance on Vocational Training in the Construction Industry:
https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/?ResultaatType=Alles&AardKeuzedeel=&SBU=&Niveau=&Wettelijkeberoepsvereiste
n=&Cohort=&Schooljaar=&Certificaat=&Trefwoorden=+metselaar
https://www.mijnzzp.nl/Beroep/112-Metselaar/Salaris-en-tarief
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3.3. Cabinetmaking
3.3.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Cabinetmaking (CETEM, Spain)
Craftsmanship is at the heart of cabinetmaking. In an age of mass production, the cabinetmaker produces
lasting work designed to be appreciated for many generations. Cabinetmakers must combine creativity and
innovation with precision and accuracy and demonstrate a high appreciation of how to use the beauty of
wood to best effect.
The people who obtain this degree work in companies dedicated to the assembly and installation of
carpentry and furniture and in the application of finishing products for retouching. 65
Each person has their own profile. Some of these characteristics are more "innate" and others you will
acquire and develop throughout your life.
-

Skills: Manual ability, precision, representation of dimensions and figures, spatial orientation,
numerical aptitude.
Interests: Interest in the construction of wood products.
Recommended personality aspects: Imaginative, creative, observant, responsible, methodical,
meticulous, organized.

The most relevant occupations and career opportunities are the following:
Technician in carpentry and furniture warehouse management, industrial upholsterer, technician in
production management and control, technician in carpentry and furniture installation, technician in home
furniture manufacture, offices, schools, technician in door manufacture, window frames and wooden
objects.
The main functions and activities are Warehouse management, organization, supervision and scheduling
of production or upholstery.
The wood industry has good job opportunities, although the use of new materials for the construction of
furniture and the mechanisation of the ever-increasing production makes the presence of wood
technicians less necessary. Small businesses are an interesting way out.66
Cabinetmakers produce stylish furniture as well as handicraft furniture and furnishings. Likewise, they
repair or restore individual pieces of wood. 67

65

https://worldskills.org/skills/id/236/

66

https://www.educaweb.com/estudio/titulacion-tecnico-superior-produccion-madera-mueble/

67

https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index?path=null/kurzbeschreibung&dkz=4460
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3.3.2. Overview about VET Contents of Cabinetmaking in the Individual Countries
General Information:











Germany

Scope of the framework curriculum: The skilled occupation of cabinet maker
is described in the 20-page framework curriculum for the skilled occupation of
cabinet maker in accordance with the resolution of the Standing Conference
of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Länder in the Federal
Republic of Germany of 13.01.2006.
initial qualification: No specific school education is prescribed by law. In
practice, companies predominantly employ trainees with
intermediate level of education.
duration of training: 3 years
type of training: dual training in industry and crafts (regulated by training
regulation)
examination: Intermediate examination at the end of the 1st year of training.
journeyman's examination after the third year of training
job title: Tischler/ Tischlerin
starting salary: €1.470-2.100
salary development: According to the Remuneration Atlas, the median wage
in Germany is € 2,704 per month. In the New Länder the remuneration is
usually less than € 2,264, while in the Old Länder it is usually between € 2,705
and € 3,140. Master cabinetmakers achieve on average (median) € 3,4035.
After some years and with increasing professional experience as well as after a
master craftsman examination higher salaries can be obtained. Master
cabinetmakers achieve on average (median) € 3,4035.

Overview of the main topics:

Training company: In the training company, the trainees learn, for example:











what has to be taken into account when preparing sketches, plans and drawings
and how to read technical documents and determine the material requirements
how to set up and secure workplaces, e.g. during assembly on site
which types of wood and wood-based materials are available and how they can
be processed manually or mechanically
how to handle and adjust hand and machine tools and how to service them
how to make frames, carcasses or racks
what is important for intermediate and final inspections
how to produce frames and racks, how to assemble the individual components
and how to complete the products (e.g. doors, windows, stairs, furniture) with
glass, metal or plastic parts
how pneumatically, hydraulically, electrically and electronically controlled and
programmable machines and systems are set and operated
what surface treatment options there are, e.g. staining or dyeing, and how to
carry out wood preservation measures
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how to prepare the products for transport, what is important during assembly
(and disassembly) on site, how to install insulation materials, electrical
equipment and fittings and finally how to hand over the work to the customers

In addition, during the entire training period, knowledge about topics such as rights and
obligations during the training, organisation of the training company and environmental
protection is imparted.
Vocational school: Knowledge is acquired…




in occupation-specific learning fields (e.g. maintaining and repairing products,
manufacturing products from different materials, manufacturing and
assembling components for interior fittings)
in general education subjects such as German and economics and social studies

General Information:
The professions included in this unit work handcrafted wood making fixtures, furniture or other
artifacts, or make and repair fixtures, French windows and other wooden doors, cases, barrels,
staves, trunks, carriages, skeletons, supports and similar artifacts of wood carpentry.
The two profile (cabinetmaking and Carpentry) can follow the same training qualification path but
the difference lies in the work process (ADA). The carpenter could be associated with the process:
First woodworking and production of building products; the Cabinetmaking responds to the
process: Manufacture of handcrafted and mass-produced furniture, restoration and upholstery.
Scope of the framework curriculum:

Italy









initial qualification: Achiving compulsory schooling - EQF 4
duration of training: 4 years - 600 h
type of training: IeFP – professional qualification
examination: public examination for certification of competence
job title: 6.5.2.2 – Falegnami / tecnico del legno
starting salary: 22.339 €
salary development

Overview of the main topics:
by IeFP

Identificare situazioni di rischio potenziale per la sicurezza, la salute e l'ambiente nel
luogo di lavoro, promuovendo l'assunzione di comportamenti corretti e consapevoli di
prevenzione

Predisporre documenti relativi alle attività ed ai materiali

Effettuare il controllo e la valutazione del prodotto, redigendo la documentazione
prevista

Identificare le esigenze di acquisto di attrezzature e materiali, curando il processo di
approvvigionamento

Identificare le esigenze di acquisto di attrezzature e materiali, curando il processo di
approvvigionamento

Rilevare i bisogni del cliente, coniugandoli con le opportunità tecniche e tecnologiche
disponibili

Progettare diverse tipologie di manufatto ligneo
By regional qualification course:
20_LEG - Design of the product or piece of furniture to be produced
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02_LEG - Preparation of machines, tools and materials for woodworking
10_LEG - Preparation of semi-finished products for the realization of wooden furniture
07_LEG - Processing and first assembly of semi-finished products for the production of wooden
furniture
08_LEG - Assembly and assembly of components, hardware and accessories for wooden furniture
06_LEG - Performing finishing and painting operations on wooden furniture components
04_LEG - Checking and delivery of wooden furniture
09_LEG - Handling and storage of timber and timber products
14_LEG - Realization of the repair and restoration of furniture or wooden furniture
03_CTR - Care of the organisational and administrative aspects of the activity
05_KC - Personal and social competence and learning to learn skills
02_KC - Multilingual competence
07_KC - Entrepreneurial competence
General Information:


Portugal









Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: Initial Training - European EQF 2
duration of training: 1960 hours
type of training: School and training in Company
examination: Final evaluation of the competencies
job title: Bricklayer (Pedreiro)
starting salary: 1037€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)
salary development 1735€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)

Overview of the main topics:

Prepare and organize the work in order to design, assemble and repair furniture and
other wooden articles.

Execute woodwork using suitable automatic or semi-automatic machines.

Execute woodwork using hand or mechanical tools.

Assemble the different constituent parts of the final product.

Perform simple hoist and inline jobs.

Repair furniture and other woodwork by repairing damaged parts and replacing
hardware and other accessories.

Clean and service the machines, including routine lubrication and replacement of

accessories.
General Information:

Spain


Scope of the framework curriculum:
The curriculum for the professional training of the educational system corresponding to
the title of Installation and Furnishing Technician was established in Royal Decree
880/2011, of June 24.
The professional profile of the curriculum, which is expressed by the general
competence, professional, personal and social skills, and qualifications and competence
units of the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications, is included in the title of
Installation Technician and Furnishing.
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The general objectives of the training cycle curriculum, the objectives of the professional
modules expressed in terms of learning outcomes and their evaluation criteria are those
included in the title of Installation and Furnishing Technician.
The contents of the professional modules that make up this curriculum, adapted to the
socio-economic reality as well as to the economic and social development perspectives
of the environment.









initial qualification: medium-level training cycles or access test
duration of training: 2000 hours. Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)
type of training: dual training (Intermediate level – upper secondary)
examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules
job title: Installation and Furnishing Technician
starting salary: €16.350 (with 1-3 years of experience)
salary development: €26.721 (8+ years of experience)

Overview of the main topics:

Materials in carpentry and furniture, Constructive solutions, Basic carpentry
operations, Basic furniture operations, Warehouse control, Installation planning,
Installation of furniture, Carpentry installation, Installation of wooden structures,
Training and job orientation, Company and entrepreneurial initiative and Workplace
training.
General Information:







The
Netherlands





Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: level 2 / 3 / 4 (based on EQF)
duration of training: 2 = 2 year / 3 = 2 year / 4 = 2 year
type of training: dual training or school training
examination: integrated theoretical/practical test when student have enough
experience
job title: Cabinetmaking
starting salary: € 21.000,00 (with 1-3 years of experience)
salary development : €32.400,00 (8+ years of experience)

Overview of the main topics:
The furniture maker/(ship)interior builder makes furniture products that are mainly made from
solid wood. wood and/or wood-based materials are manufactured. Possibly with the addition of
other materials such as metal, plastic, glass, textile or natural stone.
The furniture and interior construction companies deliver to
companies and/or individuals. The (student) employees work in the production area of a
company. The Furniture maker/(ship)interior builder works with (electric) hand tools and
stationary woodworking machines. In addition, assembly work takes place on location.
Think of the design of a shop, restaurant or ship or the making and placing of a custom-made
kitchen by a private individual. Depending on the type of furniture, he works independently or in
a team.
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Training company: In the training company, the trainees learn, for example:
Level 2 B1-K1 Machine woodworking (max. 2 years)
B1-K1-W1 Preparation of machine work
B1-K1-W2 Assembling production data
B1-K1-W3 Selecting, checking and transporting timber and panel material
B1-K1-W4 Inserting and adjusting cutting tools
B1-K1-W5 Setting up woodworking machines
B1-K1-W6 Perform test machining
B1-K1-W7 Performing operations with woodworking machines
B1-K1-W8 Finalising the order
B1-K2 Composing and finishing furniture and (ship) interior construction products
B1-K2-W1 Preparation of work order
B1-K2-W2 Machined products, tools and moulds select, check and transport
B1-K2-W3 Furniture and (shipbuilding) interior construction products assemblies
B1-K2-W4 Furniture and (shipbuilding) interior construction products -finish
B1-K2-W5 Furniture and (shipbuilding) interior construction products finalise
B1-K2-W6 Completing the order
Level 2 All-round cabinetmaker/(ship)interior builder (max 2 years)
P2-K1 Placing furniture and (ship) interiors
P2-K1-W1 Prepare work order
P2-K1-W2 Select, check and transport processed products and tools
P2-K1-W3 Determine the situation on site
P2-K1-W4 Installing ground-wood
P2 All-round furniture maker/(ship)interior builder
P2-K1-W5 Placing furniture and interior and shipbuilding products and control
P2-K1-W6 Complete assignment
P2-K2 Manufacturing process furniture making/(ship)interior design guide
P2-K2-W1 Coaching and instructing employees
P2-K2-W2 Monitor production process
Level 3 Entrepreneurial cabinetmaker/(ship)interior builder (max 2 years)
P3-K1 Furniture and (ship) interiors venues
P3-K1-W1 Preparing a work order
P3-K1-W2 Select machined products and tools, checking and transporting
P3-K1-W3 Determination of the situation on site
P3-K1-W4 Installing ground wood
P3-K1-W5 Placing furniture and (shipbuilding) interior products and control
P3-K1-W6 Complete the assignment
P3-K2 Leading from a furniture company/department
P3-K2-W1 Consultation with work planner
P3-K2-W2 Plan and distribute activities
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P3-K2-W3 Coaching and instructing employees
P3-K2-W4 Conduct work consultation with the team
P3-K2-W5 Monitor production process
P3-K2-W6 Defines staffing needs and policies for the company
P3-K2-W7 Manage production assets and production space
P3-K2-W8 Purchases for the company
P3-K2-W9 Acquires commands/binds customers
P3-K2- W10 Oversees, records and justifies the financial situation

3.3.3. Literature References

Germany

Italy

National Framework Curriculum

Ordinance on Vocational Training for Carpenters (TischlAusbV): http://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/bundesrecht/tischlausbv_2006/gesamt.pdf [online access: 23.10.2019]

Framework curriculum for the training occupation carpenter:
https://www.kmk.org/themen/berufliche-schulen/dualeberufsausbildung/downloadbereichrahmenlehrplaene.html?type=150&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bdownload%5D=12887&tx_fed
ownloads_pi1%5Baction%5D=forceDownload&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=Do
wnloads [online access: 23.10.2019]
Online information sheet on the training occupation of cabinetmaking:

https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index?path=null/kurzbeschreibung&
dkz=4460&such=Tischler%2Fin [online access: 23.10.2019]

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/tischler/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchor [online access:
23.10.2019]

https://handwerk.de/berufsprofile/tischler-in-schreiner-in [online access: 23.10.2019]

https://www.azubi.de/beruf/ausbildung-tischler [online access: 23.10.2019]
Salary:

https://entgeltatlas.arbeitsagentur.de/ [online access: 23.10.2019]

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/tischler/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchor [online access:
23.10.2019]







Portugal





Spain




https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/atlante_lavoro
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datifol/index.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12070&codice_repertorio
=SF
http://portalebandi.regione.basilicata.it/PortaleBandi/detail-sino_qualifiche.jsp?id=193

http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/701
https://iefponline.iefp.pt/IEFP/
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/bricklayer/portugal/porto
http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/loe/maderamueble-corcho/instalacion-amueblamiento.html
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/5122_en.pdf
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The
Netherlands



https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/cabinet-maker/spain



https://www.mijnzzp.nl/Beroep/741-Meubelmaker
https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/?ResultaatType=Alles&AardKeuzedeel=&SBU=&Niveau=&Wettelijkeberoeps
vereisten=&Cohort=&Schooljaar=&Certificaat=&Trefwoorden=meubelmaker
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3.4. Carpentry
3.4.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Carpentry (CICCOPN, Portugal)
Carpenters and carpenters manufacture wooden constructions or wooden constructions of all kinds,
incorporate prefabricated components, insulating materials and construction elements. In addition, they
renovate and restore wooden roof trusses and other parts of buildings.
The carpenter manufactures, assembles, transforms, repairs and installs structures or pieces made of wood
or related products, using hand, mechanical or electrical tools. The carpenter should also know the
characteristics of the materials he/she uses, namely the multiple types of woods and their derivatives.
The carpenter’s work is developed from models, drawings and other technical specifications. He/she saws
and prepares the pieces, bearing in mind its best usage; he/she marks the lines and dots needed for
performing the work, cuts, drills, tenons and moulds, glues the joints, grates, screws and nails. He/she
finishes the piece, by planing, scraping and sanding the surfaces. The carpenter also assembles at the
worksite all the items previously manufactured in the workshop and he/she takes care of the tools, so they
always retain their usability.
In general terms, the carpenter manufactures doors, windows, wardrobes and staircases and he/she
installs wooden surfacings and structures. Most of the work is divided between manufacturing in the
workshop and installing at the worksite.

3.4.2. Overview about VET Contents of Carpentry in the Individual Countries
General Information:




Germany








Scope of the framework curriculum: Part of the framework curricula for
vocational training in the construction industry (in accordance with the
decision of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural
Affairs of 5 February 1999)
initial qualification: There is no legal requirement for a specific educational
background. The companies mainly employ first-year trainees with an
intermediate level of education. In the craft trades training sector, about one
in four of the first-time trainers had completed a year of basic vocational
training before commencing training.
duration of training: 3 years
type of training: dual training in industry and crafts (regulated by training
regulation)
examination: Intermediate examination at the end of the 1st year of training.
Intermediate examination at the end of the second year of apprenticeship or
final / journeyman's examination as an extension worker with a focus on
carpentry. - Final examination as a carpenter after the third year of training
job title: Zimmerer / Zimmerin
starting salary: € 1.600-2.100
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Italy

salary development:: According to the Remuneration Atlas, the median wage
in Germany is € 3,043 per month. In the New Länder the remuneration is
usually less than € 2,663, while in the Old Länder it is mostly between € 3,044
and € 3,430. After some years and with increasing professional experience as
well as after a master craftsman examination higher salaries can be obtained.
Master carpenters achieve on average (Median) € 3,674.

Overview of the main topics:
Training Company: Trainees learn, for example,

what tools, construction equipment and machines are available and how they are
handled

what must be taken into account when reading and preparing drawings, sketches and
installation plans

which materials and materials are used for the construction

which barrier and insulating materials are used against moisture, heat, cold, noise and
fire

which working techniques are used to produce components for the dismantling process

how to calculate the building material requirement

how to produce roof, wall and ceiling constructions with roof extensions and claddings

what to consider when straightening and manufacturing simple roofs, dormers and roof
structures

how to erect scaffolding and carry out bracing work

how to untie junctions and work construction timber
In addition, during the entire training period, knowledge about topics such as rights and
obligations during the training, organisation of the training company and environmental
protection is imparted.
Vocational School: Further knowledge is acquired…

in job-specific fields of learning (e.g. constructing a spiral wooden staircase, installing a
dormer window and a roof window)

in general education subjects such as German and economics and social studies.
General Information:
The professions included in this unit work handcrafted wood making fixtures, furniture or other
artifacts, or make and repair fixtures, French windows and other wooden doors, cases, barrels,
staves, trunks, carriages, skeletons, supports and similar artifacts of wood carpentry.
the two profile (cabinetmaking and Carpentry) can follow the same training path but the difference
lies in the work process (ADA). The carpenter could be associated with the process: First
woodworking and production of building products; the Cabinetmaking responds to the process:
Manufacture of handcrafted and mass-produced furniture, restoration and upholstery










Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: Achiving compulsory schooling
duration of training: 3 years - 600 h
type of training: IeFP - professional qualification course EQF 3
examination: public examination for certification of competence
job title: 6.5.2.2 – Falegnami
starting salary: 22.339 €
salary development

Overview of the main topics:
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By IeFP

Verify the compliance of the work phases, machinery, tools and instruments, materials
and products with the quality standards required by the design specifications of wooden
products

Prepare and maintain work spaces in order to ensure compliance with hygiene
regulations and to combat fatigue and occupational diseases

Define and plan the operations to be carried out on the basis of the instructions received
and/or the supporting documentation (diagrams, drawings, procedures, models, bills of
materials, etc.) and the reporting system

Carry out the machining of wooden parts and/or components according to the
specifications indicated in the drawings and models

Monitor the operation of instruments, tools, equipment and machinery, taking care of
routine maintenance activities

Assemble and assemble wooden products consisting of several pieces and parts and/or
accessories, on the basis of the specifications of drawings and models

To prepare instruments, tools, equipment and machinery necessary for the different
phases of production on the basis of the type of materials to be used, the
indications/procedures foreseen, and the expected result.
By Regional professional qualification course:

17_CTR - Care of occupational safety aspects
20_LEG - Design of the product or piece of furniture to be produced
02_LEG - Preparation of machines, tools and materials for woodworking
10_LEG - Preparation of semi-finished products for the realization of wooden furniture
07_LEG - Processing and first assembly of semi-finished products for the production of wooden
furniture
08_LEG - Assembly and assembly of components, hardware and accessories for wooden furniture
06_LEG - Performing finishing and painting operations on wooden furniture components
04_LEG - Checking and delivery of wooden furniture
09_LEG - Handling and storage of timber and timber products
14_LEG - Realization of the repair and restoration of furniture or wooden furniture
03_CTR - Care of the organisational and administrative aspects of the activity
05_KC - Personal and social competence and learning to learn skills
02_KC - Multilingual competence
07_KC - Entrepreneurial competence
General Information:


Portugal









Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: Initial Training - European EQF 2
duration of training: 1885 hours
type of training: School and training in Company
examination: Final evaluation of the competencies
job title: Carpenter (Carpinteiro)
starting salary: 860€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)
salary development 1400€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)

Overview of the main topics:

Prepare and organize the work according to the technical specifications, the
characteristics of the tasks to be

implement and taking into account the guidelines received and the hygiene, health and
safety measures to be adopted.
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Execute wooden building elements using hand tools, hand power tools and machine
tools.

Lay, on site, wooden construction elements, assembling and / or fixing them, applying
hardware and accessories and making the necessary adjustments and adjustments.

Repair and / or transform building elements in wood, repairing and reconstituting them.

Carry out the wood finishing operations, namely, grinding, scraping and sanding.

Sharpen and adjust the different tools as well as replace the machine tool accessories
and their adjustments.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:
The curriculum for the professional training of the educational system corresponding to the title
of Carpentry and Furniture Technician was established in Royal Decree 1128/2010, of September
10.
The professional profile of the curriculum, which is expressed by the general competence,
professional, personal and social skills and qualifications and competence units of the National
Catalogue of Professional Qualifications, is included in the title of Carpentry and Furniture
Technician referred.
The general objectives of the curriculum of the training cycle, the objectives of the professional
modules expressed in terms of learning outcomes and their evaluation criteria are those included
in the title of Carpentry and Furniture Technician.

Spain

The contents of the professional modules that make up this curriculum, adapted to the socioeconomic reality as well as to the economic and social development perspectives of the
environment.









The
Netherlands

initial qualification: medium-level training cycles
duration of training: 2000 hours. Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)
type of training: dual training (Intermediate level – upper secondary)
examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules
job title: Carpentry and Furniture Technician referred.
starting salary: €18.346 (1-3 years of experience)
salary development: €30.140 (8+ years of experience)

Overview of the main topics:
Materials in carpentry and furniture, Constructive solutions, Basic carpentry operations, Basic
furniture operations, Warehouse control, Technical documentation, Machining of wood and
derivatives, Numerical control machining in carpentry and furniture, Assembly of carpentry and
furniture, Finishes in carpentry and furniture, Training and job orientation, Company and
entrepreneurial initiative and Workplace training.
General Information:





Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: level 2 / 3 / 4 (based on EQF)
duration of training: 2 = 2 year (carpenter) / 3 = 2 year (all-round carpenter) /
4 = 2 year (specialist restauration carpenter)
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type of training: dual training
examination: integrated theoretical/practical test when student have enough
experience
job title: building carpenter, all-round carpenter, restauration carpenter,
concrete carpenter
starting salary: € 20.000,00
salary development: €36.000,00

Overview of the main topics:

Training company: In the training company, the trainees learn, for example:
The all-round carpenter performs conventional and complex carpentry work
independently. He works on roofs, sets prefabricated elements and makes concrete
foundations. He assembles and installs doors and windows. and carries out repairs.
The all-round carpenter works in a team and is responsible for
for a defined set of tasks within his team. The all-round carpenter has a good spatial
insight. He can read drawings and specifications and translates them into practice. He
has knowledge of materials and tools and carries out manual and mechanical work.
The all-round carpenter works according to a plan and is able to measure accurately. He
works both indoors and outdoors in new construction, restoration and maintenance. The
all-round carpenter works according to the safety regulations and is environmentally
conscious.
For the execution of his work, he has basic knowledge and basic skills of the profession.
Level 2 B1-K1 Expansion and dimensioning (2 years)
B1-K1-W1 Dimensions and expands
B1-K1-W2 Checks the dimensions
B1-K2 Processing and handling of building materials and (prefab) elements
B1-K2-W1 Installation of workstation
B1-K2-W2 Removes structural parts
B1-K2-W3 Sets up auxiliary and/or support constructions
B1-K2-W4 Prepared building materials
B1-K2-W5 Places prefabricated elements ( carcass)
B1-K2-W6 Assembles products and components (disassembly)
B1-K2-W7 Clean-up workplace
Training company: In the training company, the trainees learn, for example:
He performs the more complex tasks. In order to carry out his work, he needs specific knowledge
and skills of the profession.
Level 3 B1-K1 Expansion and dimensioning (2 years)
B1-K1-W1 Dimensions and expands
B1-K1-W2 Checks the dimensions
B1-K2 Processing and handling of building materials and (prefab) elements
B1-K2-W1 Installation of workstation
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B1-K2-W2 Removes structural parts
B1-K2-W3 Sets up auxiliary and/or support constructions
B1-K2-W4 Prepared building materials
B1-K2-W5 Places prefabricated elements ( carcass)
B1-K2-W6 Assembles products and components (disassembly)
B1-K2-W7 Clean-up workplace
Profile
P2-K1 Organizes the daily work of colleagues
P2-K1-W1 Divides work and supervises colleagues
P2-K1-W2 Monitors quality and regulatory compliance
P2-K1-W3 Consultation and coordination with third parties
P2-K1-W4 Monitoring progress
P2-K1-W5 Reports to supervisor

3.3.3. Literature References
National Framework Curriculum


Ordinance on Vocational Training in the Construction Industry: http://www.gesetze-im-

internet.de/bundesrecht/bauwiausbv_1999/gesamt.pdf [online access: 23.10.2019]


Framework curriculum for training occupations in the construction industry:

https://www.kmk.org/themen/berufliche-schulen/dualeberufsausbildung/downloadbereichrahmenlehrplaene.html?type=150&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bdownload%5D=126
02&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Baction%5D=forceDownload&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5
Bcontroller%5D=Downloads [online access: 23.10.2019]
Germany

Online information sheet on the training occupation of carpentry:


https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index;BERUFENETJSESSIO
NID=mhb8dD249313aw5SHOdWhuPejmMCJAOxCh7MwfnL7K1zL9RYfcu7!15961
84533?path=null/suchergebnisse/kurzbeschreibung&dkz=4010&such=Zimmerer
[online access: 23.10.2019]




Salary:





https://entgeltatlas.arbeitsagentur.de/ [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/zimmerer/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchor [online access:
23.10.2019]
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/atlante_lavoro.php
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datifol/index.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=6.5.2.2.2
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12088&codice_repertori
o=SF
http://portalebandi.regione.basilicata.it/PortaleBandi/detail-sino_qualifiche.jsp?id=193



http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/136




Italy





Portugal

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/zimmerer [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://handwerk.de/berufsprofile/zimmerer-zimmerin [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://www.azubi.de/beruf/ausbildung-zimmerer [online access: 23.10.2019]
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Spain



https://iefponline.iefp.pt/IEFP/



https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/carpenter/portugal



http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/loe/maderamueble-corcho/carpinteria-mueble.html
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/5122_en.pdf
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/carpenter/spain
https://www.mijnzzp.nl/Beroep/97-Timmerman/Salaris-en-tarief
https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/Details/Index/2690?type=kwalificatie&item_id=974719&returnUrl=%2F%3
FResultaatType%3DAlles%26Trefwoorden%3Dtimmerman%26Niveau%3D3%26F
uzzy%3DFalse



The
Netherlands
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3.5. Graphic Design
3.5.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Design Technologies (MATERAHUB,
Italy)
Technical product designers specializing in product design and construction are involved in the
development of technical products and the design of everyday objects. You create three-dimensional data
models and technical documentation for components and assemblies. The trainees learn:









How to create technical documents and how to apply them as computer-aided construction
Materials as well as manufacturing processes and assembly techniques to distinguish, to assess
materials and auxiliaries
How calculations are performed
How products are developed: from the product development process to the design, development
and calculation of components and groups
Which production and joining methods as well as assembly techniques must be selected
How to run simulations
How to change and test material properties
Skills, knowledge and skills in the areas of manufacturing technology, joining and assembly
technology as well as control and electrical engineering

In addition, during the entire training, knowledge is provided on topics such as rights and obligations during
training, organization of the training company and environmental protection.
In the vocational school one acquires further knowledge:



In job-specific learning fields (for example, analyse and record technical systems, create
components and assemblies according to computer-assisted specifications)
In general subjects such as German and economics and social studies.

The additional qualifications are:
High-performance apprentices can acquire competences in the fields of energy, resources and
communication through the additional qualification "Assistant in Energy and Resources in the Crafts"
(HWK). The additional qualification is taught in addition to vocational education and lasts 2 years (240
lessons).
The additional qualification "CNC Specialist" enables apprentices to acquire skills in dealing with CAD / CAM
programs. The additional qualification "European Assistant" opens up the possibility for trainees with a
medium educational qualification to build up intercultural competences, to improve their foreign language
skills and to educate themselves professionally - beyond the initial training.68

68https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index;BERUFENETJSESSIONID=7uQB7sonHiLSgLOrDGpCcqjUthWpOVTwRP5nAmdZtA_mCuyQJWo!310934
75?path=null/kurzbeschreibung/ausbildungsinhalte&dkz=90571
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3.5.2. Overview about VET Contents of Design Technologies in the Individual Countries

Germany

Italy

General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: There is a general “Framework
agreement on vocational schools2: The individual Länder regulate vocational
school training in their school and vocational school regulations on the basis of
the framework agreement

initial qualification: Selection procedure: The vocational schools select
applicants according to their own criteria. Applicants must submit an art
folder with samples of their work and, if necessary, take an entrance
examination, which consists of, for example, design work and the presentation
of the folder.

duration of training: The school education lasts between two and three
years, the graphic design study takes about three to six years depending on
the desired and offered degree.

type of training: There is no in-company dual training occupation for graphic
designers, but school-based training at vocational colleges and schools
regulated by state law. Academic training is completed at universities or
universities of applied sciences.

examination: according to school regulations

job title: The training is only legally regulated in two federal states and leads
there to the following qualification "State-certified graphic designer".
Alternatively, the training can be carried out according to the internal
regulations of the training providers. The titles may differ from those
mentioned above.

starting salary: € 1500-3250

salary development: According to the Remuneration Atlas, the median wage
in Germany is € 3,198 per month. The range is between less than € 2.520 - €
4.091.
Overview of the main topics:
Frequent topics of graphic design are:
 Presentation, illustration, conception and presentation techniques,
 Dealing with print media, designing 3-dimensional media and dealing with the
new media
 During the training, general subjects such as German and economics and
social studies are also taught.
 Company internships: During internships, the theoretical contents are
implemented and applied, for example, in advertisements agencies. The pupils
gain insight into the company's activities, gain experience in the typical
working methods and gain an overview of the structure and process
organisation of the company.
General Information:
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The professions classified in this unit produce, using various techniques of artistic
drawing, sketches, detailed drawings, multimedia works and animations aimed at
communication or advertising illustration.
Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: diploma

duration of training: 3 or 4 years

type of training: University – IeFP Tecnico grafico EQF 4

examination: public exam to certificate the competences

job title: 3.4.4.1.1 – Grafici

starting salary: 23.190 €

salary development:
Overview of the main topics:
 Identify situations of potential risk for safety, health and the environment in the
workplace, promoting the assumption of correct and aware behaviors of
prevention
 Formulate product proposals interpreting the needs of the customer and
promoting customer loyalty
 Prepare documents related to activities and materials
 Define equipment and material purchasing needs, managing the procurement
process
 Evaluate the compliance of the product with the quality standards required by
the design specifications
 Prepare and supervise the graphic work-flow
 Realize the integrated graphic design, in relation to the different types of
publication media
 Conduct the work phases on the basis of orders and design specifications,
coordinating the activities of a small production unit / machining department




Portugal






Scope of the framework curriculum: The closest curriculum available in
official public catalogue in Portugal is “Técnico/a de Design de Comunicação
Gráfica” (Technician of Graphic Communication Design).
initial qualification: entry level 2 and exit level 4
duration of training: depending on the type of course; this qualification exists
under the typologies EFA (“Educação e Formação de Adultos”), “Cursos de
Aprendizagem” (Learning Courses) and full VET cycle (3 years of training, taken
for instance in a VET School).
type of training: face-to-face training.
examination: depending on the type of training (EFA, CA or full VET cycle),
examination is made through practical activities, professional demonstration
projects and written exams.
job title: “Técnico/a de Design de Comunicação Gráfica” (Technician of
Graphic Communication Design)
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starting salary: 683,13€ / month, gross salary X 14 months (public
employment, while for private employment the minimum wage would be the
lower salary required, currently.
salary: 683,13€ - 1664,91€
salary development: up to 1664,91€ / month, gross salary X 14 months

Overview of the main topics:
Topics are oriented to the building of creative visual communication solutions by
capturing, designing, modeling and producing two-dimensional graphic objects for
print or screen media, as well as prepare artwork for printing or exbition.
Main topics found in training courses are:
Design and model graphic, digital objects, using electronic and manual means.
Process images, shapes (static or moving) and texts (written or oralized)
through manual and electronic devices for diversified means of
communication.
Composition of visual plans (layout), using specific computer programs, having
as objective to respond to visual communication strategies.
Prepare documents for printing, distribution and finishing using electronic
means as purposes of its use for different media.
Calibrate the equipment in order to obtain the desired quality in the
reproduction and diffusion of the projects in the different media.
Prepare content for creating pages for online publishing.
Collaborate on the making of cartridges and check print quality by analyzing
proofs and giving suggestions about color clearance.
Present and defend communication design concepts and solutions.
Monitor the production and distribution of the product in different channels
and supports.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:
The curriculum for the professional training of the educational system corresponding to
the title of Senior Technician in Design and Edition of Printed and Multimedia
Publications was established in Royal Decree 174/2013, of March 8.
Spain

The professional profile of the curriculum, which is expressed by the general
competence, professional, personal and social skills, and the qualifications and
competence units of the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications, is included in
the title of Senior Technician in Design and Edition of Printed and Multimedia
Publications.
The general objectives of the training cycle curriculum, the objectives of the professional
modules expressed in terms of learning outcomes and their evaluation criteria are those
included in the title of Senior Technician in Design and Edition of Printed and Multimedia
Publications.
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The contents of the professional modules that make up this curriculum, adapted to the
socio-economic reality as well as to the economic and social development perspectives
of the environment.

initial qualification: higher education training cycles or a test

duration of training: 2000 hours. Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)

type of training: dual training (Higher level – tertiary)

examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules

job title: Senior Technician in Design and Edition of Printed and Multimedia
Publications

starting salary: €18.561 (1-4 years of experience)

salary development: €35.000 – €57.000 (with 10-19 years of experience)

The
Netherlands

Overview of the main topics:
Graphic production materials, Organization of digital prepress processes, Graphic
product design, Marketing of graphic products and customer service, Production
management in editing processes.
Editorial production, Structural design of packaging, Design and planning of multimedia
publishing projects, Development and publication of multimedia publishing products,
Design and editing project for print and multimedia publications, Training and career
counselling, Business and Entrepreneurship and workplace training.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: level 4 / 5 (based on EQF)

duration of training: 4 = 3 year / 5 = 2 year

type of training: dual training

examination: integrated theoretical/practical test when student have enough
hours

job title: Designer mechanical installations

starting salary: € 28.000 yearly

salary development: €42.120,00 yearly
Mechatronics Systems Engineer
The mechatronics systems technician installs mechatronic products for electrotechnical
or metalworking companies. He also designs and tests new products. He works both
within the company and on location. He has extensive technical knowledge of the
operation of
installations and it works accurately. The technician mechatronics systems is responsible
for his and he has an accompanying role. During the testing of the products, he is
responsible for the work done by the mechanics.
Manufactures electrotechnical and mechatronic (sub)products
- Interprets information from the work site and prepares activities
- Places and checks mechanical parts
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- Connect parts and (sub-)products
- Manufactures electrical and mechanical engineering (sub)products
Supervises and directs the work process
- Monitors the progress of the development process
- Instructs and guides less experienced colleagues
- Maintains contact with all parties involved
- Plans and organizes the execution of the work
- Discusses the work to be carried out
Controls and tests electrotechnical and mechatronic (part) products
- Administrates and archives product data
- Assists in the testing of installations and products
- Prepares test work for
- Checks the connection of mechatronic and electrical components
Installs and modifies mechatronic (sub)products
- Installs machines and mechatronic products
- Completes the installation work
- Adjusts and controls mechatronic products
- Collects technical mechanical information
Designs prototypes of mechatronic products
- Assists in the testing of prototypes of mechatronic products
- Compiles documentation packages for the design of mechatronic device or machine
- Collects price data and makes a pre-calculation

3.5.3. Literature References

Germany

National Framework Curriculum

Regulation at federal level: “Framework agreement on vocational schools”:
https://www.kmk.org/fileadmin/Dateien/veroeffentlichungen_beschluesse/2013/2013_10
_17-RV-Berufsfachschulen.pdf. - The individual Länder regulate vocational school training
in their school and vocational school regulations on the basis of the framework agreement
[online access: 23.10.2019]
Online information sheet on the training occupation of graphic designer:



Salary:


https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index;BERUFENETJSESSIONI
D=csECf_rBBm1uUqOCvthmFw483f60pcMJ2V_y9gQoH3_Ub1iOdL4!1867603532?path=n
ull/kurzbeschreibung&dkz=14217&such=Designer%2Fin+%28Ausbildung%29++Grafik [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/grafikdesigner/ [online access: 23.10.2019]
https://entgeltatlas.arbeitsagentur.de/ [online access: 23.10.2019]
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taly






https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/grafikdesigner/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchorr [online access:
23.10.2019]
https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index;BERUFENETJSESSIONID=csECf_rBBm1uUqOCvthmFw483f60pcMJ2V_y9gQoH3_Ub1iOdL4!1867603532?path=null/kurzb
eschreibung/verdienstmoeglichkeiten&dkz=14217&such=Designer%2Fin+%28Ausbildung%
29+-+Grafik access: 23.10.2019]
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada.php?id_ada=364&id_sequenza=113&id_proc
esso=36
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada.php?id_ada=356&id_sequenza=113&id_proc
esso=36
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=3.4.4.1.1%
27
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=3.4.4.1.1%
27 (univerity where you can study)
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datifol/index.php?id=3.4.4.1.1
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=3.4.4.1.1



https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12071&codice_repertorio
=SF



http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/1951 (access to the National
Catalogue

of

Qualifications,

training

curriculum

for

Technician

of Graphic

Communication Design).
Portugal






Spain



The
Netherlands



https://www.ulusofona.pt/licenciaturas/design-de-comunicacao/tecnologias-do-designi/ULHT93-7244 (Curricular unit of a Higher Education course).
https://www.impacta.com.br/blog/2017/03/15/entenda-a-crescente-relacao-entretecnologia-e-design/ (web article about the relationship between Design and Technology,
PT-BR).
https://www.esmad.ipp.pt/cursos/tecnico-superior-profissional/400001789
(Higher
Education Professional Course).

http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/loe/artesgraficas/diseno-edicion-public-impresas-multimedia.html
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2015-8438
https://www.indeed.es/salaries/dise%C3%B1o-grafico-Salaries
https://www.uifrommars.com/salarios-diseno-espana-2018/
https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/Details/Index/2810?type=kwalificatie&item_id=998029&returnUrl=%2F%3F
ResultaatType%3DAlles%26Trefwoorden%3Dmechatronica%26Niveau%3D4%26F
uzzy%3DFalse
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3.6. Domotics
3.6.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Domotics (CETEM, Spain)
Building automation (GA) or domotics refers to the totality of monitoring, control, regulation and
optimization facilities in buildings. It is therefore an important part of technical facility management. The
aim is to carry out functional processes independent of the trade (automatically), according to present
setting values (parameters) or to simplify their operation or monitoring. 69 With this regard, home
automation is directly associated with the application of the Internet of Things (IoT). One of its main
objectives is to enable direct communication with such devices. 70
Automation technicians need a wide range of skills, both producing and installing parts for production
machinery and equipment. They require skills in logic and automation control and the related basic
electrical and circuitry work associated with these areas of production. They need to diagnose and solve
problems and offer advice on a wide range of issues in many different industries.
VET students on this flied will be professionals with strong demand. It is estimated that the demand for
workers in this professional field increases considerably, above the average of other professional profiles.
The most relevant occupations and career opportunities are the following:
Electrician installer-maintainer, Construction electrician, Industrial electrician, Maintenance electrician,
Installer-maintainer of home automation systems, Installer-maintainer of antennas, Telecommunications
installer in residential buildings, Installer-maintainer of telephone equipment and installations and Installer
of photovoltaic solar energy installations.
The Companies in which the Official Degree in Electrical and Automatic Installations can be of different
types, such Electricity installation and maintenance companies, construction companies, industries ...
These are centres that can belong to the public or private sector, with equipment adapted to Electrical
Installations and Automatic and the special characteristics of the workplace. 71

3.6.2. Overview about VET Contents of Domotics in the Individual Countries
General Information:

Germany



scope of the framework curriculum: It is not an Initial Vocational Education
and Training, but Continuing Vocational Education and Training offer from
different providers with different contents and certificates.
initial qualification: from vaguely defined "relevant previous knowledge" to
the successfully completed master craftsman's examination in the
construction industry

69 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gebäudeautomation
70 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_automation
71 https://cursos2019.com/c-tecnico-en-instalaciones-electricas-y-automaticas-2019-r-comunidad-de-madrid
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duration of training: There are different training offers some including 2 days,
others 240 training hours and more.
type of training: There are internal as well as external courses, organised as
day courses or over a longer period of time as in-service training, online
courses or blended learning courses.
examination: There are offers with and without certificates
job title: Fachkraft für Gebäudeautomation (HWK), Fachplaner
Gebäudeautomation, Fachwirt/in für Gebäudeautomation (HWK/IMB)
starting salary: salary development: -

Overview of the main topics:

The following topics are often part of training courses:







Infrastructure systems
Basics and application areas of building automation
Measurement, control and regulation technology in building automation
Smart Home System Integraiton
Conception and planning of building automation projects
Energy efficiency guidelines


Maintenance and service of building automation systems
General Information:
The professions included in this category assist specialists in the production of renewable energy
and the application of energy-saving techniques or apply and perform their own procedures and
techniques to identify new methods of converting energy from primary sources available in nature,
to increase energy savings and reduce environmental impact; verify the conditions and elements
necessary for the design of plants for the production of renewable energy.
Scope of the framework curriculum:




Italy






initial qualification: diploma
duration of training: 2/3 years
type of training: ITS Istituti Tecnici Superiori post-diploma course of
qualification to the profession of building energy certification technician EQF 5
examination: public examination for certification of competences
job title: 3.1.3.6.0 Tecnici del risparmio energetico e delle energie rinnovabili
starting salary: 28.839 €
salary development:

Overview of the main topics:

Evaluate with the client the cost/benefit balance of the choices made

Evaluate the environmental impact of energy systems

Use dedicated software for the design, maintenance and management of energy
systems

Choose and apply innovative technologies in the field of energy, plant engineering and
materials used

Monitor and process data on the energy performance of plants and/or production
facilities

Identify solutions to solve critical issues
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Identify the client's energy needs
Define the feasibility of an intervention also through economic analysis tools
Enforcing safety, quality and environmental regulations
Enforcing energy legislation and completing procedures for access to finance

Scope of the framework curriculum: Official curriculum* available at the
National Catalogue of Qualifications concerns EFA courses (Adult Education
with double certification, School and Professional certification). The profession
is called “Operador/a de Eletrónica/Domótica” (“Operator of
Electronic/Domotics”).
The National Catalogue also includes some modular units covering domotics,
although some of them are not included into this specific training curriculum, as
follows:
Computer and Domotics Data Acquisition (25h, included in the above curriculum)
Domotics and Technical Management (50h, included and exclusive to the above
curriculum)
Domotics (25h, not included in the above curriculum)
Project - Electronics / Domotics (50h, included and exclusive to the above
curriculum)
Domotics – General information (25h, not included in the above curriculum)
Domotics - integrated communications Project (25h, not included in the above
curriculum).

Portugal

Other related Professional Training Curriculum found in the National Catalogue of
Qualifications (not further included in this report) are:
Electronics and Telecommunications Technician (Level 4)
Electronics, Automation and Command Technician (Level 4)
Electronics, Automation and Computers Technician (Level 4)
Electronics, Automation and Instrumentation Technician (Level 4)

initial qualification: Level 2

duration of training: duration depends on the School level to certificate;
therefore, for lower basic school it takes 1515h; for upper basic school it takes
1565h and for secondary school it takes 2015h (in each case it comprises a
“Basic Training” with a changeable number of hours (including Mathematics,
Citizenship, Language & Communication, IT and Learning with Autonomy) and
Technological Training with 1075h in each case, constituted by Modular units.

type of training: face-to-face training

examination: a combination of practical exams, written exams and portfolio
creation.

job title: “Operator of Electronic/Domotics”

starting salary: For level 2 the starting salary corresponds to the National
Minimum Wage, currently fixed at 600€/month x 14 months, gross salary
(applicable for private employment; public employment, for this category
starts at 635,07€)

salary: 600€ - 1149,99€ / month, gross salary

salary development: up to 1149,99€/month, gross salary
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Overview of the main topics:



The profile is described as “Perform the installation and maintenance of
90atalogo electronic equipment and systems, ensuring the optimization of its
functioning according to hygiene, safety and environmental standards”.
* Published in Order No. 13456/2008 of 14th May, approving the initial version of the
National 90atalogo f Qualifications.
Main topics:

-

Organize work for the installation and / or maintenance of electronic
equipment and systems;
Installation and maintenance of industrial electronic equipment and systems;
Installation of elementary audio and video electronic equipment;
Installation of elementary telecommunications electronic equipment and
systems;
Preventive and corrective maintenance of elementary electronic audio and
video equipment and systems;
Maintenance of elementary telecommunications electronic equipment and
systems,
Installation of electronic instrumentation, control and remote maintenance
equipment and systems;
Installation of elementary electronic home automation equipment and
systems using the proper procedures;
Preventive and corrective maintenance of elementary electronic home
automation equipment and systems using appropriate procedures and
equipment.

General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:
The curriculum for the professional training of the educational system corresponding to the title
of Higher Technician in Electrotechnical and Automated Systems was established in Royal Decree
1127/2010, of September 10.

Spain

The professional profile of the curriculum, which is expressed by the general competence,
professional, personal and social skills and qualifications and competence units of the National
Catalogue of Professional Qualifications, is included in the title of Higher Technician in
Electrotechnical Systems and Automated.
The general objectives of the training cycle curriculum, the objectives of the professional modules
expressed in terms of learning outcomes and their evaluation criteria are those included in the
title of Advanced Technician in Electrotechnical and Automated Systems.
The contents of the professional modules that make up this curriculum, adapted to the socioeconomic reality as well as to the economic and social development perspectives of the
environment.



initial qualification: higher education training cycles or an access test
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duration of training: 2000 hours. Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)
type of training: dual training (higher level – tertiary)
examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules
job title: Higher Technician in Electrotechnical and Automated Systems
starting salary: €15.000 – €19.000 (1-4 years of experience)
salary development: €27.168 (with 10-19 years of experience)

Overview of the main topics:
Processes in common telecommunications infrastructure facilities, Techniques and processes in
electrical installations, Technical documentation in electrical installations, Electrical systems and
circuits, Techniques and processes in home automation and automatic installations, Development
of electrical networks and transformation centres, Configuration of home automation and
automatic installations, Configuration of electrical installations, Assembly and maintenance
management of electrical installations, Electrotechnical and automated systems project, Training
and career counselling, Business and Entrepreneurship and training in work centres.
General Information:










The
Netherlands

Scope of the framework curriculum:
initial qualification: vocational training, first general education, successful
completion of secondary school) or a middle level education.
duration of training: level 3 / 2 years and level 4 /2 years
type of training:
examination:
job title: Allround medewerker IT systems and devices (level 3). Expert IT
systems and devices (level 4)
starting salary: € 26.000,00
salary:€34.400,00
development:

Overview of the main topics:

Overview of the main topics:

Drawer designer mechanical installations

The drawing designer of mechanical installations works for a technical consultancy firm.
He makes drawings for the construction of mechanical installations. These may be new
installations, but including changes to existing installations. His drawings are the basis of
the design and he knows translating complex requirements and regulations into a
drawing that is achievable in practice. The Drawing designer mechanical relations is
customer-oriented, quality-conscious, cost-conscious and he thinks ahead. He works
independently and is responsible for the good quality of his work. He works on large
projects as a team.

Level 4 Drawer designer mechanical installations

Draws a product or installation

- Makes drawings

- Finishes work

- Draws up material overviews

- Collects information for drawing for technical products and installations
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Supports the design of mechanical installations
- Creates a maintenance and operating manual
- Makes a sketch of the mechanical installations to be built.
- Makes drawings and material overviews for (parts of) mechanical installations
- Optimizes the installation process of mechanical installations
- Discusses and advises internally and on location on the design of mechanical
installations.

3.6.3. Literature References

Germany

Some arbitrary selected training providers

https://www.fachwirt-ga.de/

https://www.etzstuttgart.de/Weiterbildung/Mit+anerkanntem+Abschluss/Fachkraft+f%C3%BCr+Geb%C
3%A4udeautomation+(HWK).html [online access 25.10.2019]

https://www.dial.de/de/fachplaner-gebaeudeautomation/

https://www.etzstuttgart.de/Weiterbildung/Mit+anerkanntem+Abschluss/Fachkraft+f%C3%BCr+Geb%C
3%A4udeautomation+(HWK).html



Italy







Portugal

https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12112&codice_repert
orio=SF
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada_pre.php?id_ada=869&id_sequenza=162
&id_processo=60&codice_repertorio=SF
http://fabbisogni.isfol.it/scheda.php?limite=1&id=3.1.3.6.0
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/index.php?codice_1=3
&codice_2=3.1&codice_3=3.1.3&codice_4=3.1.3.6
http://fabbisogni.isfol.it/scheda.php?id_menu=3&id=3.1.3.6.0&limite=1
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=3.1.3.6.0
http://portalebandi.regione.basilicata.it/PortaleBandi/detail-sino_qualifiche.jsp?id=357

Links available at the Curriculum*

http://fileshare.eshop.bg/

http://hyperphysics.phyastr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html

http://myspace.eng.br/

http://professor.no.sapo.pt

http://www.alldatasheet.com/

http://www.datasheetcatalog.com/

http://www.hobbyelectronica.pt

http://www.power.pt.net

www.televes.pt
Main Source: http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/83


Spain



http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/queestudiar/familia/loe/electricidad-electronica/sistemas-electrotecnicosautomatizados.html
https://cursos2019.com/c-tecnico-en-instalaciones-electricas-y-automaticas2019-r-comunidad-de-madrid
https://tusalario.es/salario/comparatusalario#/
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The
Netherlands



https://www.mijnzzp.nl/Beroep/1592-Installateur/Salaris-en-tarief



https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/Details/Index/2776?type=kwalificatie&item_id=998208&returnUrl=%2F%3FResult
aatType%3DAlles%26Trefwoorden%3Dontwerper%26Fuzzy%3DFalse%26Cohort%3D33
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3.7. Wall and Floor Tiling
3.7.1. Introduction into the Professional Field of Wall and Flor Tiling (Merk, The
Netherlands)
Tile, slab and mosaic layers / walls reduced in size, floors and facades with ceramic, glass and natural or
artificial stone slabs. In apprenticeships, for example, the trainees learn:












how construction sites are set up and secured
what tools, construction machinery and equipment exist and how they are handled
Was used in the production of mortar and concrete mixtures, reinforcements, insulation, wall
plaster and screed must be considered
how to apply and install wall and floor tiles and slabs
what to look for when making joint seals
how partition walls are made of ceramic tiles and slabs
how to install barriers and insulating materials
such as small and medium mosaic floorings in normal and thin bed processes be placed
was important in the manufacture of permanently elastic and permanently elastic joint seals
what has to be considered when lining stairs
In addition, knowledge is provided throughout the training on topics such as rights and
obligations, organization of the training company and environmental protection.

The additional qualification "European Assistant" opens up the possibility for trainees with a medium
educational qualification to build up intercultural competencies, to improve foreign language skills and to
develop professionally - beyond the initial training. Components of the additional qualification are a special
vocational education (for example, European commercial and commercial law) and a several-week
internship abroad.

3.7.2. Overview about VET Contents of Wall and Flor Tiling in the Individual Countries

Germany

General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum: Part of the framework curricula for
vocational training in the construction industry (in accordance with the
decision of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural
Affairs of 5 February 1999)

initial qualification: There is no legal requirement for a specific educational
background. The companies mainly employ first-year trainees with a lower
secondary school leaving certificate.

duration of training: 3 years

type of training: dual training

Examination: Intermediate examination at the end of the 1st year of training.
Intermediate examination at the end of the second year of apprenticeship or
final / journeyman's examination as an extension worker with a focus on tile,
plate and mosaic work
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Graduation / journeyman examination as a tile, plate and Mosaikleger / in the
3rd year of training
job title: Fliesen-, Platten- und Mosaikleger/innen
starting salary: €1.720-1.920
salary development: According to the Remuneration Atlas, the median wage
in Germany is € 2,903 per month. In the New Länder the remuneration is
usually less than € 2,481, while in the Old Länder it is mostly between € 2,904
and € 3,339. After some years and with increasing professional experience as
well as after a master craftsman examination higher salaries can be obtained.

Overview of the main topics:
Training in Company and in inter-company training courses:
1st year:

Acceptance of orders, performance recording, work plan and workflow

Setting up, securing and clearing construction sites

Testing, storage and selection of building materials and construction aids

Reading and applying drawings; making sketches

Performing measurements

Working with wood and making joints of wood

Manufacture of components from concrete and reinforced concrete

Manufacture of structures from stone

Installation of insulation materials for heat, cold, noise and fire protection

Manufacture of plaster and stucco

Manufacture of screeds

Preparation and laying of tiles and slabs

Manufacture of components in dry construction
2nd year:

Deepening knowledge from the 1st year of training

Testing and preparing substrates

Quality assurance measures and reporting system
3rd year:

Deepening knowledge from the 1st and 2nd year of training

Preparation and laying of tiles, slabs and mosaics

Renovation and repair of claddings and coverings made of tiles, slabs and
mosaics
Training in the Vocational School in the learning fields:
1st year:

Setting up a construction site

Development and foundation of a structure

Walls of a single shell structure

Making a wooden construction
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Manufacture of a reinforced concrete component

Coating and cladding of a building component
2nd year:

Applying a wall covering

Manufacture of an insulated floor structure

Bathroom tiles

Production of coverings in swimming pool areas

Making a terrace covering
3rd year:

Cladding of a facade

Occupying a staircase

Design of an entrance hall

Dressing of supports

Cladding of a curved construction

Modernising a pavement construction
General Information:
The professions included in this unit are involved in the installation and repair of mosaic,
marble, stone, ceramic, terracotta, glass-cement or other hard materials floors.
The two profile (Bricklaying and Wall and Floor Tiling) can follow the same training path
but the difference lies in the work process (ADA)

Italy

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: Achiving compulsory schooling

duration of training: 3 years – 400 h

type of training: IeFP triennale “tecnico edile” – Qualification professional
course “Operatore edile alla posa di pavimenti e rivestimenti” EQF 3

examination: public examination for certification of competences

job title: 6.1.3.2. Pavimentatori e posatori di pavimenti

starting salary: 27.323 €

salary development: 27.323 €
Overview of the main topics:
By IeFP (the same course of Bricklaying):
 Prepare and maintain work spaces in order to ensure compliance with hygiene
regulations and to combat fatigue and occupational diseases;
 Verify, by carrying out measurements and controls, the conformity and
adequacy of the construction work carried out, in relation to design, quality and
safety standards
 Monitor the operation of tools, equipment and machinery, taking care of
routine maintenance activities
 Carry out finishing work on building works, in compliance with design
specifications and sector-specific safety standards
 To prepare instruments, tools, equipment and machinery necessary for the
different phases of production and activities, on the basis of the type of
materials to be used, the indications/procedures provided, the expected result,
in compliance with the standards
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Portugal

Spain

Define and plan the phases of the operations to be carried out, in compliance
with safety regulations, on the basis of the instructions received, the supporting
documentation (diagrams, drawings, procedures, bills of materials, etc.) and
the reporting system
Carry out the operations of setting up and dismantling the logistical spaces and
the operational elements of the site, on the basis of the indications received
and in compliance with the safety standards specific to the sector
Carrying out carpentry work for the manufacture and assembly of building
elements, in compliance with design specifications and industry safety
standards

By regional qualification course:
17_CTR - Care of occupational safety aspects
01_EDI - Tracking assistance
37_EDI - Construction of works for the installation of the construction site
26_EDI - Laying floors and walls in preformed elements (ceramic, marble, terracotta)
28_EDI - Laying of in-situ floors (resins, cement)
27_EDI - Laying parquet floors
40_EDI - Renovation of existing wooden floors and walls
03_CTR - Care of the organisational and administrative aspects of the activity
02_KC - Multilingual competence
04_KC - Digital Competence
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: Initial Training - European EQF 2

duration of training: 1960 hours

type of training: School and training in Company

examination: Final evaluation of the competencies

job title: Wall and floor Tiller (Ladrilhador)

starting salary: 830€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)

salary development 1357€/month (considerate in Portugal 14 months)
Overview of the main topics:
 Prepare and organize the work, according to the guidelines received, the
technical specifications and the characteristics of the tasks to be performed.
 Prepare the materials to apply.
 Prepare the surfaces to be coated according to the nature of the work to be
performed and the type of coating to be applied.
 Lay the pieces on the surface to be coated.
 Disassemble lining parts for reuse.
 Carry out cleaning and maintenance of the work machines and tools, including
routine lubrication, replacement of worn accessories, as well as adjusting them.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:
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The curriculum for the professional training of the education system corresponding to
the title of Technician in Interior, Decoration and Rehabilitation Works was established
in Royal Decree 1689/2011, of November 18.
The professional profile of the curriculum, which is expressed by the general
competence, professional, personal and social skills, and the qualifications and
competence units of the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications, is included in
the title of Technician in Works of Interior, Decoration and Rehabilitation.
The general objectives of the training cycle curriculum, the objectives of the professional
modules expressed in terms of learning outcomes and their evaluation criteria are those
included in the title of Technician in Interior, Decoration and Rehabilitation Works.
The contents of the professional modules that make up this curriculum, adapted to the
socio-economic reality as well as to the economic and social development perspectives
of the environment.

initial qualification: medium grade cycle or an access test

duration of training: 2000 hours. Two years (weekly timetable comprises
30/32 lessons lasting 55 minutes each)

type of training: dual training (Intermediate – upper secondary)

examination: continuous assessment and by professional modules

job title: Technician in Interior, Decoration and Rehabilitation Works

starting salary: €29.863 (1-3 years of experience)

salary development: €36.543 (8+ years of experience)

The
Netherlands

Overview of the main topics:
Construction, Interpretation of construction plans, Flooring, tiling and veneering,
Continuous cladding, Prefabricated partitions, Technical partitions and floors,
Suspended ceilings, Lightweight cladding, Decorative paint under construction,
Organization of interior work, decoration and rehabilitation, Training and work
orientation, Company and entrepreneurial initiative and Training in workplaces.
General Information:

Scope of the framework curriculum:

initial qualification: secondary school leaving certificate

duration of training: Level 2 = 2 year Level 3 = 2 year

type of training: dual training and internship

examination: theoretical and practical test when student have enough
experience between 1 and 2 year

job title: Wall and floor tiler (level 2) All-round wall and floor tiler (level 3)

starting salary: €20.328,00 1 until 3 years’ experience

salary: + 10 years’ experience €33.696,00

development:
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All-round wall and floor tiler
The all-round tiler is doing tiling in homes or utility buildings. He mainly organizes the
work of his colleagues, and keeps the overview in a project. He distributes the work,
monitors progress and then reports to his manager. He switches a lot between the
substantive and managerial activities, and has knowledge of both. areas. The all-round
tiler works on the basis of an assignment which he has received from his manager. gets
and chooses a work approach of his own. He is responsible for the proper organisation
of the operations
Level 2 Wall and floor tiler (max. two years)
B1-K1 Carries out tiling work
B1-K1-W1 Set up the workstation
B1-K1-W2 Prepares the substrate B1-K1-W3 Dimensional tiling and plane layout
B1-K1-W4 Glues floor and wall tiles
B1-K1-W5 Laying floor and wall tiles in mortar
B1-K1-W6 Finishes tiling
B1-K1-W7 Clean up the workplace
Level 3 Wall and floor tiler (max two years)
B1-K1 Carries out tiling work
B1-K1-W1 Set up the workstation
B1-K1-W2 Prepares the substrate B1-K1-W3 Dimensional tiling and plane layout
B1-K1-W4 Glues floor and wall tiles
B1-K1-W5 Laying floor and wall tiles in mortar
B1-K1-W6 Finishes tiling
B1-K1-W7 Clean up the workplace
Profile
P2-K1 Organizes the daily work of colleagues
P2-K1-W1 Divides work and supervises colleagues
P2-K1-W2 Monitors quality and regulatory compliance
P2-K1-W3 Consultation and coordination with third parties
P2-K1-W4 Monitoring progress
P2-K1-W5 Reports to supervisor
Level 4 Supervisor for work preparation and calculations (max. 2 years)
Calculates and makes proposals
Advises clients
Carry out work survey
Calculates work activities
Offers products and/or services
Carrying out post-calculation of activities
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3.7.3. Literature References

Germany

National Framework Curriculum

Ordinance on Vocational Training in the Construction Industry: http://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/bundesrecht/bauwiausbv_1999/gesamt.pdf [online access: 23.10.2019]

Framework curriculum for training occupations in the construction industry:
https://www.kmk.org/themen/berufliche-schulen/dualeberufsausbildung/downloadbereichrahmenlehrplaene.html?type=150&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bdownload%5D=12602&tx_fe
downloads_pi1%5Baction%5D=forceDownload&tx_fedownloads_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=
Downloads [online access: 23.10.2019]
Online information sheet on the training occupation of wall and floor tiling:

https://berufenet.arbeitsagentur.de/berufenet/faces/index?path=null/kurzbeschreibung
&dkz=4325&such=Fliesen-%2C+Platten-+und+Mosaikleger%2Fin [online access:
23.10.2019]

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/fliesenleger/ [online access: 23.10.2019]

https://handwerk.de/berufsprofile/fliesen-platten-und-mosaikleger-in [online access:
23.10.2019]

https://www.azubi.de/beruf/fliesenleger-plattenleger-mosaikleger [online access:
23.10.2019]
Salary:

https://entgeltatlas.arbeitsagentur.de/ [online access: 23.10.2019]

https://www.ausbildung.de/berufe/fliesenleger/gehalt/#tab-bar-anchor [online access:
23.10.2019]




https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_ada.php?id_ada=21&id_sequenza=11&id_proc
esso=3
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/index.php?codice_4=6.1
.3.2&codice_3=6.1.3&codice_2=6.1&codice_1=6
http://professionioccupazione.isfol.it/datiinps/index.php?id=6.1.3.2.1
http://professioni.istat.it/sistemainformativoprofessioni/cp2011/scheda.php?id=6.1.3.2.1
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=12094&codice_repertori
o=SF
https://atlantelavoro.inapp.org/dettaglio_profilo.php?id_profilo=3097&codice_repertorio
=SR
http://portalebandi.regione.basilicata.it/PortaleBandi/detail-sino_qualifiche.jsp?id=113





http://www.catalogo.anqep.gov.pt/Qualificacoes/Referenciais/699
https://iefponline.iefp.pt/IEFP/
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/wall-and-floor-covering-installer/portugal




https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2013-959
http://todofp.es/que-como-y-donde-estudiar/que-estudiar/familia/loe/edificacion-obracivil/obras-interior-decoracion-rehabilitacion.html#plan-formacion
https://www.salaryexpert.com/salary/job/tile-mason/spain
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The
Netherlands




https://www.mijnzzp.nl/Beroep/120-Tegelzetter/Salaris-en-tarief
https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/?ResultaatType=Alles&Trefwoorden=tegelzetter&Fuzzy=False&Schooljaar=2019&Co
hort=22
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https://kwalificaties.sbb.nl/Details/Index/935?type=kwalificatie&item_id=590118&returnUrl=%2F%3FResultaat
Type%3DAlles%26Trefwoorden%3Dtegel%26Niveau%3D4%26Fuzzy%3DFalse
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4. TOP SKILLS IDENTIFIED
PERFORMERS

BY THE

‘UNDER CONSTRUCTION’ FIELD RESEARCH

WITH

TOP

As already described in the document "Under Construction: IO1-A5: Sure Success Skills Report", the three
most outstanding top performance skills were identified for each professional field after a comprehensive
survey of top performers. These skills form the three core pillars of each course for the e-learning offers to
be developed.
In the following sections, these pillars are presented in a clear and concise manner for each professional
field. The description serves as a basis for the comparisons to be made in Chapter 5 of this report, to what
extent the identified top performance skills are already considered in the curricula of the individual
countries.

4.1. 3-D-Printing (APLOAD, Portugal)
According to the results of the case studies carried out in Portugal, the following 3 pillars have been
identified, which are necessary for a professional to achieve excellence as a 3D printing technician:




Pillar 1: Communication
Pillar 2: Problem solving
Pillar 3: Operating machines

Each of these pillars’ proposals rely on the answers of the surveyed top professionals and are further
detailed hereunder.

4.1.1. Pillar 1: Communication
“Communication” skills are included in the so called soft skills of many training curricula under the VET
domain. In the particular case of 3D Printing Technician there is a specific need to be able to establish a
proper communication. This is applicable not only within the company, foreseeing, for instance, the
establishment of a good team work and team environment, but also outside, while communicating with
the client.
With regards to the first aspect, there is a common need to discuss new approaches which may, in a given
context, require the involvement of a different expertise, new domains and other professionals, given place
to effective cooperative work.
With regards to the second aspect, “communication” might become even more sensitive: in many
occasions, the 3D Printing client is not aware about the 3D Printing available solutions and may even be
requiring either a “not applicable” solution for its own needs, either a solution that is by far “not the best
one”.
This situation was highlighted by the surveyed professionals, emphasizing the fact that, many times, the
3D Printing Technician needs not only to understand the needs of the client but also to make the client
understand that the best or the feasible solution may in fact be distant from his/her expectations or desires
and many times goes even beyond such expectations and desires possibly with a reduced cost and/or
reduced environmental impact. It is also common that the client is unaware about the 3D Printing world
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and the real possibilities it has to offer and therefore he/she may be reluctant to accept something that
he/she is not able to understand in its entirety or, the other way around, he/she may be accepting anything
without really understanding how it will impact on his/her needs. Both the cases may give way to future
problems.
Given this scenario, the pillar “Communication” relays on the following main guidelines:




To be able to understand the client’s needs
To be able to identify the critical points on the client’s needs (including present and future
problems)
To be able to create solutions and to explain them to the client

4.1.2. Pillar 2: Problem Solving
This pillar is quite aligned with the previous one. In fact, during the communication process with the client
a certain amount of problems may be equated and estimated. The 3D Printing Technician needs to properly
advocate for the most applicable solution, sometimes recurring to alternative scenarios.
Notwithstanding, in many occasions, and given the experimental character of 3D Printing (many times an
initial source for testing new materials, products and solutions), problems are only identified once a test
or an effective production has been made. In these cases, there is a need to understand what has gone
wrong, or not so well, and be able to equate new directions, methodologies, parameters or materials. The
capacity to turn over such problems and give place to an effective solution within the necessary time and
cost frame is indispensable in a 3D Printing top performer.
In accordance, the 3 guidelines of this pillar are:




To be able to equate the best printing material and be available for required changes (test and
redo)
To be able to equate the best printing solution (full piece/ several assembled small pieces)
To be able to create alternative solutions for failed processes

4.1.3. Pillar 3: Operating the Printing Machines
Following one pillar which mainly addresses a soft skill (“Communication”) and another pillar that
addresses both soft and hard skills (“Problem Solving”), the 3 rd pillar identified in the research addresses
hard skills. Given the strong technological nature of this domain, a top performer unequivocally needs a
good domain of such technology, being also available for the permanent update on knowledge. To be able
to establish a sound relationship with the printing variables is therefore fundamental, and “operating the
printing machine” is to be considered the most comprehensive equation for such job since it requires: to
understand and to operate the machine stricto sensu, to understand and to use the printing materials,
necessarily in full accordance with the machine and with the desired output and, finally, but also very
important, to be able to readjust procedures, materials and parameters against an outcome found to be
not optimal.
The main guidelines to train professionals under this pillar were enounced as:


To be able to fully understand the printing machine’s behaviour
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To be able to define the most adequate machine’s parameters for the printing process
To be able to identify additional constraints to the printing process, the printing machine and the
printing materials (for example, temperature, printing base, etc)
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4.2. Bricklaying (MERK, The Netherlands)
A proper combination of such Sure Success Skills will result in a complete training and curriculum for the
future workforce totally aligned with the needs of students, workers and the building industry.
First of all, the project must focus on those specific technical skills, behaviours and knowledge that are
essential for anyone who wants to develop further if they are to be able to control the basics of a
profession. The ultimate goal is to be a top performer in the brickwork industry. In addition, the sector is
under pressure due to a shortage of bricklayers in the Netherlands, as a result of which all kinds of foreign
workers come to the Netherlands to work as bricklayers. This creates a great deal of pressure on the
experienced bricklayers in the Netherlands. And all kinds of new products are being developed to
accommodate the production, such as making walls of polystyrene with stone strips glued to it. Therefore,
the current and future staff must be ready for disruptive changes with Industry 4.0. The sector must also
be able to break through the changes in the sector.
Top performers have to know the key ingredients of such transformation, identify some main actors, Key
Enabling Technologies (KETs), design and plan strategies for the application of technologies and have the
capacity to identify the best solutions for the company.
It would comprise the following success skills

4.2.1. Pillar 1: Thinking skills




Critical thinking
Problem solving
Creativity

Secondly, top performers will learn about basic concepts of the workspace, leadership, teamwork,
coaching. This will provide knowledge on basic management functions and some synthetic information on
soft skills related to the topic which will help to solve problems related to the management of the most
important areas of the building industry.

4.2.2. Pillar 2: Interpersonal skills






Communication skills
Teamwork
Leadership
Flexibility
Training and coaching

The best performers must take into account the importance of selecting various materials for the
production of houses and buildings. A special area is the restauration of houses, buildings and other
heritage in the Netherlands This affects the quality, durability, cost and speed of housing construction.
Materials for the construction sector may contain "novelties" of a different nature. They can be linked to
changes in production technology and material structures or properties and applications. Materials are an
indispensable element of the construction process. In addition, good knowledge of the different phases of
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the value chain is required, as well as self-confidence to keep professionals and others safe when working
on site with tools and different types of machinery

4.2.3. Pillar 3: Technical skills
•

New products and process in the bricklaying industry I 4.0

•

Special masonry constructions
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4.3. Cabinetmaking (CETEM – Spain)
According to the results of the previous study (see IO1-A5 Report), the following three pillars for the
professional field were identified:
1.
2.
3.

Fundamentals of the digital factory as an answer to Industry 4.0.
Raw materials processing and production processes.
Workplace, leadership and personal effectiveness competences.

4.3.1. Pillar 1: Fundamentals of the digital factory as an answer to Industry 4.0
First of all, UNDER CONSTRUCTION should address those specific technical competencies and knowledge
which is indispensable for anyone who wants to learn basic concepts but also with the aim to be a top
performer in cabinetmaking. In addition, due to the sector is facing a deep transformation aimed not only
at improving process efficiency but also at the potential associated with products, the future workforce has
to be ready to disruptive changes with Industry 4.0.
Top performers have to know the key ingredients of such transformation, identify some main actors, Key
Enabling Technologies (KETs), design and plan strategies for the application of technologies and have the
capacity to identify the best solutions for the company. It would comprise the following success skills:
Pillar 1: Fundamentals of the digital factory as an answer to Industry 4.0.











Introduction to a Digital Factory and Industry 4.0.
Key Enabling Technologies of Industry 4.0.
Manufacturing technologies.
Manufacturing and production information systems.
Material requirement planning (MRP) and Manufacturing resource planning (MRP II)
Inventory Control Systems.
The Sales Order Processing System.
Warehousing and Distribution System.
Enterprise resource planning.
Customer Relationship Management.

4.3.2. Pillar 2: Raw materials processing and production processes
Secondly, top performers have to take into consideration the importance of the selection of appropriate
materials for the production of furniture. It has a bearing on the quality, durability, the possibility of
renovation and application of the final product. Materials for the furniture industry can contain “novelties”
of a different nature. They can be connected with the changes of the production technology and material
structures or properties and applications. Materials are an indispensable element of the furniture making
process. Moreover, proper knowledge of the different value chain phases is required as well as the concept
of Intellectual Property and Industrial Property rights and also to be self-aware to keep yourself and others
safe while working with tools and different types of machinery.
Pillar 2: Raw materials processing and production processes



Materials and current trends.
New materials and eco-sustainable materials.
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Inventory management.
Tools and machinery.
Production processes.
Industrial property rights and entrepreneurship.
Health and safety measures at work.

4.3.3. Pillar 3: Workplace, leadership and personal effectiveness competences
Finally, top performers will learn about basic concepts of the workspace, leadership and service
management theories and the evolution of management processes. This will provide knowledge on basic
management functions and some synthetic information on soft skills related to the topic which will help to
solve problems related to the management of the most important areas of cabinetmaking business.
Pillar 3: Workplace, leadership and personal effectiveness competences.






Awareness of other’s needs (empathy).
Supporting staff competences.
Effective communication.
Interpersonal skills to build relationships.
Leadership, effectiveness of the team and individual performance.

A proper combination of such Sure Success Skills will result in a complete training and curriculum for the
future workforce totally aligned with the needs of students, workers and the industry in cabinetmaking
sector.
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4.4. Carpentry (CICCOPN – Portugal)
According to the results of the previous study (IO1-A5), the three pillars for the professional field could
be:
1.
2.
3.

Creative and divergent thinking, allowing the professional to overcome difficulties and to find technical
solutions which might be aesthetically pleasing while, at the same time, satisfying the client’s needs;
Flexibility in interpersonal relationships and teamwork;
Knowledge of the raw material and constant updating in terms of the technical solutions available in
the market.

4.4.1. Pillar 1: Creative and divergent thinking
In this first phase, some knowledge in the area of creativity and artistic thinking will be approached,
together with the existing technical solutions in the area of carpentry, so that these professionals can be
able to find imaginative solutions to overcome difficulties and reinvent the way to realize certain tasks,
focusing primarily on meeting customer needs.
Some organizational and communication skills will also be addressed so that the message is understood
correctly and the work is performed to the intended specifications.
Pillar 1: Creative and divergent thinking




Technical solutions that satisfy the client’s needs;
Perform aesthetically pleasing work;
Solve different types of work-related problems.

4.4.2. Pillar 2: Flexibility
Here will be covered concepts such as flexibility, empathy, conflict management and communication, that
are all essential features for teamwork to be as smooth as possible. In teamwork it will always be necessary
to set a goal with which everyone is committed and motivated. These skills are fundamental for the good
functioning of a company and for the resolution of organizational problems that may exist, as well as for a
good relationship with the customer.
Pillar 2: Flexibility




Work in a team;
Maintain good interpersonal relationships;
Manage conflicts.
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4.4.3. Pillar 3: Materials and technical solutions
As a final point, technical knowledge in the area of carpentry is fundamental for a good performance of the
profession, and knowledge of the raw material (wood and derivatives) is one of the knowledge that is
fundamental to find viable and constructive solutions, aesthetically appealing. In order to be able to
perform a work of excellence, some technical knowledge will be transmitted to these professionals,
allowing them to choose the material or type of wood that is advisable, taking into account its application
or purpose, thus predicting its performance and durability. The new materials used in the wood industry,
as well as their innovative characteristics that will provide these professionals with new constructive
solutions and new working methods will also be transmitted.
As the environment and its sustainability are very current concerns, the concept of sustainability of the
materials will be addressed within the wood and its derivatives, as well as the new eco-friendly wood
treatment techniques.
Although the area of Health and Safety was not directly identified in our study as a top skill, we cannot fail
to address in this training an issue that is transversal to all areas and particularly important in the carpentry
field. Therefore, this subject will be addressed within the topic regarding Technical constructive solutions
available in the market.

Pillar 3: Materials and technical solutions




Wood and its derivatives - technical characteristics;
Different types of treatments for wood;
Technical constructive solutions available in the market.

The combination of all the skills found in this study will result in a training curriculum able to meet the
needs of improvement and updating of carpentry professionals, and as a consequence, the ability to
respond to current labour market needs in the woodworking sector, carpentry.
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4.5. Graphic Design (MATERAHUB, Italy)
Following the skills identification provided, it is possible to observe that they are totally aligned with the
information collected in the Behavioural Event Interview, namely on which concerns the importance given
to soft skills such as communication (active listening) ability to identify client’s needs, creative thinking
and adaptability (helped by aesthetic understanding). Both Group 1 and Group 3 skills identified above
returned the maximum mean value, 4, meaning that the 3 respondents agreed to ranked them on top. This
was not the case for skills in Group 2 where the discrepancies were observed in every case, returning mean
values less expressive. Due to this fact we assume that results for this group are not so robust as the other
2. According to the results, the three pillars for the professional field could be
1.
2.
3.

Active listening with the client (identify needs/ provide feedback and advise)
Creative thinking
Aesthetic understanding

4.5.1. Pillar 1: Active Listening
The first pillar is part of the broader communication skills, which is a transversal and key competence and
therefore suitable for all professional profiles. In the specific case of our professional figure, however,
communication is not just a skill, it is actually a mission. Those who work in graphics are to all intents and
purposes a communicator, him/her objective is to "communicate" through images, colours and shapes the
idea that in most cases is the result of the work of third parties (customers, in this case). What is therefore
essential to train and possess is an authentic ability to listen actively, necessary to create an empathic
relationship with the client and at the same time allow the professional to be as precise and aligned to the
client's requests.

Pillar 1: Active listening:




Be able to understand the client’s needs
Be able to identify the critical points on the client’s needs (including present and future problems)
Be able to create solutions and to explain them to the client

4.5.2. Pillar 2: Creative Thinking
Second pillar to be a top performer in graphic design is the ability to train and increase "creativity".
Creativity is not only an attitude, it does not depend only on personal inclinations, it is a skill and as such it
can be trained and improved. Studies show that creativity can be measured and stimulated through active
approaches to work. The pillar wants to help professionals to break down the creative process to
understand and recognize it and to find inspiration and motivation to nurture creativity, essential for those
who every day have to look for new solutions (useful also to solve problems), in line with trends, aspire to
beauty and at the same time satisfy the customer.
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Pillar 2: Creative thinking:




Be able to find always new and beautiful solutions for the job
Be able to look at the customer's requests from different perspectives
Be able to solve problems

4.5.3. Pillar 3: Aesthetic Understanding
Thousands of images are shown to us every day, ever since we were babies. We can say that we are
bombarded by images that impose styles and fashions on us. But whoever creates these images, who works
in advertising and - as in our case - in graphics, has the burden of having to know the trends, if not guide
them, with the warning to always lead to what is beautiful and good. The third pillar wants, therefore, to
give to the work of the graphic designer that value of "art" that it is entitled and deserves. Every graphic
action that starts from creativity needs to feed on that knowledge that allows to recognize beauty beyond
the forms of stereotypes of the human mind to bring it to everyone.

Pillar 3: Aesthetic understanding:




Be able to feed the inspiration
Be able to adapt to new and changing trends
Be able to create jobs that are appropriate and responsive to market demands
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4.6. Domotics (CETEM – Spain)
According to the results of the IO1 survey, the three pillars for the professional field are:
1.
2.
3.

Principles of electricity and basic of electronics.
Basics of Industry 4.0 related to domotic.
Key interpersonal competences needed for domotic professionals.

4.6.1. Pillar 1: Principles of Electricity and Basic of Electronics
First of all, UNDER CONSTRUCTION should address those specific technical competencies and knowledge
which is indispensable for anyone who wants to be a top performer in domotic.
Top performers should, for instance, establish the needs that can be faced with home automation, be able
to visit the house to predict installation problems and recommend functionalities, design a home
automation system that solves those needs and installation problems including the selection of compatible
modules and their integration. It would comprise the following success skills:
Pillar 1: Principles of electricity and basic of electronics.






Basic concepts of electricity.
Basic concepts of electronics.
Basic programming skills.
Network architectures and configuration.
Home Automation devices and systems.

4.6.2. Pillar 2: Basics of Industry 4.0 related to Domotics
Secondly, as it was aforementioned, the term of Industry 4.0 or I4.0 refers to a new paradigm or revolution
in the industrial production methods. Its main pillars are: Advanced Robotics, Big Data Analytics, Additive
Manufacturing, Cloud computing, Internet of Things, Cybersecurity, Augmented reality, Simulation, System
integration and Artificial Intelligence.
With this regards, home automation is directly associated with the application of the Internet of Things
(IoT) and so ranked top performers. This pillar would comprise the following success skills:
Pillar 2: Basics of Industry 4.0 related to Domotic



Internet of Things.
Cybersecurity – Privacy and Data Protection.

4.6.3. Pillar 3: Key Interpersonal Communication Needed for Domotics Professionals
Then, regarding the third Sure Success Skill, it has been stated that the competitiveness of the industry is
highly dependent on the knowledge, skills, competencies and creativity of the workforce. The increasing
innovation in technology and the growing digital world stresses the importance of having both digital and
transversal skills or what is called hybrid skills.
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A recent survey conducted by PwC among CEOs depicts that today’s business leaders recognise they will
need workers with soft skills to complement their technical prowess. Employers underline the importance
of these soft skills for current and future workers. These complementary skills are:







Competencies related to practical subjects based on scientific principles.
Competencies related to quality, risk & safety aspects.
Competencies related to management, administration, IP and finance.
Competencies related to interpersonal communication.
Competencies related to design and creation of new things.
Competencies allowing to operate with own and other people’s emotions, and to use emotional
information to guide thinking and behaviour.

This pillar would comprise the following success skills:
Pillar 3: Key interpersonal communication needed for domotics professionals.




Health and safety legislation and best practice and work in a safe manner on a worksite.
Work organisation and management.
Communication. One of the most important aspects according to top performers applied both to
work environment and costumers.
 Innovation in the development of smart devices.
 Emotional intelligence as the ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and
problem solving.
 Ethics such as security issues, privacy concerns, and safety problems that have to be faced
seriously with Internet connected devices at home or in general.
A proper combination of such Sure Success Skills will result in a complete training and curriculum for the
workforce of the future totally aligned with the needs of students, workers and the industry in domotics
sector.
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4.7. Wall and Flor Tiling (MERK – The Netherlands)
A good combination of such Sure Success Skills will result in a full education and curriculum for future staff
that is fully attuned to the needs of students, employees and the construction industry.
First of all, the project must focus on those specific technical skills, behaviours and knowledge that are
essential for anyone wishing to develop further in order to master the basics of a profession. The ultimate
goal is to be a top performer in the tile industry. Top performers need to know the key ingredients of such
a transformation, identify a number of key actors, key technologies (KETs), design and planning strategies
for the application of technologies, and be able to identify the best solutions for the company.
It would comprise the following success skills:

4.7.1. Pillar 1: Thinking skills




Critical thinking
Problem solving
Creativity

Second, top performers learn about the basic concepts of the workplace, leadership, teamwork, . This will
provide knowledge about basic management functions and some skills and information about soft skills
related to the subject and which will help solve problems related to the management of key areas of the
construction industry.

4.7.2. Pillar 2: Interpersonal skills





Communication
Teamwork
Leadership
Training and coaching

In addition, the sector is under pressure due to a shortage of tilers in the Netherlands, as a result of which
all kinds of foreign employees come to the Netherlands to work as tilers. This puts a lot of pressure on the
experienced tilers in the Netherlands. And all kinds of new products are being developed for the
production, such as making slabs with tiles glued with robots that are then glued with a polymer in
bathrooms. The elements are applied by people who are handy and motivated to make a good product.
This is particularly true in social housing. That's why current and future staff must be ready for major
changes with Industry 4.0. The sector must also be able to break through the changes in the sector.

4.7.3. Pillar 3: Technical skills



New products and process in the tiling industry 4.0
Special wall and floor tiling
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4.8. Cross-Professional Considerations
The analysis of the responses of the 21 top performers from seven professional areas (IO1-A5) also
examined the question of whether the responses of the top performers showed similarities or differences
when considering the common variables in all surveys.
It could be observed that there are similarities with regard to soft skills, whereas the consideration of hard
skills, which relate to knowledge about concrete technical innovations, gives quite different answers. The
latter can probably be explained by the differences between the 7 occupational fields in which these
concrete technical applications generally seem to play a different role in terms of their significance. It is
therefore left to the experts for the respective professional field to define the expertise regarded as
relevant on the basis of their experience. With regard to soft skills, especially when looking at the answers
in the skill level checklists, it can be concluded that on average, all aspects surveyed were considered
important to very important.
When designing the e-learning courses for Under Construction,



personal soft skills such as flexibility, creativity, divergent thinking, organisational methods and
calmness under pressure and
social soft skills such as communication, teamwork, teaching competences should play a special
role.
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5. TRAINING OF THE TOP SKILLS ACCORDING TO THE INDIVIDUAL NATIONAL CATALOGUES
This chapter builds on the previous chapters. The framework curricula identified in Chapter 3 for each
country and professional field will be examined with regard to the Top Performance Skills identified by
survey (Chapter 3). In the following tabular tables, the partners from all countries provide an assessment
of whether the Top Performance Skills already play a role in initial and continuing vocational education and
training in the respective occupational field and, if so, which one. Those partners responsible for developing
a particular e-learning course in Under Construction describe the situation in their country in more detail.
The other partners give a summary assessment.

5.1. 3-D-Printing

Germany

Italy

The three top skills identified for 3D printing are communication, problem solving and
operating the printing machines.
With regard to further education and training curricula in the field of 3-D printing, no
subject-specific communication training courses can be found in Germany as yet.
As far as the top skill of problem solving is concerned, however, there are many
companies and further education organisations that teach various printing
techniques and related disciplines (modelling, design, materials, etc.). Some of the
German websites, online magazines and educational organizations offer a number of
specific courses to teach students/trainees/course participants the skills needed for
Additive Manufacturing and 3D printing (e.g. determining the appropriate printing
materials, 3D data processing, CAD program for 3D printing, creation of 3D projects,
design for 3D printing).
For the operation of the printing machines (Pillar 3) there are courses which, for
example, show the possibilities and limits of printing processes and explain the range
of printing machines and materials (3-printer, accessories, dealers).
However, the training programs researched do not seem to address either the ability
to think critically and solve problems, or interpersonal skills for communication and
relationship management.
The three top skills identified for 3D printing are communication, problem solving and
operating the printing machines.
Within the standard ITS paths for 3d-printing there is the following topic:
"Choose the machining technologies and the related machines on the basis of the
required technical and economic characteristics" which seems to be the only one
contained in Pillar 3. No trace of the other two pillars: communication and problem
solving.
The learning of pillar 3 is inserted as an integrative discipline within schools but only
through projects external to curricular didactics. Top performers are invited in
schools to demonstrate and train in the use of printers and programming. But the
issues of problem solving and communication are not addressed. Only technical
expertise is looked at. Long-life learning courses are carried out by private individuals
for those who want to enter the professional sector or to improve their knowledge,
but once again it is technical competence (pillar 3) that is mostly addressed.
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Portugal

Spain

The
Netherlands

The Portuguese VET Catalogue is organized in modular units of 25 or 50 hours. Such
units covered a wide domain of specific subjects. A VET course will therefore cover a
combination of such units in order to attend the needs of a given domain.
Accordingly, the two units covering 3D-Printing, previously identified, do not cover
any soft skills (in the case of the three pillars identified for a top performer in 3DPrinting, at least the Communication pillar embeds soft skills) and do not cover the
pillar “Operating the 3D Printer”. When the need arise, the training provider
Institutions usually combine the available “units” with self-demanded training
curricula in order to achieve a tailor-made course able to cover the required
specifications.
Nowadays, there is still no formal training, but the learning of different printing
techniques and associated disciplines (modelling, design, etc.) is gradually being
incorporated into other formations.
The best option to start is to sign up for an initiation course where you will learn
about the different processes of this type of printing, about the same printers and
materials, the modelling and preparation phases, the printing and subsequent
finishing. All this will offer you a global vision that will allow you to make your own
impressions and decide if you want to specialize later in a specific field. However,
there is no presence of soft skills such as communication or problem-solving
competences which has been appointed as totally essential.
The Dutch National Catalogue is totally aligned with several area of 3D printing. Like
planning, customers service, communication etc. Its base training is adequate for that
level and does include training for technical or creative knowledge or training on
interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials. There are less training
concerning Industry 4.0. Its major component is practice. The Dutch qualification
system work with parts of the curriculum that you can choose. Parts of the curriculum
that can be chosen by students with a content in the field of broadening and
deepening, this also anticipates the new developments in industry and business.
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5.2. Bricklaying

Germany

Italy

Portugal

The three top skills identified for Bricklaying are thinking skills, interpersonal skills
and technical skills.
The three-year vocational training course for bricklayers not only provides technical
knowledge for the execution of masonry and reinforced concrete components, but
also teaches skills in plastering, screeding and scaffolding. Within the framework of
the step-by-step training in construction - 1st step to become a skilled building
construction worker after two years, 2nd step to become a bricklayer after the third
year - the prospective bricklayer also receives basic knowledge of tiling and carpentry
work.
The school-based part of the training also provides the necessary knowledge about
the correct execution of building structures with regard to moisture protection and
thermal insulation of buildings, basic knowledge of building materials and promotes
awareness of safety at work.
In addition to the school and company training phase, practical and theoretical
instruction is provided in inter-company courses.
The aim of the vocational training is to develop the skills required to be able to
correctly execute a shell construction according to plan from the cellar floor to the
roof framework, taking into account the intersections with other trades such as
carpenters, plasterers, glassworkers, electricians and heating engineers.
In the framework curriculum, the fields of learning refer exclusively to these subjectspecific skills. A targeted promotion of the thinking skills and interpersonal skills is
not explicitly stated. Apparently, it is up to the training companies to show the
trainees within the framework of the ongoing business processes how to approach
tasks in a well thought-out manner and how to communicate with customers.
The three top skills identified for Bricklaying are thinking skills, interpersonal skills
and technical skills.
The 2 most transversal skills pillars are not dealt with the paths foreseen by the
national catalogue. The Italian path looks essentially at technical skills. The same is
also true for the "regional" paths that oblige the training of the KC but only digital,
entrepreneurial (which could look at pillar 2 - thinking, but only in part) and linguistic.
In the Portuguese National Qualifications Catalogue, this professional is part of an
EQF 2 profession called “Pedreiro”, a professional whose activity can fit any small and
medium-size construction company, but whose work is usually subcontracted in big
companies.
Since this profession has an EQF 2 training structure, its base training is adequate for
that level and does not include training for technical or creative knowledge or training
on interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials and even less training
concerning Industry 4.0. Its major component is practice.
In the future, this curriculum should be adapted to the needs of the Construction
industry, which has already started the transition to Industry 4.0.
CICCOPN belongs to a work group in the Construction sectoral council, together with
the Portuguese National Agency for Qualification and Vocational Teaching (ANQEP,
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Spain

The
Netherlands

I.P.), which is working on creating a profile evolved for EQF 4, so that professionals
may have other skills, namely relating to 4.0.
This new profile, currently under analysis, will join several EQF 2 profiles (tile setter,
bricklayer, painter) and will evolve those profiles to an EQF 4 training level.
The Spanish National Catalogue is totally aligned with several areas of bricklaying;
such as formworks, planning, reinforced concrete, plastering, masonry, etc. This
professional carry out his activity in the construction sector, in small, medium and
large construction companies carrying out masonry and/or concrete works for
construction, rehabilitation, maintenance and reform in building and civil works.
However, neither thinking skills nor interpersonal skills are referred to in the training.
Not to mention the lack of knowledge directly related to Industry 4.0.
The Dutch National Catalogue is totally aligned with several area of bricklaying. The
all-round bricklayer works on a construction site, which is different for each project.
It makes different brickwork constructions, glued limestone walls, glued lightweight
partition walls and also repairs existing brickwork. In addition, he organises and
distributes the work of colleagues. He owns knowledge about safety bricklaying and
has an accurate work attitude. He easily switches between his executive and
management roles. The all-round bricklayer has an independent function and
chooses within his project itself is a work approach and coordinates with his
supervisor. He is responsible for sufficient stock of the material. Like planning,
customers service, communication etc. Since this profession has an EQF 2/3 training
structure, its base training is adequate for that level and does include training for
technical or creative knowledge or training on interpersonal relationships, knowledge
of materials. There are less training concerning Industry 4.0. Its major component is
practice. The Dutch qualification system work with parts of the curriculum that you
can choose. Parts of the curriculum that can be chosen by students with a content in
the field of broadening and deepening, this also anticipates the new developments
in industry and business.
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5.3. Cabinetmaking

Germany

Italy

The three top skills identified for Cabinetmaking are ‘Fundamentals of the digital
factory as an answer to Industry 4.0’, ‘Raw materials processing and production
processes’, and ‘Workplace, leadership and personal effectiveness competences’.
In Germany there is the possibility of vocational training as a cabinetmaker
(craftsmanship) or as a wood mechanic (industry).
The prospective cabinetmaker undergoes a three-year vocational training, of which
the first year can be a basic vocational training year in full-time instruction at
vocational schools. In the basic vocational training year, both theoretical and practical
training (specialist practical training in the workshop at the vocational school) takes
place. In the specialist practical training, basic skills in the use of hand tools are taught
above all using the techniques of wood joining (prongs, tongue and groove, dowels,
overlapping). At least the second and third years of training are completed in a
cabinetmaker's workshop. Vocational school is attended one day a week or in block
form for several weeks each year. During the apprenticeship period, courses on
surface treatment, a course on the use of tools and machines are held. The
apprenticeship ends with the journeyman's examination and with the handing over
of a journeyman's certificate.
With regard to Pillar 1, the Cabinetmaker's framework curriculum does not yet
address the specific requirements of Industry 4.0. For the vocational training in Wood
Mechanics, there is a separate learning field in the 3rd year of training which is
dedicated to the area of " Industrial Furniture Manufacturing" with 60 training hours:
The students independently plan production processes (means of transport, lifting
equipment, programmable machines) taking into account industrial production
methods and operational aspects (time planning, ergonomics, ecology, economy and
work safety). The curriculum does not show, however, to what extent this specifically
includes future-oriented manufacturing processes.
Pillars 2 and 3, on the other hand, are represented in the two framework curricula
in the different fields of learning.
The three top skills identified for Cabinetmaking are ‘Fundamentals of the digital
factory as an answer to Industry 4.0’, and ‘Workplace, leadership and personal
effectiveness competences’.
Pillar 1 is a topic mostly addressed in company, private training courses, which are
expressly requested for its employees by companies also through solutions such as
inter-professional funds. Hardly a craftsman alone follows a course like this if it is not
organized and sponsored by trade associations.
Pillar 2 ‘Raw materials processing and production processes’ and Pillar 3 find a
possible delivery in the regional routes through the following UC 02_LEG Preparation of machines, tools and materials for woodworking and in the obligation
to include the KC - entrepreneurial skills - whose contents are designed at the
discretion of the private (but accredited) course provider, authorized in advance by
the regional authority through the approval of the course and its subsequent
publication in the Regional Catalogue.
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Portugal

Spain

In the Portuguese National Qualifications Catalogue, the Cabinetmaking professional
is part of an EQF 2 profession.
The training curriculum for this profession is identical to the one for the Carpenter
profession. It has a strong practical component and the training units are mostly the
same for both curricula, although this profession includes some specific training in
furniture making.
This curriculum already focuses on Computer Numerical Control (CNC), which may
work as a starting point for training within the framework of Industry 4.0.
The introduction of the soft skills identified in this study will also prove beneficial for
the training of these professionals.
The title of Installation and Furnishing Technician and its minimum teaching is based
on the National Qualifications Catalogue Professionals which guidelines are set by the
European Union and other aspects of social interest.
In Spain, there is a ministry curriculum. Nevertheless, the educational centres of the
different autonomous communities can develop, complete and adapt, where
appropriate, the curriculum in use of their autonomy. Likewise, the curriculum of this
training cycle is established based on respect for the pedagogical, organizational and
management autonomy of the centres that provide vocational training, promoting
these teamwork of teachers and the development of training, research and
innovation plans in its teaching environment and the actions that favour the
continuous improvement of the training processes. On the other hand, vocational
training centres will develop the curriculum established in this order, taking into
account the characteristics of students, with special attention to the needs of people
with disabilities.
Finally, it should be noted that the curriculum of this training cycle integrates the
scientific, technological and organizational aspects of the established lessons to
ensure that students acquire a global vision of the productive processes of the
professional profile of the installation and furnishing technician.
In general terms, these are the professional modules:
 Materials in carpentry and furniture.
 Constructive solutions.
 Basic carpentry operations.
 Basic furniture operations.
 Stock control.
 Technical documentation.
 Woodworking and derivatives.
 Machined by numerical control in carpentry and furniture.
 Carpentry and furniture assembly.
 Carpentry and furniture finishes
 Training and career counselling.
 Business and Entrepreneurship.
 Training in work places.
Enrolled students will learn to:
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The
Netherlands

Determine manufacturing processes, interpreting technical information
included in plans, standards and catalogues.
 Prepare machines and equipment for the conventional manufacture of
carpentry and furniture elements, applying the established procedures.
 Participate in facility planning, gathering information and developing
technical documentation.
 Rethink facilities, interpreting technical documentation and checking
measures and levels.
 Set up the equipment and tools, arranging them for installation.
 Install furniture, assembling elements depending on the product and the
installation conditions.
 Install carpentry elements, placing them according to the product and the
installation conditions.
 Install wooden structures, fixing their elements according to the technical
documentation.
 Select and collect materials, accessories and products for entering and
leaving the warehouse, in accordance with the established specifications.
 Perform first level maintenance of machines and assembly and installation
equipment, in accordance with the maintenance sheet.
Taking into account our Sure Success Skills for being a top performer, Spanish
students learn about raw materials processing and production processes in distinct
professionals’ modules. However, there is a real need to include training associated
with the idea of Industry 4.0 and digitalisation processes. In the same line, the module
of ‘training and career counselling’ include some soft skills such as: hierarchy in the
company or communication with the work team. However, more skills related to the
workplace, leadership and other personal effectiveness competences are missing. As
a result, UNDER CONSTRUCTION will provide an added value and will enhance this
professional training in Europe.
The furniture maker/(ship)interior builder makes furniture products that are mainly
made from solid wood. wood and/or wood-based materials are manufactured.
Possibly with the addition of other materials such as metal, plastic, glass, textile or
natural stone.
The furniture and interior construction companies deliver to
companies and/or individuals. The (student) employees work in the production area
of a company. The Furniture maker/(ship)interior builder works with (electric) hand
tools and stationary woodworking machines. In addition, assembly work takes place
on location.
Think of the design of a shop, restaurant or ship or the making and placing of a
custom-made kitchen by a private individual. Depending on the type of furniture, he
works independently or in a team.
Since this profession has an EQF 2/3 training structure, its base training is adequate
for that level and does include training for technical or creative knowledge or training
on interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials. Also on level 3 there is focus
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in entrepreneurship and to be a leader in a factory. There are less training concerning
Industry 4.0. Its major component is practice.
The Dutch qualification system work with parts of the curriculum that you can
choose. Parts of the curriculum that can be chosen by students with a content in the
field of broadening and deepening, this also anticipates the new developments in
industry and business.
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5.4. Carpentry

Germany

Italy

The three top skills identified for Carpentry are ‘Creative and divergent thinking’,
‘Flexibility’ and ‘Materials and technical solutions’.
Carpentry is a recognised training occupation according to the Vocational Training
Act (BBiG) and the Crafts Code (HwO). The mono-profession is trained without
specialisation according to specialisations or focal points in industry and trade. The
training can take place in two stages. After completion of the first stage (two years),
the second stage (one year) leads to the vocational qualification of carpenter. The
training is usually carried out in the training company and at the vocational school.
The first year is usually a year at basic vocational school, followed by in-company
training, usually with blocks at vocational school. School-based training is also
offered. The training lasts three years. Since 2008, certification as a master carpenter
has been recognised as a general qualification for university entrance, thus entitling
the holder to study at university. The journeyman's certificate together with three
years of employment entitles the holder to study at a technical college.
The focus of carpentry training in Germany is on the acquisition of specialist
knowledge and the ability to develop construction solutions that both meet customer
needs and are market-oriented. The skills taught include, for example, reading and
producing technical drawings, sketches and making plans, which materials are used
for construction, how joints are made and how construction timber is processed. In
comparison to the acquisition of subject-specific knowledge, the proportion of
creative, divergent and flexible thinking in the curriculum is significantly lower, but is
nevertheless taken into account in the vocational school's curriculum as part of
vocational education.
The three top skills identified for Carpentry are ‘Creative and divergent thinking’,
‘Flexibility’ and ‘Materials and technical solutions’.
The three-year Italian curricular path seems to pay attention only to Pillar 3 favouring
the following skill:
 Applying techniques and methods to verify the compliance of raw materials,
semi-finished products, final products
within the module "Verify the conformity of the work phases, machinery, tools and
instruments, materials and products to the quality standards foreseen by the design
specifications of the wooden products".
And skills:
 Identify wood materials, wood essences and wood derivatives in relation to
their yield, in order to optimize their use
 Apply procedures, methods and techniques of wood preparation and
processing
In the module "Carry out the machining of wooden parts and/or components
according to the specifications indicated in the drawings".
The paths related to the regional catalogues oblige the training of 05_KC - Personal,
social and learning to learn competence, that could be provided by looking at the two
most transversal Pillars, because it is up to the design of the individual Vet Providers.
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Portugal

In the Portuguese national catalogue, the Carpentry professional is part of an EQF 2
profession.
Since it is a profession with an EQF level 2, the theoretical parts of the training are
basic and the training mainly focuses on practice.
The curriculum for the Carpentry profession requires some updating, namely in terms
of productive processes, since it mentions woodworking methods and techniques
which are now completely obsolete.
The introduction, in the training curriculum for this profession, of Industry 4.0, as well
as some skills in the areas of teamwork, interpersonal relationships and other
successful competences that were identified in our study, will undoubtedly be a
considerable benefit for the training of these professionals and, as a consequence,
for the labour market.
The short duration training units (UFCD) that make up the Carpenter training
curriculum are as follows:
Marking, measuring and tracing wooden pieces
 Distinguishing between different techniques for marking, measuring and
tracing wood
 Applying the basic drawing norms in the different work plans
Technical drawing – wooden constructions
 Identifying the basic principles of technical drawing
 Developing skills for reading and interpreting technical specifications
 Performing technical drawings
Technical drawing – planting
 Identifying the basic principles of planting and developing skills for reading
and interpreting technical specifications concerning wooden structures and
furniture
Environment and work health and safety – basic concepts
 Identifying the main environmental problems
 Promoting the usage of good environmental practices
 Explaining the concepts relating to work health and safety
 Recognizing the importance of work health and safety
 Identifying the duties of the employer and the worker, according to the
current legislation
 Identifying the main risks in the workplace and in the professional activity,
and applying adequate preventive and protective measures
 Recognizing health and safety signs
 Explaining the importance of collective and personal protective equipment
Operating with hand tools – initial training
 Characterizing the tools for cutting hard and soft woods
 Applying the most adequate cutting angle for each type of hard or soft
wood
 Performing cuts and planing in different directions to the wood grain
 Performing fine-tuning operations
 Sanding by using abrasives in a logical sequence
Operating with hand tools – development
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Marking on simple assemblies
Joining pieces of wood and making necessary adjustments according to the
tracing
 Marking and performing notches
Materials – woods
 Identifying and using the different materials concerning the wood sector,
according to their characteristics and usages
Techniques for maintaining and sharpening hand tools
 Sharpening edged tools using a grindstone
 Sharpening tools using a sharpening stone.
 Sharpening toothed tools
Machine tools – initial training
 Identifying machine tools by characterizing their parts and accessories
 Performing operations and operating phases of wood preparation, drilling
and sawing
 Knowing health and safety rules applicable before, during and after the
operations
Machine tools – development
 Identifying machine tools, characterizing their parts and accessories, their
operating mode and the technical means used in similar situations
 Performing operations on machine tools, referring the chronological order,
specifying the preparation and assembly of the cutting elements and the
preparation of the moving auxiliary parts and pneumatics
Quality – wood industry
 Defining quality concepts and methodologies allowing to improve the
individual and organizational performance in the professional activity
Jointing techniques
 Identifying and characterizing different types of joints
 Marking/Tracing different types of joints, according to the techniques
applicable to each structure
Mortise and tenon joint
 Planting, by representing the elements necessary needed for tracing the
piece
 Choosing the wood, recognizing its importance and identifying its grain and
defects
 Testing the structure and proceeding with its gluing and finishing
Tongue-and-groove joint
 Performing drillings, cuts, grooves and moldings, specifying the different
operating phases
 Describing the technical procedures for fine-tuning the groove
 Testing the structure and proceeding with its gluing and finishing
Dovetail joint
 Marking and performing dovetails, specifying the different operating
phases
 Selecting and applying hardware for moving connections
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 Gluing and finishing the structure
Dowelled joint
 Marking and performing drillings on panels and applying dowels
 Gluing the set, specifying the best conditions for adjusting the parts
 Assembling and fine-tuning moving parts
 Finishing
Connecting structures with different joints
 Marking and performing different joints, specifying the tracings of the
different operating phases
 Assembling and fine-tuning moving parts
 Assembling the structure and finishing it
Techniques for measuring elements of carpentry
 Identifying and developing measurement techniques, materials and
processes for carpentry structures
Assembling and applying carpentry structures
 Identifying the different phases for applying fittings and sash frames in
windows, onsite
 Applying fittings onsite, referring the techniques used for levelling and
aligning and defining the plumb line
Pivoted sash with frame
 Tracing the sash based on the drawing
 Gluing the structure and finishing it
 Applying and fine-tuning hardware
Interior door with frame
 Tracing the door based on the drawing
 Gluing the structure and finishing it
 Applying and fine-tuning hardware
Double leafed window sash
 Tracing the window based on the drawing
 Gluing the structure and finishing it
 Applying and fine-tuning hardware
Techniques for partition structures
 Identifying different processes for applying wooden structures, specifying
plumb lines, level and means for fixing
 Applying wooden structure (partition), based on the previous tracing
Techniques for manufacturing and applying wainscots
 Identifying different types of wainscots, referring their manufacture and
application
 Manufacturing and applying wainscots, defining the operating phases for
production, assembly and finish
Techniques for manufacturing and applying ceilings
 Identifying the different processes for manufacturing and applying wooden
ceilings, relating the models to the different types of structure/support
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Manufacturing and applying ceilings, referring points, alignments and
levels necessary for assembly and specifying methods for application and
finish
Techniques for manufacturing and surfacing pavements
 Identifying different types of surfacings for pavements, defining the
methods and techniques for application
 Manufacturing and applying wooden pavements, referring the necessary
points, alignments and levels and defining methods for application and
finish
The Spanish National Catalogue is totally focused on the manufacture elements of
carpentry and furniture, performing the processes of machining, assembly, finishing,
storage and shipment of products, meeting the specifications of quality, safety and
environmental protection. Even though its creative scope, it is not included soft skills
that need to be applied in a daily-basis such as Divergent thinking, flexibility or
computational thinking.
Training company: In the training company, the trainees learn, for example:
The all-round carpenter performs conventional and complex carpentry work
independently. He works on roofs, sets prefabricated elements and makes concrete
foundations. He assembles and installs doors and windows. and carries out repairs.
The all-round carpenter works in a team and is responsible for
for a defined set of tasks within his team. The all-round carpenter has a good spatial
insight. He can read drawings and specifications and translates them into practice.
He has knowledge of materials and tools and carries out manual and mechanical
work.
The all-round carpenter works according to a plan and is able to measure accurately.
He works both indoors and outdoors in new construction, restoration and
maintenance. The all-round carpenter works according to the safety regulations and
is environmentally conscious.
Since this profession has an EQF 2/3 training structure, its base training is adequate
for that level and does include training for technical or creative knowledge or training
on interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials. Also on level 3 there is focus
to be a foreman on a building project. There are less training concerning Industry 4.0.
Its major component is practice.
The Dutch qualification system work with parts of the curriculum that you can
choose. Parts of the curriculum that can be chosen by students with a content in the
field of broadening and deepening, this also anticipates the new developments in
industry and business.
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5.5. Design Technologies

Germany

Italy

The three top skills identified for Design Technologies are ‘Active listening’, ‘Creative
thinking’ and ‘Aesthetic understanding’.
The training opportunities offered in Germany in the professional field of graphic
design focus primarily on teaching basic and specialist skills such as techniques of
representation, illustration, conception and presentation, but also how to design
print media and 3-dimensional media using contemporary media. In combination
with this knowledge, the ability to communicate and work together with the client is
also conveyed.
By dealing with various aspects of graphic design, such as typeface graphics, photo
design, media technology, advertising techniques and advertising texts, trainees can
gain a comprehensive understanding of how to adapt to changing trends and be
inspired by them. The ability to be creative is already an essential initial qualification,
which must be demonstrated by passing a selection procedure before the vocational
training.
The three top skills identified for Design Technologies are 1- ‘Active listening’, 2 ‘Creative thinking’ and 3 - ‘Aesthetic understanding’.
Pillar 1 – active listeaning – is an extremely important skill for this professional figure,
so much so that the same curriculum of VET studies (4 years) provides for the
following competence: “Formulate product proposals interpreting the customer's
needs and promoting customer loyalty” which aims to achieve the following skills:
 Use techniques to detect customer needs
 Identify product types in relation to target / customer needs
 Apply customer interaction techniques
 Apply customer satisfaction survey techniques
 Apply product / service quality monitoring and control techniques
 Carry out the technical assessment of complaints
Through learning the following knowledge:Elements of customer satisfaction
 Listening and communication techniques
 Principles of customer loyalty
 Negotiation techniques and problem solving
In the design of the national curriculum, communication is recognised as the central
role for "customer satisfaction", an aspect confirmed by the top performers
interviewed, who all recognised this skill as a central value for profile training. It is
certainly not possible to enter into the merits of training provision in order to assess
the actual validity of the teaching of the competence and to understand how much
the curricular module is actually valued. Certainly the competence is essential for the
figure in question. Therefore, in order to learn the skills/knowledge related to the
custodian satisfaction, our path will want to enhance the "Listening and
communication techniques" in order to strengthen it and promote customer
satisfaction.
The national curriculum continues with extremely technical and complete training
units from a practical point of view, but in none of them is given weight to "creativity"
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as a skill, nor is given the foundations for a knowledge of art and "beauty" as central
skills. The two Pillars (2 and 3) are instead essential for those who want to work in a
field that has to do with them every day, so we could consider two modules as
transversal to the traditional training path (key competences for those who work in
the sector).
Being the 3 top skills identified for Design Technologies ‘Active listening’, ‘Creative
thinking’ and ‘Aesthetic understanding’ they are not included (nor whatsoever some
similar or close content) in the official curricula for the course “Technician of Graphic
Communication Design” nor for the course “Technician of Graphic Arts”, except for
the unit “Elements of visual communication”, of the course “Technician of Graphic
Arts”, which partially entails with “Aesthetic Understanding” being their objectives:
. identify, from selected works, the structural elements of plastic language
. analyze a work of art from the decomposition of its structural elements
. apply drawing techniques to explore the artistic potential of plastic work
. use and manipulate structural elements of visual communication, exploring
expressive capabilities.
The other pillars (and the other curricula) seem to remain transversally, but rather
not directly, addressed.
The Spanish National Catalogue is focused on graphic processes and editorial
products as well as multimedia as non-multimedia projects.
This occupation needs a huge amount of creativity and imagination and that is the
reason why it is taught diverse techniques such as how to be more creative, group
coordination and company techniques. Even though, the third pillar of this course
(Creative thinking) will provide students with vast knowledge. Moreover, there is a
section in which students learn attitudes and techniques for effective
communication: active listening, attitude, message, exposure strategies and assertive
communication, persuasion, empathy and emotional intelligence, clarity and
concreteness. Nevertheless, there is a lack of aesthetic understanding skills.
The Dutch National mechatronics systems technician installs mechatronic products
for electrotechnical or metalworking companies. He also designs and tests new
products. He works both within the company and on location. He has extensive
technical knowledge of the operation of
installations and it works accurately. The technician mechatronics systems is
responsible for his and he has an accompanying role. During the testing of the
products, he is responsible for the work done by the mechanics.
Manufactures electrotechnical and mechatronic (sub)products
- Interprets information from the work site and prepares activities
- Places and checks mechanical parts
- Connect parts and (sub-)products
- Manufactures electrical and mechanical engineering (sub)products
Supervises and directs the work process
- Monitors the progress of the development process
- Instructs and guides less experienced colleagues
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- Maintains contact with all parties involved
- Plans and organizes the execution of the work
- Discusses the work to be carried out
Controls and tests electrotechnical and mechatronic (part) products
- Administrates and archives product data
- Assists in the testing of installations and products
- Prepares test work for
- Checks the connection of mechatronic and electrical components
Installs and modifies mechatronic (sub)products
- Installs machines and mechatronic products
- Completes the installation work
- Adjusts and controls mechatronic products
- Collects technical mechanical information
Designs prototypes of mechatronic products
- Assists in the testing of prototypes of mechatronic products
- Compiles documentation packages for the design of mechatronic device or machine
- Collects price data and makes a pre-calculation
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5.6. Domotics
The three top skills identified for Domotics are ‘Principles of Electricity and Basic of
Electronics’, ‘Basics of Industry 4.0 related to Domotics’ and ‘Key Interpersonal
Communication Needed for Domotics Professionals’.
In Germany, the qualification in the field of domotics is not an initial vocational
training. It is instead a matter of further training courses offered by various providers
with different contents and certificates. The participants deal with the contents for
one day up to several days or weeks within the scope of online or face-to-face
training, depending on the programme.
Germany

Italy

Portugal

The training courses offered by companies and organisations mainly focus on the
specific technical skills and knowledge in the fields of electricity, electronics, network
architectures, building automation and control engineering. The training courses also
cover customer needs and the analysis of user behaviour.
Participants often also learn the basics of interoperability of network variables from
courses such as 'Smart Home System Integration', which deals with how to interact
with the application of the Internet of Things and the requirements of Industry 4.0.
There are no courses yet focusing also on interpersonal communication in this
professional field, or on topics such as work organisation and management and ethics
(security issues and data protection).
The three top skills identified for Domotics are ‘Principles of Electricity and Basic of
Electronics’, ‘Basics of Industry 4.0 related to Domotics’ and ‘Key Interpersonal
Communication Needed for Domotics Professionals’.
In Italy, the path of study for domotic is related to a higher level of training. It is an
extremely technical path and that in part seems to look also at the three Pillars of our
project. In particular, the module "Identify the energy needs of the client" could
deepen contents more related to communication and not only to the analysis during
its delivery. There are also many private courses provided by Vet provider for long
life learning courses.
As per previous identification, the “Domotics” domain is in so far covered by the
official curriculum of “Operator of Electronics/Domotics” (course no. 523072 of the
Portuguese VET Catalogue), which is a EQF level 2, thus not really fitting the research
of the Under Construction Project which, in the Portuguese case, is focused in EQF
level 4. The curriculum is however covering the pillar 1 in a considerable extent,
presenting several units related to “electricity and basics of electronics”. The 2 nd
pillar, “industry 4.0 related to domotics” is not directly addressed, while the 3 rd pillar
“key interpersonal communication needed for domotics professionals” is not covered
in the technological part of the curriculum, being however covered in the extended
part of the curriculum applicable in the cases of double qualification courses (school
plus professional qualification) which address the domains “Citizenship and
Employability”, “Language and Communication” and “Mathematics for Daily Life”
(free translation). It is important to stress that those 3 domains are however common
to all courses of such double qualification (regardless of the EQF level) and therefore
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they are not addressing any specificity of the “domotics” domain (in this case) or any
other applicable strict domain.
The title of Higher Technician in Electrotechnical and Automated Systems and its
minimum teaching is based on the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications,
the guidelines set by the European Union and other aspects of social interest.
In Spain, there is a ministry curriculum. Nevertheless, the educational centres of the
different autonomous communities can develop, complete and adapt, where
appropriate, the curriculum in use of their autonomy. Likewise, the curriculum of this
training cycle is established based on respect for the pedagogical, organizational and
management autonomy of the centres that provide vocational training, promoting
these teamwork of teachers and the development of training, research and
innovation plans in its teaching environment and the actions that favour the
continuous improvement of the training processes. On the other hand, vocational
training centres will develop the curriculum established in this order, taking into
account the characteristics of students, with special attention to the needs of people
with disabilities.
Finally, it should be noted that the curriculum of this training cycle integrates the
scientific, technological and organizational aspects of the established lessons to
ensure that students acquire a global vision of the productive processes of the
professional profile of the Higher Technician in Electrotechnical and Automated
Systems.
In general terms, these are the professional modules:
 Processes in common telecommunications infrastructure facilities.
 Techniques and processes in electrical installations.
 Technical documentation in electrical installations.
 Electrical systems and circuits.
 Techniques and processes in home automation and automatic installations.
 Development of electrical networks and transformation centres.
 Configuration of home automation and automatic installations.
 Configuration of electrical installations.
 Assembly and maintenance management of electrical installations.
 Electrotechnical and automated systems project
 Training and career counselling.
 Business and Entrepreneurship.
 Workplace trainings.
Enrolled students will learn to develop projects, manage and supervise the assembly
and maintenance of electrotechnical installations in the field of low voltage
electrotechnical regulation. It also consists of supervising the maintenance of
common telecommunications infrastructure facilities, based on the technical
documentation, specifications, established regulations and procedures, ensuring the
operation, quality, safety, and conservation of the environment.
Taking into account our Sure Success Skills for being a top performer, Spanish
students learn about electricity and electronics alongside the tow years of training.
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Nevertheless, there is a need to upgrade de curriculum to new necessities such as the
ones that are arising with Industry 4.0 and Smart Devices. In addition, there is a lack
of key interpersonal communication skills in the framework of this national
curriculum which will be supplied by UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
Drawer designer mechanical installations
The drawing designer of mechanical installations works for a technical consultancy
firm. He makes drawings for the construction of mechanical installations. These may
be new installations, but including changes to existing installations. His drawings are
the basis of the design and he knows translating complex requirements and
regulations into a drawing that is achievable in practice. The Drawing designer
mechanical relations is customer-oriented, quality-conscious, cost-conscious and he
thinks ahead. He works independently and is responsible for the good quality of his
work. He works on large projects as a team.
Level 4 Drawer designer mechanical installations
Draws a product or installation
- Makes drawings
- Finishes work
- Draws up material overviews
- Collects information for drawing for technical products and installations
Supports the design of mechanical installations
- Creates a maintenance and operating manual
- Makes a sketch of the mechanical installations to be built.
- Makes drawings and material overviews for (parts of) mechanical installations
- Optimizes the installation process of mechanical installations
- Discusses and advises internally and on location on the design of mechanical
installations.
Since this profession has an EQF 2/3 training structure, its base training is adequate
for that level and does include training for technical or creative knowledge or training
on interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials.
There are less training concerning Industry 4.0. Its major component is practice.
However the Dutch qualification system work with parts of the curriculum that you
can choose. Parts of the curriculum that can be chosen by students with a content in
the field of broadening and deepening, this also anticipates the new developments
in industry and business.
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5.7. Wall and Flor Tiling

Germany

Italy

Portugal

The three top skills identified for Wall and Floor Tiling are ‘Thinking skills’,
‘Interpersonal skills’ and ‘Technical skills’.
In Germany, the Wall and Floor Tiler training is carried out through the dual
vocational training system. In addition to on-the-job training, inter-company training
is carried out in training centres run by the Chamber of Crafts, where basic practical
skills are taught.
In Germany, the profession is generally trained in a three-year apprenticeship as a
journeyman. Failure to pass the journeyman's examination can, under certain
conditions, lead to a skilled worker's qualification as a finishing craftsman, and
finishing craftsmen can take an examination as a journeyman tiler, paver and mosaic
layer after a further one-year training course. After at least three years of work in the
craft, the craftsman is allowed to take the master craftsman's examination. During
their apprenticeship, the trainees acquire an overall knowledge of the technical and
thinking skills in the field of wall and floor tiling. This includes the tiling of bathrooms,
the cladding of facades, stairs and supporting structures or the design of an entrance
hall. The trainees also learn how to construct a thermally insulated and impact sound
insulated floor. The framework curriculum does not explicitly deal with thinking skills
and interpersonal skills.
Offenbar ist es Aufgabe der Ausbildungsbetriebe, den Auszubildenden im Rahmen
der laufenden Geschäftsprozesse zu zeigen, wie man Aufgaben durchdacht angeht
und wie man mit Kunden kommuniziert.
The three top skills identified for Wall and Floor Tiling are ‘Thinking skills’,
‘Interpersonal skills’ and ‘Technical skills’.
The 2 most transversal skills pillars are not dealt with the paths foreseen by the
national catalogue. The Italian path looks essentially at technical skills. The same is
also true for the "regional" paths that oblige the training of the KC but only digital,
entrepreneurial (which could look at pillar 1 - thinking, but only in part) and linguistic.
In the Portuguese National Qualifications Catalogue, this professional is part of the
two EQF 2 professions “Pedreiro” and “Ladrilhador”. In both situations, it a
professional whose activity can fit any small and medium-size construction company,
but whose work is usually subcontracted in big companies.
Since this profession is EQF 2, its base training is adequate for that level and, as such,
does not focus on technical or creative training or training on interpersonal
relationships, knowledge of materials and even less training concerning the new
technologies. Most of the training is based on practice.
This training curriculum requires updating, so that it fits the new reality of the
Construction sector, including training modules able to promote the knowledge of
new technologies, as well as teamwork.
CICCOPN belongs to a work group in the Construction sectoral council, together with
the Portuguese National Agency for Qualification and Vocational Teaching (ANQEP,
I.P.), which is working on creating a profile evolved for EQF 4, so that professionals
may have other skills, namely relating to 4.0.
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This new profile, currently under analysis, will join several EQF 2 profiles (tile setter,
bricklayer, painter) and will evolve those profiles to an EQF 4 training level.
The Spanish National Catalogue is related to works development of interior and
decoration for the construction, rehabilitation, maintenance and reform in building
and civil works. Alongside the training course, students are taught skills associated
with coatings, formwork, reinforced concrete, floors, tiled and plated. Nevertheless,
there is a lack of skills related to thinking competencies in order to reinforce values
as creativity or even interpersonal skills. Moreover, it seems nothing related to the
new opportunities offered by Industry 4.0 to professionals in the sector, thus, new
skills that are sought-after.
The all-round tiler is doing tiling in homes or utility buildings. He mainly organizes the
work of his colleagues, and keeps the overview in a project. He distributes the work,
monitors progress and then reports to his manager. He switches a lot between the
substantive and managerial activities, and has knowledge of both. areas. The allround tiler works on the basis of an assignment which he has received from his
manager. gets and chooses a work approach of his own. He is responsible for the
proper organisation of the operations.
Since this profession has an EQF 2/3 training structure, its base training is adequate
for that level and does include training for technical or creative knowledge or training
on interpersonal relationships, knowledge of materials. Also on level 3 there is focus
to be a foreman on a building project. There are less training concerning Industry 4.0.
Its major component is practice.
There is also a Supervisor for work preparation and calculations (max. 2 years). With
advises clients, carry out work survey, calculates work activities, offers products
and/or services and carrying out post-calculation of activities.
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5.8. Summary and Conclusions

Germany

Italy

Portugal

The research of the framework curricula for the classical training occupations and the
curricula of the further training courses for the innovative sectors has revealed that
the focus is predominantly on subject-specific knowledge and skills.
The teaching of soft skills is usually not an explicit component of the curricula, but is
supported by the dual system, at least in the classic training occupations. Here,
trainees learn skills in the training companies on the job training , e.g. for planning
and implementing projects, for communicating with customers and for working in a
team. Whether and to what extent an engagement with current and future trends in
the vocational field will also take place will depend greatly on the size and orientation
of the respective training company. In this sense, e-learning courses developed within
the Under Construction project, which deal specifically with soft skills and
information about innovative and important trends, can make a very positive
contribution to training and further education in Germany.
The Italian Curricular Training of the professional figures analyzed pays particular
attention to the technical skills of the students. The approach to soft skills that seem
to be essential in the labour market is almost totally lacking. It is rather the WBL with
the dual system that enhances these aspects of learning, and above all the continuous
training that - being built on the analysis of the training needs of companies - pays
attention to the most transversal skills. The labour market demands the learning of
skills in companies and in the workplace, for example for planning and implementing
projects, for communication with clients and for teamwork. The e-learning courses
developed within the Under Construction project, which deal specifically with soft
skills and information on innovative and important trends, can make a very positive
contribution to training and further education in Italy.
The training curricula currently available in Portugal were developed based on the
knowledge acquired throughout the times, as well as on the needs of the labour
market at the time they were produced. However, there have been constant and
increasingly fast technological development and innovations in the production
processes in the seven areas that this project focuses on.
It is clear that these curricula need an urgent updating, which should be ongoing,
otherwise they will not be able to keep the pace, in real time, with the real training
needs for today’s labour market.
We are currently going through a digital era that demands knowledge not yet covered
by the available standard training. The labour market demands more and more of
professionals, in terms of the new technologies and personal skills. If professionals
entering the labour market wish to be considered top professionals, they must
constantly update their knowledge, namely in terms of the new technical solutions
that exist in the market and the development of their personal skills.
The Under Construction project will undoubtedly be an important benefit for the
training of top professionals for our labour market.
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As it has been aforementioned, there are several differences among the national
catalogues in the seven domains comprised in UC: 3D printing, cabinetmaking,
domotics, carpentry, design technologies, bricklaying and wall and floor tiling.
Broadly speaking, the official VET curriculum of those courses is supposed to address
those identified necessities in the industry and by the academy. However, it has been
stated the incipient need for upgrading the training.
Soft or personal skills are being considered as sought-after skills by the workforce,
employees, teachers and students. In addition, the Fourth Industrial Revolution or
Industry 4.0, which is currently taking place, involves extensive changes for the
economy and, thus, the workforce who need to be ready for disruptive changes.
There is an incipient necessity to lifelong learning and also to acquire new knowledge
on a wide variety of technologies and new processes.
To sum up, the Spanish national catalogues need to be up-to-date offering training
totally aligned with these current necessities both in traditional or recent
occupations. Moreover, the training offer should have a practical scope rather than
a theoretical one with more internships in companies, for instance. If these
recommendations are taking into consideration, there would be a high likelihood of
providing top performers to the labour world of the future.
The students of UNDER CONSTRUCTION will receive the chance to learn those
sought-after skills.
The research of the framework curricula for the classical training professions and the
curricula of the in-service training courses for the innovative sectors has shown that
the focus is on subject-specific knowledge and skills.
Soft skills learning has been included as part of the curricula since 2005, but is
supported by the dual system. Here the trainees learn skills in the training companies
on the work floor, for example for planning and executing projects, for
communicating with clients and for working in teams. Whether and to what extent a
commitment is made to current and future trends in the professional field will
strongly depend on the size and orientation of the training company in question.
Since 2016, it has already been possible to obtain a legally recognised MBO certificate
for choice parts, the more in-depth and broadening parts of an MBO course. With a
pilot, education and the business community are now investigating what is needed
to link MBO certificates to other parts of an MBO course.
The number of foreign employees in the Netherlands is increasing. In this sense, the
e-learning courses developed as part of the Under Construction project, which
specifically relate to soft skills and information about innovative and important
trends, can make a very positive contribution to training and refresher courses in the
Netherlands and are particularly aimed at employees of companies.
Currently, there is a pilot with mbo certificates for professionally oriented parts of
training courses.
See:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=41&v=EQMUiLpGTcE&feature=e
mb_logo?
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6. OVERALL SUMMARY
The present report, entitled "IO1-A6: Report about Obtained Skills / Competences in VET in Europe",
started with a review of VET systems in Europe and then described in more detail the IVET and CVET
systems of the five partner countries involved in the project (Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and The
Netherlands). In recent years, all participating partner countries had been focusing on the development of
professional skills, following the criteria in their National Catalogues. These criteria were identified in the
subsequent chapter of this report for the seven professional fields to be implemented in the Under
Construction project (3-D printing, bricklaying, cabinet making, carpentry, graphic design, domotics and
wall and floor tiling) for each of the five partner countries. This information may be particularly useful as a
source of orientation for the respective course developers. Following these prior considerations, the focus
was directed towards the results of the project's own research study with top performers. The top
performance skills identified where then named for each professional field in the next chapter and
outlined. Finally, the identified top performance skills were compared in each country for each
occupational field with the skills taught according to the national framework curriculum. In this way, it can
be determined which of the potential learning contents of the MOOCs to be developed in Under
Construction would be most appropriate for the target groups. These findings in IO1 will serve as a basis
for the development of a comprehensive curriculum within IO2.
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